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DISCUSSION AND SUMARY

Tie second meeting ot the Coordnating Croup on Modern Control Theory brought into sharp focuts

bott, the wtce range of applicai'.ons ot modern control theory to DOD weapon sysLems and a clear newtv

for the serv-.ces to investigate ttn full potential of optimal control and estimation theory in

deteiling against highly maneuverink targets. Overall, there vas ge.-eral agreement that t.hese meetingi

are constructive and have brought together in'o a single forum all of the participants actively engaged

in modern control theory. The Chairman had raised the is.ue of inviLing outside contractors into thest.

proceedings. Vitws and opinions expressed by attendees appeared to indicate that this matter was mor-

complex than appeared on the surface. The Chairman nuosequent.'y set this issue aside for further study-

It wns announced that the 3rd meeting of the Coordinating Group or. Mdern Control Theory will be

hosted by ICOM in mid-October 1981.

Next pagc Is blank.
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ALLCATION OF MODERN COWThOL 7HEORY TO THE
DESIGN OF A HELICOPTER TURRET CONTROL SYSTEM

N. Coleman aad K. Lee
U.S. Army Armament Research and Development Command

DRDAR-SCF-CC
Dover, New Jersey 07801

N. K. Loh
School of ungineering
Oakland University

Rochester, Michigan 48063

D. H. Chyung
Division of Information Engineering

University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242

ABSTRACT

The design and hardware implementation of optimal turret controllers for the X} -97
helicopter turret control system are considered. A modular approach of implementa-
tion consisting of various compatible plug-in electronic modules is employed.
Extensive laboratory experiments in the form of non-firing and firing tests are
cArried out. The performance of the optimal turret is found to be much more satis-
factory as compared with that of the original turret in both the non-firing and
firing tests.

I. IN"RODUCTION

The design of feedback controls using optimal regulator theory, observer theory and
optional filtering theory has received a great deal of attention in the literature
over the past two decades and continues today to be an area of active research. it
is rather surprising, therefore, e3pecially considering the maturity of the theo-
retical development to find relatively few applications of these modern design
techniques to the actual design of feedback control systems. One of the principal
aims of this paper is to bridge the gap between the theory and application and
demonstrate the potential of thi& methodology to the design of precision weapon
pointing systems.

Each of the designs presented in this paper, with the exception of the second order
torque observer of Section 6, was implemenced on a modular analog controller de-
signed specifically to facilitate the hardware realization of state variable com-
pensators. Physical constraints imposed by the analog electronics :recluded imple-
mentatiot of many control designs, including the design presented in Section 6,
which could perhaps substantially improve pointing acciiracy. Discrete time vcrsions
of these higher perfor-manne control laws are currently being developed for inple-
mantation cn an 8086 rnicroprocessor-based digital pointing system which will be
tested on the Xl--97 turret during FY81. Some orelrninar- results along trtzs line
are presented in a separate paper of this proceedings.

The material prestnted in this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a
description of the X-97 turret control system and the mathematical models .Fed in
developing control law designs. An optimal regulator design using a tih:ee-s:ate
turret model is discussed in Section 3 and a two-state design is developed in
Section 4. Section 5 presents a two-state design with a first order Luenberger
observer to estimate and suppress torque disturbances due to recoil and base motion.
Although there was mismatch between the observer and the disturbance %iodels, this
design did provide some improvement over the previous designs. A sezond order
Luenberger observer which iL better matched to the actual input disturbance is dis-
cussed in Section 6. This design was not implemented, although simulation results
are provided for perfozmanct comparison. Non-firing and firing test results are
presented in Section 7 and 8 for th' ottimal two-state design. Performance results



of the remaining controller are similar for a given value of the cost functional
weighLiiu& facLor q1 1 , and will not be presented here.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND PERFORMANCE OF EXISTING TURRET CONTROL SYSTEM

The XM-97 helicopter gun turret control system sown in Fig. I is essentially an
inertial load driven by a pulse width modulated split series DC motor through a co-
pliant gear box. The transfer functions of the system are as shown in Fig. 2. The
system consists of two controllers: one controller positions the gun turret in
azimuth and the other elevates and depresses the gun cradle and the gun. The two
controllers are functionally similar and independent. As shown in Fig. 2. the only
difference between the two controllers is the gear ratio N which is N = 620 for the
azimuth channel and N - 810 for the elevation channel.

The gun turret control system employs angular position feedback and angular velocit'y
feedback as shown in Fig. 2. With the state variables chosen as shown in Fig. 2.
the turret dynamics is described by the following 8-dimensional vector differential
equation (for both azimuth and elevation channels),

i(t) Ax(t) + Bu(t), Y(0) x . (i)

where !

x(t) = [xj(t) xi(t) x3 (t) . 4 (t) x5 (r) x6 (t) xW(x) x8 (t)]T

xj(t) - gun turret angular position relative to the hull (radians).

x (t) = motor angular velocity relative to the hull (radians/second).

x3 (t) = motor torque (foot-pounds).

x4 (t) - gun turret angular velocity relative to the hull (radians/second),

x5(t) - power amplifier output (volts),

x6(t) - low level electronics output (volts),

x7 (t) - geared down shaft angular position relative to the hull (radians),

xa(t) - output of tachometer feedback loop (volts),

xr (t) - gunner zommand input (radians),

u(t) - control input (volts) = Xr (t) - xi(t) ,

and A and B are, respecti 'ely, 8x8 and 8xl constant matrices as given (see

below). The actual and simulated step respons? in azimuth and elevation are given
in Figs. 3(a). 3(b). 3(c) and 3(d).

The XM-97 turret mcdel shown in Fig. 2 is further simplified as shown in Fig. 4.
Since X, x2 and x3 are accessible for on-line measurement, this model was used to

develop an optimal three-state regulator design discussed in the next section.

0 0 1 a a a 0 [a
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1 0  
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3. THUE-STATE OPTIMAL REGULATOR DESIGN

The open loop turret model required for the three-3tate optimal regulator design is
readily derived from the simplified turret model shown in Fig. 4 by removing the
tachometer feedback path containing the filter G8 (m). A block diagram representa-
tion of this model is as shown in Fig. 5. It should be noted that sight rate feed-
forward is automatically incorporated into xi state to ensure good tracking response
as well as good stabilization rsponse. The differential equation representation
of this open-loop system is given by

x(t) - Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Fvr , x(0) - xo, (2)

where

Tx(t) - [x1 (t) x2 (t) x3 (t)]T*

Sl(t) r(t) - xi(t)

- error between the position command input xr (t) and the acsual gun angular
position Xj(t) (radians),

x2(t) Nvr - X ()
error between the velocity command vr and the actual motor angula r velocity
X§(t) (radians/second),

x3 (t) - motor torque (foot-pounds) (converted to motor current for feedback),

x r(t) * Kr + vrt
a step-plus-ramp position command input (radians),

u(t) a control inputs (volts),

and A, B and F are constant matrices given by

0 0

A - 0 0 -xlO4]

0 9.6p, -5000J 0
B = 0 I F 0

2.OU625xlO6PJ -9.6plN

The prime control objective is to drive x(t) to the zero state and at Lhe same time
minimizing a quadratic performance measure. To achieve the objective, the control
u(t) is split into two parts,

u(t) - ufb(t) + Uff(t), (3)

where u f(t) is the feedback component responsible for driving x(t) to the zero state
and uf() 13 the feedforward component responsible for accommodating the velccity
comnana yr.

Substituting Eq. (3) into Lq, (2) yields

i(t) - Ax(t) + Bufb(t) + Buff(t) + Fvr .  (4)

From Eq. (4), a suitable choice for the feedforward contrel uff(t) is given by

9.6N Auff(t) T Vr . krvr (5)2. 00625x106

Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (4) yields,

c(t) - Ax(t) + Bufb(t). (6)

5



Now consider the quadratic performance measur2

J = j0 Eq1l1x (t) + q22x ) x) + ru(t)dt 7a)

- T(t)Q(t) + ru b(t)]dt. (7b)

where q1 1>0, q 2>0, q >0 and r>0 are weighting constants, and Q diagiql q-2.
q JwitA Uiag{J.J den~Tng a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements qi' -. he first
t A in the intArand is chosen to discourage large angular position Irror x'(t) =

x (t)-xi(t), the second term to discourage large angular velocity error x2(tj =

N~r~-x(t) the third term to discourage large current associated with x (t) and the
last term to discouwage large control input voltage ufh(t). The relatie importance
of the various terms may be adjusted by choosing suita le weighting constants qii.
In general, large qii indicates the desire to keep xi(t) small. In our present case,
we wish to make the actual gun angular position x'(t) to follow the commanded angu-
lar position as closely as possible. Hence the first term in the integrand will be
weighted more heavily by choosing large value for qll.

The optimal control u. (t) which minimizes J is given by [] - [2]

ufb(t) = Uopt(t)

= -rB TKx(t)

= kIxl(t) + k2 x2 (t) - k 3x 3(t)

Sk, ix r(t) - xi(t)] + k2Lvr - x2(t)l - k3x 3 (t), (8)

where ki , k 2 and k3 are optimal gain constants, and K is the positive-definite sol-
ution of the algebraic Riccati equation

ATK + KA + Q - KBr-lBTK - 0. (9)

It should be observed that A,B] and [AQI are completely controllable and com-
pletely observable, respectively, i.e.,

rank [B AD A2 BI = 3.

rank [/ f AT, i A2 T r'T1 3.

where rank [.] denotes the rank of 1.] and /Q is the square root* of Q.

Hence Eq, (9) has a positive-definite solution K. From Eqs. (5) and (8), the com-
plete control u(t) is given by

u(t) = Kll[xr(t)-xi(t)] + k 2 [vr-x2(t)l - k3x 3 (t) - krvr . (10)

Substitucing Eq. (10) into Eq. (2) yields the optimal turret control system

(t) ~= Ax(t), x(0) = X0, (11)

where

0i 0No

2.00 6 2 5xlO6Plkl 9.6p 1-2.00625xlO6plk2  -500-2.00625xlO6plk 3

The numerical values of the optimal gains kI , k2 and k3 for different values of qll
with qJ2 '.0 and q3 3 = 0 and the values of the eedforward gain k are given in
Table . he corresponding eigenvalues of the optimal turret confrol systems, i.e.,
the eigenvalues of A, are also given in Table 1. The output errors of the three-
state regulator designed with qll - 5 are as shown in Figs. 6 and 7 for the follow-
ing step and step-plus ramp inputs, respectively,

Xr(t) - 35 milliradians (mr),

Xr (t) - 35 + 17.5t milliradians (mr).

Note that after an initial transient, the turret tracks the input commands perfectly
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Fig.5 SIMPLIFIED OPEN-LOOP X*1-97 HELICOPTER TURRET CONTROL SYSTEM
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4. TWO-STATE OPTIMAL REGULATOR DESIGN

The three-state open-loop model in Fig. 5 can be further simplified by removing the
high frequency pole at -500 and thus eliminating the motor toroue state x (t) as N
shown in Fig. 8. The equations of motion of the two-state-variable model rc given

by

i(t) - AIM(t) + Bu(t) + Fv, (12)

where x(t) - [xl(t) x2 (t)] xl(t) Ix r(t) - xi(t)', x2 (t) Nvr - (t0 are as
defined in Eq. (2). and0i [0  0 1

A = [ B -ri F - .

0 -1.28 -2.675xi05 1,28N

As befoie, the control is split into two parts given by

u(t) = Ufb(t) + Uff(t). (13)

Using Eqs. (12) and (13), the feedforward component uff(t) is determined as

Uff(t) -1. 28N, .r k r (14)2.65.105

Substituting Eqs. (13) and (14) into (12) yields

i(t) - Ax(t) + BUfb(t) (15)

Consider the performance measure

J f [qllx2(t) + ru2(t)]dt, (16)

where q,,>0 and r>O are weighting constants.

The optimal control which minimizes J is given by

Ufb(t) 5 Uopt(t)

- -r' BTKx(t)

- kIx(t) + k2x2(C)

- ki[Xr(t) - xi(t)J + k2 [Nvr - x(t)1, (17)

%here kI and k2 are optimal gains and K is the positive definite solution of the
algebraic Riccati equation

ATK + KA + Q -KBr'BTK - 0 (18)

with

Substituting Eq. (17) into Eq. (15) yields the optimal turret

i(t -AIt, x()- 1 (19)

where

01/N1
A

-2.675X05kl -1.29-2.675xl5

8 72
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I'heo numerical values of the optinal gains k and 1, for diffe-wit values f r4

together with the value of the feedforwrd iair, krand the cor.-'spofdizi;,g cir'ePnvii 1

of A are givren in Table 2. The output error responses of the !tt4o-state repuiaior
sim'ilar to those of Figs. 6 and 7 have been obtained but will ;-"*t be shown, ;:terf

Xk U4 X
535 7.5 0.02 1

0.019,

Fig.8 SIMPLIFIED OPEN-LOOP XIA-97 HELICO)PTER TURET CCNTRO1. YST."1

(TWO-STATE-VARIABLE SYSTEM)

TABLEI, 2. PifINAL GAINS "13 Z1ENVIALLUES OF M14-97 HELICOPTER TVAlIET OCIIfR5 5iAM

(TIJ-S1AT-VARIANE IDEw1L)

k2 15910.10 -4

236 1, 111,1 1,116 ,0 21 1 .12

?2

.. . . .. . . .. ....... .. . . L-------

5. i'WO- STATE_ OPT IMAL. RILGUIATORk .4 ITf DISTU RBANCL ACCO>U O1DAT10I
USING FIRST-ORDER TORQUE OBSERVER

(,Iw of thle idAvantages of applying6 modern cotrkil t licrv to LLCt h'iu C il

couipenstIfos is that external di.sturbailccs a iiv bu explicit% ivn)it-IA ili .n

in the conTrol law designi. This approach genl-a I LI reqtii r(-; 0E iv: t 1 b.

(,r F Iit E-r to c-st unotie the di t urhance input it~jtes Zind its.,; : Skpid

1.dr1L!UA t !Aen 011 well aV hp model used in -he obsurvor deisivi, nmit rhv7 thc

d 2turbance inputs. The first.-order torque obscrver discusco in; LILI



F badad on a step input model of the disturbance and was implemented and tested on the
(H-Q7 ttrret to obtain a better understanding and insight into the performance of
i ort control system and the observer. As the simulation results in Figs. 1I, 12,
and 13 show this design provides some improvement in low frequency disturbance sup-
pression but provides little or no improvement against higher frequency disturbInces.
However. actual firing tests showed that the first-nrder torque observer did provide
performance improvement in terms of projectile dispersion (see Fig. 22 in Section 2).
The discussion in Section 6 will show in a fairly dramatic way that the torque ob-
server does significantly improve pointing accuracy when the observer model more
closely matches the actual disturbances.

The block diagram for the open-loop turret with disturbance input given in Fig. 9
and the corresponding equations of motion are given by

t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Fv + Cw(W) (20a)

y(t) = Hx(t), (20b)

whare x(t) = [xi(t) xo(t)]T 1(t) Ix[-r(t)-xj(r)]I x 2 (t) 12~r - x(t) arc us
0.). Zt)= [(t) 1(t) -is 01 then'tI r' iidefined in Eq. ol yt i bserved vector, w(t)is the dis-

turbaace torque, and A, B, F, G and H1 are given by

[1 I/N -0 a 12- 0 0

0 -1.28 [2 ]-2.675x0]5 b

F=, 
C 

= [ 0 0

.2. J10 4/3N -J

The control objective is to drive x(t) to the zero state in the presence of the
disturbance torque w(t), and in the sane time minimizing a quadratic performance
measure. To achieve the control objective, the control u(t) is split into three
parts as

u(t) Ufb(t) + uff(t) + uw(t), (21)

where ufb(t) is the feedback component responsible for driving x(t) to the zero state,
uff(t) is the feedforward component responrible for accommodating the velocity com-
mand vr, and uw(t) is the feedforward component responsible for accotnodating the
disturbance torque w(t). It can easily be shown that uff(t) and uw(t) are given by,
respectively

Uff(t) 128N v r krv r  
(22)

10 (23)
W3Nx2.675xl 5 wt) kww)

Substituting Eqs. (21), (22), (23) into Eq. (20) yields

x(t) = 
Ax(t) + Bufb(t) (24)

Consider the performance measure

[lx2 ()+ ru2 (~ .(5

where ql>O and r;O are weighting constants.

The optimal control which minimizes J is given by Eq. (17), i.e.,

10



z~~~ 'f t) = up(t)

= klX1 (t) + k2x2(t) (26

kIjxr t) - xi(t)1 + k2 [Nvr - xY(t)j

The numerical values of the optimal gains k and k.) for different values :d q4 l
together with the values of feedforward gaihs kr afd kw are given in Table 3.
Note that. kI , k2 and kr are the same as in Table 2 but are repeated in Table 3 for
convenience and completeness.

TA6LE 3 OPTIMAL GAINS FOR XM-97 HELICOPTER TURRET CONTROl. SYSTEM

Azimuth Channel, N=620 Elevation Channel N=8! n

Sq 5 IC i s1 5 10I5

2.236 3. 162 3. 873 32236 3,!62 3.873
1.595xlO

- 4  1 4 1 .661x1( - 4  1.843x10-3

K. 2.967x10
3  2.767x10

- 3 2.967x100
3  3  3,876xl0

3  3.846×1F
- 3

k w 2 010oix5 i2010 10-5 2.010xo- 5 1 538x 1l - .538x10
-5  

.538 >;0 
.5

From Eqs. (21), (22), (23) and (26), the complete control u(t) is given by

u(t) = k1x1 (t) + k2X2 (t) + krvr(t) kwW(t) . (27)

Since the disturbance w(t) is not known, the control u(t) can be implemented as

u(t) = kIXi(G) + k2 '2 (t) + krv r - k w(t) (28)

where w(t) is an estimate of w(t).

The estimate w(t) of w(t) considered in this section will be generated by a Luen-
bcrger observer [31 - [4]. For simplicity, the disturbance w(t) will be approxi-
mated by a random step function described by

w(t) = o(t), w(O) = wo, (29)

where a(t) is an unknown sequence of Dirac impulses included to take into account of
the random jump in values of w(t) [51 - [61.

Augumenting Eq. (29) to Eq. (20) yields

[t] = [A:1[~Eu1 +Li.. u(t) + --] Vr + ]

Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Fv r(t) + GO(t) (30a)

Y(t) - 112 01 [x() Hx(t)

w(t)j (30b)

where the various vectors and matrices are as defined. Since the matrix pair [A, HI
is completely observable, i.e.,

-T -T T'U2 _rank [H A H :AT HT
11 II.T



rank 0 1 I/N -1.28 A -T = 3

0 0 0 -104/3N

the unknown disturbance w(t) can be estimated by a reduced-order Luenherger oose-rr.

A reduced-order Luenberger observer for generating w(t) of w(r) is given b: K.

W(t) p(t) + Lx(t) ()i])

p(t) -Lp(t) - LBu'(.) - (LA + LGL) x(t) . (31h)

where

L = ['Ii t121

'( = kx(t) + k~x2(t) - kww(t) . -

The elements and of the gain matrix L are to be chosen such that tht.. -.
is asymptoticatiy stabig. Note that only '1 2 affects the stbiiity of the d.s-r.tm
Ii component form, Eq. (31) ma be expressed as

w(t) = p(t) + 'lx 1 (t) + y,xl2(t) (ba

p(t) = t1 2gp(t) + .1 2bu'(t) - ,. 1 ,2gxl(t) +

(.Z + Z2(12'22 - ' 11a 12 + 12gx2 t)

4 0

1  2  Z( t) + 2 6?5xlt.u 't)- . X1 (t)
1 g2Pt +275i 12' SN 1 12 1

+ 4 2 [+ (-Z1l/N + 1.28!2 + - 2x(t)

block diagram for implementing Eq. (32) i-, as given in Fig 10.

In the actual implementation of Lhe reduced-order Luenberger observer, the following
values will be chosen for rhe gain matrix L and for the weighting constant qll

L = [0 -41 ,

qll = 5

With the above choice of L and q11 , Eq. (32) reduces to, with N = 620,

u(t) = p(t) + 4.c2(t) , (3a)

p~ ) -21.Sp(t) 4- 1.07xlO !lufp... .(t) ".,(1. +

80.9XpL , ,

The simulatec esponsec of A (t) for the azimuth rhannel and f1'r ditterent ,aliut;
of frequcncy of the disrurbeace w(t) are as sho.im in Figs 11. 12 and II. c remark
that the choice of W11 = C in the observer gain matrix sio;plifies implermt, ntation bit
with a resultant loss of information provided b the state viriable l(t) This
results ia some degredation during the observer transient :,ut is relativelv irsi'- -

icant.

12
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rig. SIMPLIFIED OPEN-LOOP WN-97 HELICOPTER TURRET CONTROL. SYSTEM I
WITH DISTURBANCE INFUT M40 -STATE -VAR IABLE MOO)FL)

Fig.31O OPTIMAL Xa1-97 TURRET 14ITII FIRST-o~iDEP LUIENBERC-.ER OBSERVER
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6. TWO-STATE OPTIMAL REGPLATOR WITH DISTURBANrE

ACCOMMODATION USING SECOND-ORDER TOROUE OBSERVER

In this section we discuss in more detail the important issue raised earlier that
the ability to suppress or reject disturbances in a control system ,ising observers
is very much dependent on the quality of match between the observer rmudel and the
actual dis-urbance. We illustrate this point by designing an observ er based on a
,%enusoidal model of frequency 1 Hz with observer poles placed at -25+j25. The
disturbance dynamics takes the fornm

I _() -(34)

2 '2

w2(t) (-2rf) 2  0 _w2t

where f 
= 

1 Hz.

The observer equations are given by

Wl1(t) Pl
(t )  

11 '12 X 1(t)

w(t) =+ (35a)
Lw 2(r) LP2(t)  21 22 x 2(t)J

2t M 2t LBu'(t) + (XL-LAw) 
(35b)

I2-t M P2 (t ) ]x(

where 1 A Aw - LG. The G matrix in Eq. (20a) is now 6ivvi 'by

a1

a"~ A.



[0 0
G=

4 ,

where g = 30/3N and the observer gain matrix L is chosen such that the -oser,.er
poles (Clqguvalues of M) are located at -25j25- Since on>y ',i and ' ,' affect the
placenent of the observer poles, we simplify vfthe discussion by lettini-Lji - -

I 
" .

again with a resultant loss of information from the measure x1 (t). With hese
simplifications, the observer equations for w(t) are

( t )  
Pl

(
C. 12]

]+ L t)(t)
L2 '22j

p 0 1 2 4 --  g 2 )r xlO

2j 10 4/ x 0 * ] u

+ 12j +.212 (36h)

,i04
+ -4- 12 12,22 + 1.28 22 . 2 x

A block diagram representation of this system is shown in Fig. 1. The choice of
12 = 9.3 and t22 = 225.16 places the observer poles at -25-j25 is required.

The performance of the two-state optimal controller under step position cor-sand with.
pl1 = 5 and the second order torque observer given b Eq. (36) are as shown in Figs.
15. 16 and 17 for sinusioidal disturbance in-puts at 1, 5 and 10 Hz respecrivel. Thle
1 Hz disturbance is perfectly cancelled after an initial transient as would be cx-
pecred since the observer model perfectly matches the disturbance input. The stecd:
state pointing error increases slightly as the disturbance input frequency and cor-
sequently the model mismatch between the observer and the disturbance increases.
In all cases, however, the performance is improved over the previous designs. Cur-
rent efforts are being directed towards developing accurate models for torque input
disturbances due to recoil and developing designs based on these models for imple.-
mertation on a microcomputer-based controller to be tested in Au'st 1981.

Fig. 14 OPTIML "-- TR -1.1 O2

1 5I P1

f-j,1M 4.7| 1
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S7. NON-FIRI-G TEST -ESLI.T-

The turret control designs discussed inP previous sections were all impli,need on dmodular analog control device specially designed 'or test anti evaluaio purposes.
In fact, the modular approach of implementation makes the de .'ic,, readily, adaptible
not only to a variety of controller designs but also to other armament sysems as
well. A detailed discussion of the ccntrol electronics used for implementatioa is
beyond the scope of this paper. '1he interested reader it; iefecud to .......1-
report for more information an this subject,

1I
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Eash control coicept implemented on the XM-97 turret was subjected to two tests
during the non-firing test phase. In the first t.st, a step reference command in-
put was applied and the tranuient response of the turret was analyzed. In the
second test, a constant tracking command input was applied and the resulzing steady
stato error investigated. Fign. 18 and 19 show the responses of the original
turrot and the optimal turret to a 35 miliradians step input command. The perfor-
mance improvements of the optimal controller over the original dcsign are readily
upparent in terms of settling time, overshoot, etc. Table 4 suirimarives the st.ir7
responses and tracking rsponses off the original turret and the optimal turret for
cOIL functional weighting factor q l of 5, 10 aid 15. Since th'" performance of IhU4
optfilal designs wore similar for given coet functionl weighting, only the optimail
tn.-rate results are shown.

TAhLE 4 COMPARISON OF STEP AND TRACKING RESPONSES
7 OF TM -GINAL AND OPTIMAL XV-97 TURRET CONTROL SYSTEMS

Azimuth Channel Elevxat ion

Settling Max Tracking Setiling -lax Tracking
Time (sec) Error mr/sec .Time (6ee) I:rror mr*rsec

'175 mr35 mr 87 17.5 175 mr135 mr a7 17.5

__sY St enl Q ij_ St ceP mr/sec mr/sec S:-ep

Original
XM-97 NA 1.26 1.36 2.74 2.86 1,2 1.125 5.0 5.0

5 1.50 .375 .30 .80 .75 '50 .20 AC)

Optimal
D n 10 .50 .50 20 .50 .625 .625, .2 j.7

15_ _ 
1I .. 5 .55 -. 40 .5 5 625 .5 5

i.62 L ..

f t i\W(h
IL

T I F ,t nN S f -,'

[ 1:; {R. T, I

r P ,o-- - -,,

- /

Fig.18 STEP RESPONSE OF ORICINAL Fip.i.9 2-STATE OPTIMAL TURRET
TURFET -AZIMUTH CHANNEL -AZIMLIT1I CHANNEL
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8. FIRING TEST RESULTS

Extensive firing tests were conducted to evaluate the performance of each control
system design in the presence of recoil disturbances. The weapon used was the
M-97 three barrel 20mm automatic cannon with the XM-9 1 turret mounted on an A!-I
Cobra helicopter air frame. The entire system was suspended from a 3ix-degree of
freedom simulator located in Rock Island Arsenal. Firing took place with a 1000
inch range using a paper target and with 20 pound bursts at 600 pounds per minute
rate. Since linear motion of the air frame was not compensated, the first seven
rounds in each test will be ignored in the performance evaluation in order to per-
mit the hull motion to reach eq,,ilibrium under firing conditions.

A comparison fo projectile shot pattern- for the original XM-97 turret and the
optimal design with qll - 5 and 10 is as shown in Figs. 20-23 respectively. The
numbers ind'cate the order in which each projectile was fired. Since the auto-
matic cannon has three barrels, it follows that every third round was fired from
the same barrel.

As can be seen from Figs. 20-21, the original XII-97 turret gave wide dispersion
pattern of impact points, and the projectiles from the three different barrels werv
all intermixed in random pattern. On the other hand, the impact point pattern ofthe optimal turret was quite different as can be seen from Figs. 22-23. Not only
that the overall dispersion pattern was much tighter than the original turret but

also projectiles from the same barrel were now closely grouped together forming
three distinct groups of dispersion pattern according to the barrels from which the
projectiles were fired. The relevant statistical data are summarized in Table 5.

TABLE 5 SHOT DISPERSIO0 (mr)

Original XM-97 Optina Di

Barrel #1i 4.26 S.23
Barrel #2 3.58 .96
Barrel #3 2.22 .96
All Rounds 5.23 2.56

.et*276 2es '

i mis

-5

-10 -I0

Fig.20 DISPERSION PATTERN Fig.21 DISPERSION PATTERN

... .1-8.. .. . ._
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Fig.22 DISPERSION PATTERN Pig.23 DISPERSION PATTERN

9. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS

* The design of optimal controllers for the XM-97 helicopter turret control system

has been investigated. Hardware implementation and fabrication of the optimal con-
trollers using analog electronic components have been carried out. A modular ap-
proach of implementation consisting of various compatible plug-in modules has been
employed. Extensive non-firing and firing tests have been conducted for both the
original turret and the optimal turret. The tion-firing tests are conducted using
step and step-plus-ramp zommand inputs, while the firing tests are conducted with
20-round bursts at a firing rate of 600 rounds per minute. The performance of the
optimal turret has been found to be much more satisfactory as compared with that of
the original turret in both the non-firing and firing tests.

The studies carri-d out in this paper have shown that modern control theory and es-
timation theory are useful and practical design tools for the development of preci-
sion weapon pointing systems. Furthermore, in view of the fact that qualitative
performance requirements, such as fast system responses, reduced system oscillations,
i mproved hit probability, etc., can be transformed directly into quantitative design
criteria, modern control system design techniques may often be more easy to apply
than the classical design techniques in many practical situations. With the advances
of high speed mini-computers and microprocessors, more weapon and industrial systems,
both advanced and simple, are being designed using these intelligent digital elec-
tronic components. Modern control system design and synthesis techniques can best
exploit and utilize the decision-making capability of a digital machine to achieve
the kind of system performance vhich may otherwise be unattainable.

19 i



10. FUTURE WORK

An 8086 micro-computer-based digital weapon pointing system is current ly under do. -
velOpment and is sz'heduled for testing in August 1981- This ;,.ten; wi 11 inuorpnru L'
observer designs based on more accurate models of the actual recoil and base ior i n
disturbances.

Laboratory evaluation of digital control algorithms which c:'qpens ite for br-tr cL
otion, friction and variations in plant parameters will 1e t ic.S ,. I c i:1;. t 1')i

with follow on evaluations on XM-97 turret in FY82.
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SUB-OPTIMAL STATE ESTIMATION AS bELATED
TO PREDICTIVE FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN

Toney R. Perkins
US Army Materiel Systems Analysls Activity

Aberdeen Proving (Iround, IIl 21005

ABSTRACT

The engagement of maneuvering land vehicles with gun systems place e eXtr'O,
performance ra'uirements on the fire control system deslris. lre effuctIveio-:
of a gun fire control system depends on tire capability to pruvide a tcatt
'i control solution, i.e., predict the future position of th: turgt itoJ! 2-

ti ti-of-fllght later. arr-iizear prodiction is3 ltowii T-, not n ly "r . :
pcrfaormance but to also increase availao e time for firrIiig ato) ilt lcrruvriI.

3os. Sub-optiral, crulti-vurable, adaptlvu ostiiat" ii LijruPdtl:; civ'shown to improve the effectiveness of predictive fire control systeus.

.lccuitivity analyses are presented that relate Ldystelli illlcedr errors; to tce ci .
nole and prediction order. Relationships between system stabl ity alId perl'or:r-
alnce for two basic types of t ire control systems arc prosorrtor.

A NTRODUICT IoN

This paper discusses the fire control systeill prabicr, th natluro, of land vwrt: L-
mobility and agility and the ability of predictive fire contro,l tstoc; rr
effectively engage maneuvering vehicles. Existing performance: cp cl'lfutioils
do riot satisfactorily describe the level of maneuverability expected Aui a
tactical situation. Rather, present specifications define performance require-
merits for fixed vehicle speed and heading movement which have resulted 1(1 tile
development of fire control system designs that are significantly uegraded ii
a n;,aneuverlng target enviror-ment. The problem Is addressed, In terrora, fur
the four cases of firing vehicle-targot roirIclo Movereclts. Tne ;roce sses
required in the fire control solution are identified and the :;en:itiv

4
.ty of

system performance to the propagation of tracking errors is discussed. The
stability and performance characteristics of two generic fire control ttyite;i

configurations are analyzed in some detail.

GUN FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM ?HOBLEM

'Tie purpose of gun fire control systems is to have a projecti le, tio has boonv
fired a time of flight previously, impact the target that was slghted a time
of flight earlier. The critical motion parameters that degrade tire pert'urna5c5t
-f prediutive Fite countrol systelis have been iderltfleId i cyclic us: Il 5trll0:;
exhibitin frequencies that are within the motion capabiliti-s uf tactl I-cr1 iOrjI
Vid; tries. [  

Tracking error does not in iteseif causre th,. plt ll: rch tgr;r-l-ii.-..-
[h( Lnabill ty of the fire control system to) leteri iiu t~h: mt i l, .wrr [v Lyo,
of the line-o-slht (LO,> to the target and predict thre 'itur pu:iitioj f c
the target are the two ialt factors that cause fire ccnt.r 'I ,caLm. -riciil. In::.

Tire error In the ability of a fire control system to cause the projet! i:, to
intercept the target a Lime of flight later is ref'erred to as total gul po itll:,
(TGP) error. TGP error Is lefined as the offset between tl e ctuol guc polntln,:
direction at round exit an twe location of the target centroid ait round impact.
The TGP error is the sum of the propagated system induced (LI) errurs arid tarf,,:t

21



I idi od (TI) errors (i.e. , TG error m SI errors + TI errors). The ,I errors, Ir onsidered in this study, are the tracking error >iffererrce betwten the 1r-ir ke
ISIS anid true LOS to the target) at the time of firing and tie estimatioj err;.,
(ilfference between estimated LOS states and true LOS states). Te SI errors
i)ropagated through a projectile time of flignt result In a kinrilatit jurr
error. The TI error is caused by the target motion during the time or flitInt
or the projectile. It is dependent on the order of the lead solution In tihe-
1tre control system. For a first order lead system the TI error is th(

,ilffererce between the actual LOS movement during a projectile tiue of t'!1;1t
aid the propagated LOS iove!ent assuming perfect LOS rate al thi, ttu c"

rir e. The first order predictor system T1 error ignores the presence o acLual
target acceleration at time of firing and during projectile flight tire.
For a second order lead system thie TI error is the difference between tie
actual LOS motion during a projectile time of flight and the propagated LOS
naovernent assuaging, perfect LOS rate and acceleration at the time of' flrInt,.

The second order predictor system TI error accounts for target acceleration at
tIme of' firing but ignores the target acceleration chanbes ourinb projectile
flight time. This distribution of errors is shown in Figure 1. 'le ballistic
Flight craracteristics of toie proJectile are ignored.

The fire control solution occurs during a short time interval which is re-
lated to the time of flight of the projectile. The motion conditions of both
the firer and the target are needed to understand and solve the fire control
system problem. Four motion conditions exist: stationary firer-stationary
target, stationary firer-moving target, moving firer-stationary target, and
moving firer-moving target. The stationary firer-stationary target Is the
least dynamic situation and is the least complex case, and the moving firer-
moving target is the most complex case. For each or the cases, the LOS betrea.;,
the firer and target is the key to which of the four fire control processes
are being called upon in a demanding Manner.

Fire Control System Processes

A fire control system may be broken down into four distinct processes. Each
of these processes are present In all types of fire control systems. They
are: tracking, estimation, prediction, and gun pointing. In specific designis
these four processes are accomplished in different manners.

The tracking process is important in all four cases. For the movIn[6 firer
cases, tracking becomes more critical because the base notion of the fIrer
must be compensated and it may be affected in a secondary manner by target
motion. Tracking is usually accomplished manually and is concerned with the
alignment of the sight reticle with the target. The gunner is involved directly
at this stage and accuracy of tracking will be a characterization of the ability
of any given gunner to perform the task. Test data obtained from experimeental
investigations can be used to determine tracking error means, standard deviations,
and correlation time constants useful for building models of tie tracking
errors.

The estimation process is the Intermeliate stage between the tracking process
and the prediction process and Its configuration is dependent upon the order
of the prediction process. Estimation is the process of filtering the tracking
data to provide the necessary target mQtion information required in the predic-
tion process. The accuracy of the tracking data will Influence the performance
of the estimation process. The system error induced by the estimation process
decreases with improvement in tracking accuracy.

f-ediction of target future position to obtain intercept between projectile
anJ target is dependent upon an estimate of the present motion of" the target
and 0'e time of flight of the projectile. The output of the estimator is not
a comp±.te description of the present motion of the target, therefore, ti.e
predictor does not have the necessary information to calculate the target's
future position exactly. If restrictions are placed on the allowable threat
motions, then the predictor's ability to determine its future position is
improved. Overolimplification of allowaule threat motions has placed 'inrealis-
tically simplifleJ requirements on the operation of the esti:,ation and
prediction processeb. Realistic threat motions are determined by the motil-
1iy capabilities of tactical vehicles. In the past, the majority of targets
that have been studied kic-ve beer. nonaccelerating. The requirements of' an
estimator and a predictor 'or this type of motioni are to co.bne the apparent
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target velocity estimate and projectile time of f! lht for the leal :mlutt(loi.
'no: required lead Is constant and can be realized .i:'t(r sone s+ettliil,; tit';.
The existence of accelerating targets requires the .,y fbil to iC o ui uS1
,.hanging lead angles, hence, the need for non-linear prediction.

rvi triportant point to observe is that, for tce stat.ionary fitrer-.,uvlrg tr,:t

i/rse, the prediction process Is required to provide gun comsi-and ord:r th:ti

orlent the gun to account for target motion durn r the project[ !?', , t ir, ,I'
fligrit, whereas in the moving firer-stationary tar ,t easi, thsj-;l.r, ,e,
per-cess is not requIred because tle LOS existing bt: wenei tint f'trer rind ter';-
at instant of firing does not move during the proj,-ile's tide of" flfilh.
For the moving firer-moving target, the LOS also mucus after projectile t'LrnSi.

ie gun pointing process i. required to align and stahilize the gun along tn,:
predicted LOS to the target. The stabilization anu response of tine gun
pointing loop are major concerns for fire control syster pert'orrarir(: agalin;t
,,maneuverlng targets. Stabilization of the gun poirt Lit proce could hov,
an adverse effect on overall system performance. Ti coving firr crises w!i
. r -ess the gun pointing process most severly but it i.; pOss ile tri:it t 4 rI t
po lhYttiLng process will be squally stressed for the strctlon ar'y 12 r , IvtLr
target case with non-linear prediction.

FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM CONFiGLJHATI Uo

Tlin: three currently used fire control configurations ire known ri manual or
iron sight, disturbed reticle and stabilized sight-director systems, A f'olirth
method called closed loop refers to projectile spottlngL to adjust the 'ire
control solution and is not considered in this discussion. The manual fire
control system uses the brute force approach and concentrates on stal)l] izing
the gun position exclusively. In this system the lead Is introlucel maniasLy,
therefore, there is no automation of the fire controt estimation and prediction
processes. The disturoed reticle system stabilizes the gua, puoltioi ani distu,1bs
the position of the tracking reticle from the gun line posltion. in till:;
scheme the tracking, estimation and prediction procea;ses are insepar-ble arti
the fire control solution is automated. The rejection of 'irer vehlcle bt.se
motion is difficult to accomplish in this type of system. The last system to
be considered is the stabilized s ght-director system. 'Die tracking process
is accomplished by a tracker which is isolated from the firer vehIcle base
movement. The resulting LOS orientation is referenced to inertial space, anoi
contrast ed to the gun line for disturbed reticle systems. The estriatiui

process is the intermediate link between the tracking process and the predictiou
process. The prediction process uses the estimation process outputs combined
with projectile time of flight to determine the gun pointing commands. '1ie
gun pointing process uses the estLmated LOS to the target ,immed wito tie
calculeted lead to position the gun line.

How well a fire control system configuration perf'ornis is a function of target
movement, firer movement and fire control system design. 'he analytical naethod-
ology required to study this problem should be constrained to real time solutlon
mechanisms. Another way to say this is: post data analysis techniques
using data obtained from field tests will not provide the Insight that is
required to obtain an understanding of the relative performance of different
fire control -ystems. Probability of hit information is useful for an assess-
ment of systems that have been fielded but is not applicable for tradeoff
studies of the type required in this study. Analytical methodologies such as
servo mechanism synthesis and modern filteIng technology are required to
study this problem.

MANEUVERING TARGET DESCRIPTION

A ,uantitative descr.ption of the threat is required to evaluaLt th perf'orm-
ance of fire control systems operating against maneuvering targets. To develop
this description, it is necessary to consiLer the mobility ;ind agility charac-
[erlstlcs of threat vehicles in a realistic combat enivironiiient. A thorough
description of anticipated maneuverin6 seems to defy identification because
threat maneuvers constitute a large set of possibilities even whe.-n constrained
by tactical doctrine, driver policy, terrain and vehicle capabil ties. Two
approaches, analytical. and empirical, are available for consideration in the
attempt to identify the maneuver characteristics of land vehicles. An analytic
approach ';"'id view each , aneuver as being composed of elements from an idealized
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.. ave:rens. All empirical approach would View tio snd5r i iiL.
:iotisal ly occurred during limited tests for different typen of *tnliriev.irIF.-

vehico It.,:. Neither of these approaches provide a complete -incove r 'oirp.I
Nit. 3i -)lulhat iOf of thecse two approaches offers so-te ad vintagLes and t"

:if !,iie. Th o lirrilly t ic aipp ro ach wi pa I[,r t Ial y 1, ,m , <ht i. w- !. I ,- I

)I'so the empirical data base while the emipirical data will offset the
.nathlematiral idealizations of the analytic methodolog~y.

v* !af tIl A rioa chI

[lii riv; trig amp tn cml data to clerorstrate the penrfonriancle Wi' a gon ri 'lr, ur
1 ii o-line performance can he iieterminedi with rio uorieerflr arisri;....

i j I i.ttion of' the maneuve rg. Sinfle the numbe r or nianeibve ri .l n,- ril'",
i 1t th ey neither provide sufficient infformation abouit the,- r-bistr,in

.I C .,~col icr n -nethtolo lojgy nor the paths ogy); whuii i 0Fr o
'3 nr-in'". W#itei jumonstratlnri tuejetnne or' :i I r,, -Ii t

;niis xperimci111tal dlata, cautIon reIst leeo'- i 1- :inc'F,
!.l -'ii~irical data is properly inpuitted to, the fire ctiit.r'5l iy :i .j1,

'11,ii tile iota rlit33; ri noit lvel of'teln n e - -i
'(33 i':t'iiil -atinin froearc, it, folr 'Ise in lii'?liiit li3 i--i 0

ip1e33rt o ic Lrie o;If tr'lcal aiproich , thle iirisly t. u fy-ctih 1 :3'ii' IN
[IWO.I _i-Ce isliIvity erffects i'or a largetr grouIp Qf n-s Cnorita. 2 ni ILa

31W2 o)r palos legij ca L ma ntive rs reqi re that the aitni Vt I! (-lb i3I) it ty Stlpe niirjiiia
- i'~v earisi ng from random d is 1-urhances and lIntent Inotia * vs lent' try vel I ' It

Aii'[vt r -niand:s.

7i cnrilon din tirhanei; may bo rep rca -nte1i In tennils of Ict Iiintonr l-so r powi 3

trat dens it ie s. Th tnefsio: 1  approa-ch Is basedi on 1333' develop:;ilir
t ilaothiematIcaL n-ode I of vehicle iovoeni, Iiflo nclef by to 'rui-ie' e<C

.,rid atrbitrary driving iwbIii of' Individlual dr!ivers. It is 1-SrIied that for r.
tn-os ffof~acaused by terraini irregulanitles on triver Liipa, '.ihet-

WAI t'o!1 ow ai atrpeitht if rieconstant api'eii pathn. Mane ovaers arno vi o-i os,
p0 turltu Iiiii 30 ttin it tralgfnt !lnelonnatant spl)-e d pautti. Apporei(21t i CCIr it i,

ott), Wtilfi is3 connalritedi In t ine, accounlts f'or, the vtt-'Adevia4tionl 1,033l a
a Ci'ailtln path. Ma no voer, capability is expressed by three ijuantit tea:;
tile va rlIaice . or rago liide of a i ) , the( cyclic mane~uve n frequeirry and the
1,1 ,t- onis tarit, of the ma netive r.

intenitional, voluntary vehicie driven commanded motion of' land vehicles over,
ic-iIn I a complicated subject In itself an-I will not ho, inveati1 ;,at.f In:

thl, :liAudy . It is recognized however, that an interaction between veillcl-
rioi'eier, weight, suspension, and locomotion concepts dto cos:bine witi te:rralni
ove r ati ch fti Is roving to provide different icee:- of inobillly with respe t.
to- ai 1' [aed ifFerence f m.Theref'ore, diffoveit vehicle Aen igrijs wcli tiave

iii I'brentitonL I ty Leveits defined !.n te nina of 331tLii ansI lieciv:nottes of 'lie tiun.
A:,- ty Is closely relate-"i to nflobIito and yet itiL a Isi .lt I-v diI frent

-:,11-i t i W3 Iii'-orii fossIil vl! ill ;w' ii)i. Whtei ,W - I'j 1,:; 11j

i:* ril 3(1 ftl -531 113'3 iz l 013-A L-h tilO f- 13, i1 1,-r l' i l Iiii

2hib. 'Vi TY tt1  J (biOfITRi it. hl Lb

nea iiit Iiii gun pointing accuracy results fromi t-io ruiin' orion31 'ij-:y.t
anid 'i et I iditced C rr-)r a. The ta "get Induced errors a it, hy intf~itie miili- 3,

~f tit tarrgot iuning the, time-of-fl tl'it; a:' tne prnjeotiir. Z~uetilte tajrk,_
tn tie cmpal~Ity to naireuver witfin constraints cf tthe terrail , hiI'

'l~i'5'teit15alnd dtriver Polley :lnr'lnig a ronetl' 1tlin--fllgtrttlrf

Irr in) iluti thing as a ltovrnect (perfect) leadt snlit Inn. 'so11 herd sout !,Ion Is
burred , oii tire pr ojecteid target posiot u131 s iri th't present, irngttin' anti
l'rojo,!cttIc tone-of-flight. Therfore , the target lnliibaeI! erro)r, In tri'nral,
r:iiot. iti rl-lii' to ze-ro for a nriiiivo'n tars-ri-. Inwe~vi'r, It. cart cantl ':

imnthat proper selection of the prediction proess Is catpabie ofredcn
the tin potint in error clue to target motion.
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itoitatIr iduced errors are made up of bias andI rationl~ -r'"rr eti"Lsnolog 1nftr

aiec ir'tc corrponenta anid subsystems. Die piropagation Of titese: errorsi 4vtgraiLu
thle performance of the fire control system. The zlyste's Iturlore e!rrors of

1:or conicern are those occurring In the tracking process. Senisitivity anail 4 ~;-
h-er' tor performed to evaluate the degradation of' gun. polritlrn romrtands tt

L i r ,: 505 errorsi. Th analtysis ons liens thie F ire' -torjrolIpO-:~':
l' initorfacud in tandercL with ho feedback of outputs tin a. iprviou.i pro::.;si.

P 'styi is further limi~ted to a segment of a ;aanite'avfenir tair e-t pa:th

;, 3 i r, .'''' r".- . . . . . . . :-
'p ic~al ly gert~aratr-'iI path provides ati ex ie istoAry oii tll t 1itL rIttt'

(~ot totvelocity and accetlerat ion).

0 rck risp roco-ss is noue' y~ sarnl n6g ran-letsr crrors it.t t know vr Itico ia I',
il itpot of a perfect UrIS, senisor. 'The outpuit of the, iraoktng preofraS 1: ,j

-r I il.io in Lil tnnor.1itriatee , however, cartesian o i it- fS uni!A b
-t' ieand niot a IlItiltat ion 'i! the mistttoiolo t;; it) trio ttttr.I f rn 5!

"or 1 :cpiftICa tiLr. t h,!: i rnsl'oiraatIon rfromn ID t o c artos toIariort O rkit j:.;[

a nii)-optttsrl adaptive -u '>fle KP',sn'.]12 I:r rt :iatltoo
itt tot!- grcrtenic fir-0 Citiie !y;te;T inder e;ie'i it;..Tetn'; i

s' -C: 5t 1 iga is jn'ocae by trie ' to prvd a 'h0 JAt"II -1ihteA o
ta"g'erttVl.es ipos itioni, vio '.l;ty undl' acceLenat fork). i'sa isalt rrr

are trlitmized by provI dinig tile fiter iwithl ttke crctvartltkcf ot' trie os-
:;'nrvatlori noise. In ' ract ice, this perfect miatchi of iinis varta't o ,
-1 cilievatoie bet can be approache-i with ittti!'i'i error ;Xalsio tl'' t; ''i V'I

rtssor with software inetho-)iolo, y to eattatethe0115. 'Ylr- ItAl tin'

p aabtIest rahb to l' nctrerrn'snrary heomue toe- var latno'tntaktrig pro-to:;

error i~ riot t~me ILnvarianit itt ai coirrt eivirotir'sit. iitf:f.e'ti-t

theory 0 re welt known and are pre-sented lswee 2,3 owevler, Ui a-io tv ±

P'osture of thie doo- gnud FlY, which requires; onllinecopatImofi' Itr
giIs out~le-I. 'he adaptive, time varyitog gairt i7 olbt or'i b~y rntt

the vartanco of the uncertatnty of the embieddled target-' *4's:ii,i ;- IC

of thin esi mratedi path geoiretry. The forcinig funiction, W , Pfor tti&- tar t

iiyr'rar!tss oen as a random (Gas sian n-else) rate of' c oft' i : 'te t o
Tevan maince of 1r is de-fined In the body coordlrnates- Of the targ et asi co)rrst-itl

diag'onol eleaents of the Q matrix. The -Q matrix is ro)tatedi as trie target

ttanleiers to provide a tIn' earl' flg ( matrix 10 the f11tter's -oordlrae -ytr:i

Toe seniasttity of' the estimiates to the tracklog processni s ccci; 3e1uatei'
ten a typical alaneuve-ing target path. 'lte ground track o" t -a uvr iI shown insFIgure 2. Toe iraximumn speed and lateral acoeleratton ire 10. i
and 2 ta/sec ~, respectively. Figure 3 shows the degradiatiorn In veloc.Ity ecti-
srates as the starsiard deviatlon of the track tog process noise )ri the asns'-rie-J
pos ition observation Is Increased from 0.05 meter to i1.0 mnete-r. The d,-ralat, on
to the estimates of lateral acceleration for the satue noine levels Is Soni in
Figure 4. A comparison of these two figures shows that the velocity estimates
are niot as sensitive to the propagation of trac K tig noise as toie accel'eratilon
sati testes. Tire prediction process provides the command for point Io, the gorl
to the predicted target position. The esttmrates future posit tort of the
target depends on the order of the prediction proc ess. idea tlyj, one wou-lA
like to fore~cast the target position sO that a projectile fired a t-eo'tiIo
earlier would arrive at a point In space 0Irtutane ooAsly witri the ta"r;,-t.

Ur~ortititel ,only thel presouni .itates, -ir. t'- ni''t',(n i'A~ :,-
'tvail!toue t'01' IOe Ill lJTitnt-1ttb fotLure- targ et psrn:

Wlth, 'krowlo'Ig ,it' the trute itleo s05 itto of' tl:,' tarot r,~ ut Ii r' ri

target rsotor ott nuietitr, thie dlegraialst ntI 'uti g!le 6 iti portt inik:;aL ct. or

"V it'itsr dIifferertt tra ,ckltog erro)rs. -Targ-et lihicr'' errors rt I n'
prcna,;aionof' the tra':kI og process rnl:te are arts ly/ch to oaloeir :

on got port tring sttitnt

The tairget Intduced errors are functions of' target itaneover cttatritc pro-
Jer!-ti le tiLme of' ft Ight. and pred iction uric r. Fiji' a given prti.i o eo*rs
wi ttt perfect knowi Citfit of the present tairget state anu tt'nr- of !>ltgct t, the
resul.tig target indluced errors are lowe r bouon-i predition rors. Ef('eits 'r
tirns of ft ight arid ordier of' predictilrn are shoWnj Io Figure t or ai 'aritv~rrlt
targe~t whose rix iso'; speed soid lateral a'torlinI", 'i' -- an ; 3.5 it Inset
Pret i t Ion errors are, tmpr. C's] fo r Icl 2 un'ait rhi li-n
order of prediction.
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i 2cr I' p r I,,reit.Ior is lInear', a n re;Iiirfe only aHr ncrrarI., stho',e U" iaIc,
to approach the lower hounds of prediction error. Second order prediction
r,:. ,-,e riot only accurate velocity but also acceleratLon estimates to iiirrlmri",
tnLt: predlction errors. Figure 6 shows tos standard deviation of retitr
,erro'r t'or the target maneuver shown in Figure 2 as a furict Lon Qf' t'rmu-of-Vi; L_
arvi variances of trackin!g process noise for first order prediction. Ther;'-
rc:rit;; Indicate that the degradatIon in prediction error t Ii Ini1i,ter mc
the -uality of tracking improves. However, the existence of tie ower ocir
,irr'vc for seconj order prediction provides adIlttonal Is;.rove cit 'ret
by first order prediction. Assuming position observations ri put to t'ie: ,.w
wlti a Ic noise of 1.0 meter, Figures 6 and 7 show tnat t:rere is no lar, e
itf',reice between first arld second order predliction. However, secol;; or-rr
prediction with a reduction in the tracking process error to 0.05 meter )2
ticroradians at a range of 2000 mete"s) provides a significant improvesrent In
the telf solution. Unlike first order prediction, second order predi't, 1,
riot only more sensltlv. to the tracking process noise but also to tire obcrr t±-

tion state. Figure 7 shows that isprovemsts are real ie I if t're boerlt$.,:ie
irr rates rather than pIf' ttoe. If trackl:ig sctrrac leOef ,. )4 _0 S
,e- roralian/sec a;, 2000 rieters 3 are achieve , the Ir t ior-rl e:rt',r 41 1

aboct terl percent of the lower bound for seconid order preic:ttor.

The lead errors discussed above are the differences bettwee n the pr ilfet-d Lri
acto.ei target positions for given time-offlijht. Target. are net point sourc:;
and a mnore meaningful criteria for evaluating the systen is the percent lee
on target for a specified engagement time. Ass ursing a target se iX " 2.3
i:eters X 2.3 meters, independent of target orientation, tie ecent tlne un

target for the sane tracking accuracy iii Figure 7 Is depleted In Figore b for
tUes of flight between 1.0 seconds and 2.5 seconlds.

STABILITY ANALYSIS OF SENERIC FINE

CONTROL SY STEMS

Generat Dlscussn on

The three basic fire control configuratiens Ln existence: ranul, 2starbe.
reticle ani stabillzed sight-lirector have been identifiei, 1r termts of hNW
the tire control processes are mechanized. All exIsting operatIonal systeris
atIltze the hUrsan operator to !il! the differercu betwrer the observed tarct
and the reticle position. The degree of participation of the ieumnar in each of
the three types of fire control systerm is considerably different. Concern
about the stability of the closed loop ;nan-:machlne system is ar important con-
sideration in determining performance and is one of the primary distinguishing
features that characterizes the effectiveness of the three types of fire control
systems. In the manual system, the tracking, estimation and prediction proc-
esses, are performed by the man and the machine serves only to orient the gun
line in accordance with the information provided by man. The tracking s
performed by the ran in the disturbed reticle and stabilized sight-director
systems, however, it is accomplished differently. The estimation and predic-
tion processes are also mechanized differently in these two typs. of fire
control systems. One of the important inherent advantages of a stabilized
signL-director system compuared to a disturbed reticle system is the decoupling
of the tracking process from the estimation and prediction processes. The
turret and gun position serve as the reference from which the reticle Is disturbed
in the disturbed retlcle system. Involvement of the human gunner in the turret
loop for the disturbed reticle system and his absence fron the turret loop for
the stabilized sight-director system is a disvinguished "eature of tire systems.
The tracking process is, therefore, more isolated from the a.itLation, prediction,
and gun pointing prc~esses in the stabilized sight-director system.

Disturted Reticle Fire Control System

One fire control configuration In current use is the disturbed reticle conicept.
The following discussion Is intended to dese In detail tne functions of
the disturbed reticle fire control system arid idenrtify the four processes,
ihowing how eacih is related to the other. Figure 9 describes tire signal flow
and the four frrijor processes are Identified in terms of where in tie systcrs
each is accomplished.

The input to the system Is the LO' fro:n tire target to the reticle o' the tracking
system. ihe nwan operator moves tne nandle bar controller to aligi tre reticie
of the tracking system to be coincident with the target. The aility of any
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hwman controller to accomplish this task defines the quality orf che trcklng
process. Handle bar controller output, which is directly related to thte I)S
rate, is used to drive two interdependent subsystems. Tha t'irit is t1*e turrt
servo whieh Is couanded to rotate at a rate directly proportIon>rii L ,h.!
handle bar, controller deflection. The second subsystem driverl by the herl,
bar controller is a lead screw servo anr reticle system. T!he :ii iIr:ei nrUtt
the Lead screw servo Is directly proportlonal to the fiLtered anle 1itr
controller deflection multiplied by the projectile time of 'iiht. Or.: La!
screw displacement is used to position the reticle of' thu track ng Syn-.. I.
irest. ire t we dIstinct fee~ibaek signal paths in the di :itirbel reti,o clei Ir-

ation arid the human is a series subsystem In both patris. Anotir Lsetr't
observation is to rnote that the signal loop made bj tile turret servo-:ai-rari
bar controller is a degenerative feedback loop because of the negatV,.' siz',irr,
Junction. The signal loop madc by the filter-tlie of flioht lead servoretlcl

* servo-man handle bar controller Is a regenerative feedback loop because, of two
neyative sumilng junctions. Durnn 6 normal operat-ion of" the disturbed ret'i lu
systeia, the performance of these two feedback pa'.hs give rise to a dyna.iicl
system that exhibits some undesirable per-forarnee ch;aracteristics. Wittli11;
furtrior crossfeed compensation, the closed ]oop performanoce of the d]at irb,. i
ret to e system is at best i-iarginally stab,. To uv'rrc!Lge 1 i s ei[l it ,
compensation sigial paths ar's added. The basic corp,r &at[tn is t T'1 1:;1(1iz,;t :
;enerator signal from the lead screw servo which is corruined with the turret{
servo error signal. This composite signal is fed to the turret serco arid tire
reticle servo to compensate for the dynamical misutch that occur: in th,
reticle and turret servos. However, there is no such thing as a per'ect ce.sp'er
sation and the undesirable performance characteristic alluded to earlier cali
never be completely nullified, not to nenton thie potentially precarious situa-
tion that might ,ccur if any failure or gain chan,;e oscars In the co,,1pcrrs:lter;
paths.

Lhe important thing to observe about the root loct lins I n Figures I ari
is that there are nuierator roots in the right half of the S planie. Tisa
arises from tie basic disturbed reticle corifiguratio and us3t be corierr-l
fixed element phenomrenon in thi-s type of syster, '. he polos or uenomniiator
roots describe the syster. operating point for a syste;a ,aln of zero. The
zeroes or numerator roots describe the system operat., point t'or a sjstes;
gain of infinity. The dotted traJectories connecting these two extremnes are a
pictorial description of the operating point loci for all interierdiate gains.
These systems exhibit conditional stability because of the presence of' poitlive
feedback in the equivalent transfer function between B and A. 'Rhese are
different closures than exist for a negative feedback that occurs when bot
the reticle and turret crossfees are present ao shown In Figure 12. The
existence of these sinultaneous crossfeeds from the lead screw servo arid
turret servo error to the turret servo and reticle servo tend to -ff-set the
non-minimum phase root condition shown in Flgures 10 and 11.

In summary, it is the location of the operating points that determine the
system stability characteristics. The frequency content of the tracking error
is directly related to the operating points, but equally important is the
magnitude of the tracking error which Is Influenced by the location of the
numerator roots of the closed loop transfer function. These effects are
interrelated, but the fundamental underly ing requlreaent Is to achieve an
adequate stabtlity margin of the closed loop system. This stability considera-
tion Is important for fire control systen performance arid the desigrners rust
take these factors into account. The end result is systei perforan,.e which
nty be acceptable or not acceptablf.

It can be asked why so inc,' concern about this situation because disturbe]
reticle systems have perforied satlofactorily in the past. Perhaps thi n Is
so, but with the introductio;r of traneuvering targets, the uerforranc of t'ris
type of system may be adverse Ky affected. 'dier the target Lu';, OT, snown
in Figure 9 moves at a constant rote, the human operator Is re qei. red to i oe
the hanJilebar controller a noruinal fixed amount. The turret ,ivrv detolobs a
fixed nominal rate and the lead servo assumes a fixed nominal position. it
then becomes the task of the hutran to perturbatE tile iandleba, controllr
about this nonial position in orler to miniLmIze tile tracklng :rror. e .i
target LOS rate is not constant, which is the situation for lianeering tar..et:,
trie handlebar controller raist be noved consistent w~th the charging tara.l
LOS rt-. The nominal handlebar controller position is not tire only d Uierw,.,e
in ti . system operation for raneuve-ring targeus. Tire turret servo acirelerrat- s
and cecelerates and the lead screw servo is constantly being driven to a niew
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poz It L Lr. ile new poe ion of' the rettc le Is a resul t of' these tWo ii 1 li 1I:;

f*or thie non-mfaneuvering- tar~ets and the tracking perorin'! wi- A' t -0.L
Tutu u~ralatio occ r rom the inanhlity of the cjhfme), 1(oo)n, 'iy'ii t ~ae

i: a' 'o i i ty oh j i I 0' tart LOS rat.'. 7".- ooit if I-i nstII
-, 5~~!- 0* iiit te y .I'vio." to the t 3.* *ri 4 o, i. t

IitiOiof thisi dekradatia)n wilt ne obserywi once a surffici ently 173? IOY
c'the tracking error a trde. It Is imperative thlat tie requItin t !,tirill1%.

-ia r.;iI i ' the closed nnn-rtachlne systeir be large! to iri:3iro f141'

* 'cot worpk !ias itiown tt tlta tt tciRrootc call e- it.
'lit 400r t itl when proj4'ot. tie ', tiC 401je n 1 ,I jht o)f L. o'o

* rdc~ m'' iiii4 ot ion after projectile fi ring witlIj -1 i
*-7; wt -ri linear preodicto., fire control systems are as- aume I and'orvr

l!z.,-1t ances can be sl gnificantly reduced when 000 line ir or hient ror
i- ',t or fine control systemic: are eiriploye'i. I rM. o~si-rvaiionz t t

l.ary "liss i itaoe re possible for nonilt ar' L:.. -aI ss :

11it tor: t"' presoritol to) the fire, conitrol I 01 1 '

4A !,-I: thle posttt of tnicludineg mon-Lii, pv- i! r Ct
sIitt n the ltstaiobedrtil ofii43 '-' .

i'i~ j li'Alesti trspoosibiltt becaUSe )fC 'i ' 1
* t I t ie aper;tioi)i of toie lst-nbolie 1e 00 t-;

h, or'. u.(I ng evrr ru juicc fou1'-r noti rico"- pz"- i T
i ii t l'.n 5 error for fi1rst ode'.' predlict I a i.D

'00 ilL'- c ser i: raleedt errors for the non- i IncIo pr!'-S 't 1"rSt 1)0
e1y t he target 01441p edlc. I oni error impJj j12 ' f. f-01 ti

zion~z pred tt on. Thie key tigredlenit for r -. I ttttt 4

CI'e' trot syste'm is- to have h4,gh quality trac:k Irql ,

40, ii, tracker Is replaced , anr automatic -ra CanC teL performeonc- I I:alta-
* ois ', ip:sel by the loop structures In a dlsturbt~d reti 'Lt' system flny niegate

pot., it t at Improvement attainable from the iLo.provea t nai I n.' lIs the,
ii TI A I - tore of t1he t rack lrlg, estlastitori, Poe a-11t in, a .1.; -if 1, t ' it 141

corning to the dlstorbo r-ticle cooP tgiruil I p t'n:t res.r, 1'
ra.oto be ttor fl-ne control systemn per'formarice, cap?--I L ly a-tiost

* -1;logtargets.

50P4--dSighit-' ii-ec for Fire Control jysteI

Aftin I o-il a Igit-ireittor, fine cootro I n3ynte:.,, show)n i I~r 1$, Is aotur. I ly
tvi list too,-t systeqs, that are brought together to aiccomjinpi Ia the. track lng,
esti1 fLlon arid predic tion processes of a fire control sysitem. Stmall Iziat il
,f Lhb trac k ing system Is independent from stabilIzation ,if th-e turret. Th e
S taih I Ii s t .-ht I.; de cou pl ell from t u r ret an hoT r U I rror t, lon ri tile r eve rseF t o Oqutogr
of the liter gimbal of the tracker to account fc-n Iit orb ices of the tracker
base which Is mounted on the turret. T1his decoupling enhances the ability of
the tracker, to mintain coincIdence between. the sight ret lc'.e and the target
LOS. 'Die stabitlized reticle positinOl can uItil'Ze both pos-tiOnl and rate
feelo;iick to -augment the stablitty of the slght. 'Ple orierdtatlol of the Si1gh)It
ret tot Is-, thierefore, an Independent pro)cess from '1 e tuirnet --rtt on.

Posi I-s aniott!44fthe 1,02. flre f.A t a ic'- a o.
ii'*i4 i-oIi9 '!rvtin hu t 4  Li*:t to;!It all; 1-'

tbtat e -ol- e fi'ojii the stabi, Ic,e I iLuit-tvackev. Threforeu, eiter ie:
or' - o- I ri poed letimois are pea aLb ilies for, she ftive c litre; soILuL tori .

co1e rai1tois a r~ to be cthot ,Lettio ~- 1%i arp
lyiiai -sju~il trac;k or untialmnttes witll be eliir1L inn-:-e t-hat toe dgre

'ot 5Jo~ -oi yIs (lot eXce;Slye. nej ve-ry a igi icant Il- for rou p1 tog
I i 4mltifland tracking process in a favorable ianM04 toe cofl i 11zwtic.:i

if sitit line rate alilirig Peedbsik tii, the traqc:Kir ' ohta hi I fr'om! estlmatlon of
io C li t. aoli aiccelcrato ri, 0415cocept no laxe:1 -s Last I.' tlie humtan
1 rae's -'1l o'Itao-t racker arid witlI Lrnorove the ni ni-itzsti-i of t.-icknlog error.

itn ifthetargr:t sti.L estitiatf-r' Is use-Ii iii Lw' 'p, ot paths. Ttie flo

;4ath l- or and OT to drive time turnet, servo as a director to fol low
the t raca 'r LOS7. The stionAi signal pathi coriblnina tairget n tate estimates With)

pI'uj- ii - Lc jfn',4 tir- crrf t 5 th e gi rtt~tracker 1,CO.",iv the
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lb 46Appropriate value to pet-lt Intercept of projectile ano taeget a tiae (it'
K W'1t git later.

Herforrniance of thd stablized sighidirector system slisl ni. t o r
SaIii eneuiVering tf.rgets to the extent thiat tile disLurirn et t osjiel is

p - -p'it Sot. Th e bas;I c reason "or th Is Is t-hat toe t rack tnag ;ynte-
tIially decouplen, from the, lead prediction system. However, thore are, so-mi
tnherenit stabilization problems that 0an occur in trilq rorifiguration and
they areC accentuated by the temptation to obtain nigh pe * ~or!;wnre of the- Inr

in"tlrig process. The irii-aiserit goes as VoilowE wit: Ino r''± ,,
6tra ran. -. V

fjL rianc- being re.quiredl of thie tirrot s ervo to foil oi I it- i' iCet t
;ie 6t ibility of' the turret servo tiny be compromised because of the hli~ ry

In the di!rector-fol lower loop. Experie.nce with sinilar types r'a;F o h -joz
ain thiat because of' non-rigid gun, tube and hull Stri, tor'o, tr,e r
loop System -it be phase stabilized and niot gain 16ah 1.;i o
for leoi: responslve sy:otorns Lidci as disturbed rel le sjs ri
sophtstiuated c )'ipefsationi circu Is to overcome svy ten rstW

1s 1r' r. tot-is outsil' :n in tn listurbeurtcIcs
rr3 Iio bui. 7Ce Jot td4 ln sho1w tne - .1 o trioc
-i I a ' trioC rfeas ed The t ,it I on I qOf set fleoI to;;en er )!I

iucer transfer fund tlori; 31och as T- :3±, whtch -an is z I

rdi,,r t-forwardl manner il l alter the shape of thie looit, 0; -tai n d71 -i

operat' og polInt, w11.h ;-ould be difficult InI the -nisturue iC1
ci fundanent~al purpose of' the trackinog process Is to allrIg 0.- 4ltf: 0-

- noslyany- Iistirbances on the sta:bllbed ::1 t ght.a

oriterat ion of' thez stght hase thiereby sL-spllf; ng the I

CONOCLUSIOIJS

The- Inherent abilitny of' a st abilized e sign t-11i rect'orI" fI,, ,, urit ' -'

couple the t racking est Imation, prF-dict, on an'i gun po !:,ti III -';::r -,-i'

oxpl I telj to improve effectivenoeos when erigai ri6: riCevi: r 21 a, a .. : itt
tracking is necessary for non-l inear prediction and -nittLtvaril-soLo a i b-ptIia
design technology it' required to achieve the needodJ ficur-icy oft-; tar,-'ot
state estimiates for -.iechanlzirig noni-linear predictilon. Furthier tuisar:
rc-juirled to Identify the specific details of the resultinog oyst~, cosikgn. A
coipI erentary methodology emaploylig stability and perfor, anco -'rio lyn-e a al
asssc In this quest.

AOK NO WL EDGMOE

The. a.,thor thanks Mr. Wariran MchI be re r frt Irawin6 V: i' a
-IAnn vla rieracass for ts-p lag the ::arissoir't
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NON-LINEAR LEAST CHI-SQUARE ALGORITPN
AN IMPROVEMENT ON NON-LINEAR LEAST SQUARES

Richard L. Moore. PhD

Armament Research and Development Command
Dover, N.J. 07801

INTRODUCTION

because of the high cost of testing, many large weapon systems cannCt be tested
over the full range of possible battlefield parameters. As a result, the
developer and the reviewing authorities have come to rely on system simulation
to demonstrate the system capability over the range of untested pararerers.
These simulations also are useful to investigate the change in performan-e
resulting from possible subsystem modifications. In some important progrefl%,
the Governmeit relies on simulations of competing systems to indicate the
relative performance of these systems in situations for which no tests ha,
been made, although of course, simulations such as these have been validp,
as much as possible by system tests. In these instances the procurement
decision rests heavily on the validity of che system simulations. Conuequen:2;
the need arises for a generally accepted procedure which is without question
fair to each contractor and which provides the maximum amount of objective
judgment about the validity of the simulation. In any such procedure the
Government must be able to rapidly evaluate simu~lations furnished fron a
variety of sources.

The procedure must be workable and economical -- that is it miust apply a lot

of leverage to the problem vith regards to manpower. -- computer nrogranmers
and engineers -- the cost, -- computer running time and validation experiments --
and elapsed time. Implicit in this discussion Is that plarning for system simulation
validation must be completed before the first system. RFQ is issued,

RELATION TO OTHER METHODS

Many methods are used for system simulations: 11onte Carlo, analog, hybrid, and
digital simulation of differential equations. A variety of special and peneral
purpose programs are available for the simulator's use. Among then are "SPERT",
"ACSL," and HIT PRO." The problem for the user of these simulations comes when
he needA to compare theory with experiment and asks the questions: lFow gocd is
the theory? Is the agreement between theory and experiment good enouh to
validate the simulation? (As an example of these questions see Pastrick (1,2).)
Another question to be considered is: Could it be that the experiment was
defective in any way?

Many simulations have not been prepared in such a way so that they can be used
to answer these questions. In the first place, the simulations are not designee
to adjust parameters to fit data. In the second place, the system itself may be
so complex that the computing time for complete system simulation is so long that
adjusting the parameters to achieve a better fit between simulation and experiment
is not feasible. Thus a new procedure is needed to combine theory and experiment.

The procedure suggested by this paper is the use of the least chi square computer
program to simulate the major subsystems of a system simulation and validate it
against cest data.

!7
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CRITERIA FOR COMPARISON. AND ITERATION PROCEDU Z

In fitting data to non-linear models of system performance such as systems of
differential equations, the usual criteria is the iterative minimization of the
sum of the squares of the residuals. Other criteria, such as generalized least
squares have also been considered and demonstrated (3). In general, as Aitken (4)
noted with respect to generalized least squares, the criteria to he used are n
matter of choice. In other words, we are free to decide whether least squares is
the best criteria for our purpose. A particular concern with the ordinary least
squares procedure is whether the residuals are consistent with being -rawn from a
random sequence.

Many tests have been devised (5) for this purpose. One test of special interest
in this paper is the Box-Pierce (6) test which is the sum of The squares of the
autocorrelation coefficients divided by their variances. A typical term is -,2/'V

Given all these tests, no way had been devised to adjust the parameters to better
satisfy the data until it was proposed that this criteria be ,ombined with least
squares to o tain a new criteria; least chi-square (Moore. 7, 8, 9). By finding
the parameters which minimize chi-square, the probabiliuy is maximized that the
residuals should come from a pop-ilation with a given variance e , and from a
randca squence. The variance be independently determined from theory or measure-
nant as the measurement error.

Thus, a probability can be generated from the computed chi-aquare which permits the
statistician and decision-maker to compare the "goodness of fit" of the simulation
of several quite different systems. In this way a direct comparison of the validity
of the simulations can be made.

The figure of merit, XT (chi-square total) is the sum of a d'd and % r'IV.

the Box-Pierce number.

DERIVATION

We will follow the procedure &nd most of the notation of Aitken (1) for generalized
least squares:

Let the representation of the vector of data:
u u(x, u[X 2 ) ... u(x n))

by the theoretical vector, be:

yu= y(x1 ), y(x,), .... y(Xn) )

Let 9* denote a column vector of k + 1 coefficients independent of 9 such that:

e*s(e. 81*, 6*, . . .8* )

Define the matrix pe as the matrix whose ith row is

8y1Y* , ay,* ... ay,*
Bet O Si-

Be, ae, ar..

(The asterisk symbol * will be used to indicate an estimate or the indicated symibol
where convenient. However, it will not be used on complex expressions involving xT
dd , and rj because of typcgraphical difficulties).

In this expression V -t is defined as follows:

VI- 0O0I .0=V - 001 0 "0 V.- .  0 0... . .
v'= F ot ... Fooo. . aGO..... ..

000. .0 I j0001 j00 0 01 j
0 ot 0 0.0i000

LL
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In these, the subscript "J" indicates a unit value in each o the ith rows aid 'i + jt
column.

If V. is the variance of r 3 then = d'd + e S A./ V.7 e jJ j

and: d / dd')

(Note the difference betweert V1" a.4 4.1.)

On differentiating ( XT ) with respect to ( 0* ) and substituting

(d* = P* [5e* - u*.

as an estirnate of the increment of the residuals needed to minimize X1  , the
algorithm for d8" becomes:

[ael = EP'* r p*]-l P*' r u*.

where:
2 V.-'

s a.r --l+ 1 atriVi-' -. fti (r__ ___ ___ _ .
(d) '(d)1o 0 - 2f (r P Vi7 1

If r eouals I, the expression for le reduces to DVP"Pa* , which is the same as
the algorithm for ordinary non-inear least squares used in such computer programs as
provided h; both IBM and CDC libraries as well as in SAAM-27.

By inspection, P*' replaces P' in the ordinary expression. To niadify the ordinary
expressior, r is computed. P*' , is postmultiplied by r , and the product placed in the
computer memory where p*' is normally stored. x 2 is substituted for d'd wherever it
occurs and no further change is needed in the itezation proctdure.

SAACH COMPUTER PPOGRAM

These ex ressions have been programmed into the Simulation and Analysis Modelin?
(SAAM-27j program of Berman et al, (10, 11) as indicated above, niultiplying p"',
by C , and letting the program proceed from that point. The usual iteration continues.
The computer program resulting from this change has been designated as SAACH, and has
been tested on the CDC 6600 at ARRADCOM, Dover, to determine the following questions:

1. How much change is there in the final parameter estimates?

2. What change, if any, is there in the number of iterations?

3. What change is there in the time per iteration?

Four problems of different origin and which use different mathematical models have beer.
run on the SAACH program to answer the above questions. In the first example: Gun
Chamber Pressure Waves, the mathematical model used is the superposition of two
prescure waves generated by analytic models in the program, with the adjustment of up
to eight parameters to obtain the beat fit to observed data. In the second example,
an aircraft control system simulation, the mathematical model is a set of four linear
differential equations, simulating the Yaw Damper system on an aircraft. These equations
wore solved by a sp&i-al procedure developed for SAAM-27 by Berman et al. (12), with up
to four adjustable parameters. In the third example. a biomedical problem furnished a,
a test case by Miss Rita Straub of Brookhaven National Laboratory, the mathematical
model was a set of seven coupled linear differential equations with five adjustable
parameters; this was solved by the same methnd as used in the second case. In the
fourth and final example: KEWE Kinetic:, a simulation of the nuclear reactor transients
of the Kinetic Experiment Water Boiler, the nmathematical r'odel was an extremely non-linear
set of coupled differential equations as described by Hetrick and Cmble (13). These
equations were integrated by the fourth order Runge-Kutte integration procedure of
SAAM-27, with only one adjustable parametr, The results of the analysis which werE
discussed at the 1978 Design of Experiments Conference (9) and at the Army Science
Conference are no longer valid because of corrections and changes made in the SAACV
Computer Program. The nonlinear examples which follow have been run with the revi.,ed
program.
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Order let Differences* Pitted+ itt Differences Fitted

1 -.686 .627 Box-Pierce)
)

+.410 744 tatitic) 351.46 334.97

3 -.684 544 D.O.F. 8 8

4 +.899 .873 Ratio 43.9 41.9

5 -.652 .160

6 +.383 .580 2 363 354

7 -.624 .377 DO.F. 104 104

.863 737

9 -.611 .3057

0 +.376 441!

Table I - Autocorreiacion Coerticierts :or first Differences of GN

.1 .1 1.

Mean 0. -.00045 .0021

1 .284 .283 .284 -041

2 .163 .163 _164 +.018

3 -.140 -,140 -. !LO -. 144

4 -.559 -.559 -.560 -.082

5 -.317 -.316 -.318 -. 01i

6 -.268 -.268 -.269 .038

7 -.048 -. 048 -.049 -.032

8 .129 .129 .129 -.169

9 .184 lE4 .184 -.001

i0 .176 .176 .176 -.060

X i .31XI0
4  131X'0

4  1.31

2
X2  58.09 58.05 56.23

X2  1.32X104  1.32X104  59.53
T

Table 2 - Analysis of Autocurrelations and

Cni-Square for Fourth/First Differences

of GNP.
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CASE

Vq I TS S9 1XOL 301 301-5 301-13

kpsi k is .89 19.73 19.74

kpsi P, 5.245 4.633 6.4,,5

see t 1  .036F .0568 .0568

sec t2 .055:) .0557 .0557

see t3  .05o5 .0564 .0564

see .0271 .00276 .00275

sec .0 031 .
0
inSt I *Ofi,492

Hz f 262.4 3 19. 1  324.,

,ao. of

Iterations 10 8 6

Cornlating 2b2,320.2
T.me (see)

Table 3. Parameters Fitting Pressure Curve

A* 2

.............. .... . ....... * -* -....'. ....,. ...

.,... . . . . ... . , . ... . .. . . . .... .. ... . ."
i .. ..... ..... .... .... .....,".......... '............ ...', t .. ....... ;..... . . . .:

t L.

....~ P i .. ... ... .

I Fig 3 -Residuals after Completion of Roberts Analysi.n
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GROSS NATIOML PRODUCT

As an example o' an analysis by the least chi-square method, i have repeated the
analysis made by Roberts (17) in his book designed to introduce business students
and other non-mathematicians to the Box-Jenkins methods of time series aralysi ;.
Ile has included a Oetailed analysis of the residuals, including an analysis f the
runs" and the Box-Pierce statistic. In Roberts' book, the emphasis is on predict.
ing the future values in the series rather than system-parameter identification
The procedure i, to introduce "differe.2res" to accommodate the principal auto-
correlations in the data, and then to use multivariate regression analysis on the
residu-lb from this proces:; using as predictors the lagged values of the residuals.

Figure I shows his initial analysis. The autocorrelatirn coefficients of rank I to
20 are large and he decides in accord with standard procedure to take the first
differences as shown in Figure 2. s shown in Table I the autocorrelations are
still rather high, and the Box-Pierce statistic, or X 2 , is 351.46 for the first ten
autocorrelations. I have ised a linear least chi-square program to fit the data
given in Figure 1 and fink that the autocorrelations, and the residuals, are some-
what smaller, as shown in the column labeled "fitted"

Next, Roberts took the fourth differences to get a better fit to the data. The
residuals are shown ±n Figure 3. As shown in Table 1, the autocorrelations for the
case of a mean value of 0.0, which is the same as Roberts' case (I have recalculated
the autocorrelation coefficients by my program. so as to have compar:ible data), have
been greatly reduced, Using the linear least chi-squarE pr gram :)n the same Oata,
i.e., first and fourth differences, it iterated to find a mean of -.004A' for a1
"experimental standard deviation" of .1 to .0021 for 1.0, and to 0 0 for . As
can be seen by the autocorrelation in Figure 2 and the -,alue of X2

2 , fit is slightly
better fcr a mean of -.00045 than for the Roberts case of a mean of 0. The other
values of a tend to give slightly poorer values of X2

2 .

The column called "lagged" is result of Roberts' calculations when the residuals are
correlated with lagged values. I have not yet analyzed this case, because my linear
program must be modified to do multiple linear regression. This is a simple change,

and should be easy to do, and then the method can be used to extend the Box-Jenkins
procedure.

GUN CiAIMBER PFESSURE WAVES

Unusual pressure waves, suggestive of an acoustic wave superposed on the normal gun
chamber pressure-time curve, have occurred in tests of the XM211 propellant charges
at zone 3 for the Mi01 projectile in the 155mm gun (Knutelski (14)). The mathemati-
cal model used was:

P = P1 exp - (t-tl)212 1
2 1

+ P2 exp (t-t2 )
2 /2u2 - Ix sinj'lf (t-t3 ) + r/2 I

Three parallel cases were computed once the fit was good enough to permit iteration
with different ranks of autocorrelation. Because of computing difficulties which
arose when trying to converge on six or seven parameters, the iteration was initially
restricted to four parameters: Once the fit was good and had converged using these
four parameters, their final values were used as initial values for a six-parameter
fit. Finally, all sight parameters were allowed to vary.

Two results of this series of analysis are plotted in Figures 4 and 5. The case
numbers using these data are BGK-3.30356301-0, -5, -10 (-5 is not shown). The first
(-0) used the usual non-linear least squares procedure; the others used 5 and 10
autocorrelations respectively. The parameters found in these cases are given in
Table 1. In some cases, some of the parameters have substantially different values

The "eyeball" fit from comparing the two plots (Figures 4 and 5) indicates a
slightly better fit for the case of ten autocorrelations as shcrn in Figure 5. A
comparative plot Df the residuals should probably be made to observe any difference,
if any. There is a large difference in the total chi-square, as shown in Table 3.
Case 301-10 has a much better fir on the basis of this number.

Case -5 appears to be anomalous because the total chi-square is larger thlan that ir
Case -0, contrary to theory. This result indicates that Cast -5 has not really com-
pleted its needed number of iterations. When more are tried, they may reduce the
chi-square tota] further. (Due to the need to complete this report for publication
deadline, these results will not be presented.)
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EXAMPLES

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT

As an example of an analy7 by the beact chi-nqore rt [, i h.oe repen',ted :h
analysis made by Roberts '.J in his book designed to introdue bus.on-.o tude,,ts
and other non-eathematicianis to the Box-lenkIns methods of ttme series analysis.
He 1.-s included a detailni anaLysis of the resid ,als Including an analysis of the
"runs" and the Box-Pierce statistir. In Robeits book the emph:us i: on predictirlp
the future values in the series rather thai, sy.ten p!i.et : !r Ct i .1tir.t :, I,
procedure is to introduce "differences" t( acc omodace the I tf.' ',, I,',.., I §el ,:
in dhe data, and then to use mznlti variata rekression analysis on the residuals
from this process using as predictors the lagged values of she residuals.

Figure 1 shows his initial analysis. The autucorrelation coefficierts of ran, I to
20 are large and cte decides in accord with standard procedure to take the first
eiffevences as sho-n in Figure 2. As; shown in Table I the ;,t'-'nrr:iati .:
still rather high, and the Box-Pierce statistic, or Y 1' 351.4E for tre first tar.
autocorretations. I have used a linear least chli-square program to fit tle dato
given in Figure I and find theft the autocorrelations, and the residuals are sorrewhbt
smaller as shown in the colunn labelled "fitted".

Next, Roberts, took thu fourth differences to get a cetter fit to the data. -th.
residual. sre -ohown in Figure 3. As shown in Table . the ooroeorrclaricr - 

1'i

case of a mean value of 0.0, which is the same as Roberts case - (I have recalculiat:;
the autocorrelation coefficients by my program, so as to have comparable data),
hav been greatly reduced. Using the linear least chi-square program on the samie
data, i.c. first and fourth differences, it iterated to find a mean of -0,045 for
an "experimental standard deviation" of .1, to .0021 for !.0, and to 0.0 for (a
As can be seen by the autocorrelation in Figure 2 and the -alue of , fit IS
slightly better for a~mean of -.00045, than for the Roberts -ase of a mean of 0
The other values of a tend to give slightly poorer values of

The column, called "lagged" is result of Roberts calculations when the residuals are
correlated with lazged values. I have not yet analysed this case because try iunar
1.rc~graai must be modified to do multiple linear regression. This is a simple changs.
and should be easy to do, and thCr, the method can be used t,: extend the hox-Jenkins
procedure.

GUN CHAI4EFR PRESSURE WAVES

Unusual pressure waves suggestive of an acousti," wave superposed on the nowena) gun
chamber pressure-time curve, have occurred in te:-:ts of the X10211 propellant charges
at zone 3 for the 1101 projectile in the 155an gun. (Knutelski, (14)). The mathe-
matical model used was: P - P1 exp (t-t1 )'/20 1)

+V2 ex.p ( _ t-t 2 ) '/2o! X slnt 2wf (t-t 3 ) + /2}

Once tne fit was good enough to permit iteratiun three parallel cases with different
ranks of autocorrelation were computed. Because of computing difficulties which
arose when trying to converge on six or seven parameters, the iteration was initially
restricted to four parameters: Once the fit was good and had converged using these
four paraneteu-s, their final values were used as initial values for a six-parameter
fit. Finally, all eight parameters %ere allowed tc vary.

Two results of ttis series of analysis are plotted in Figs 4, end 5. The coic
numer-. :re PCK-3.3035-301-i, and 3.303301-10. The first has no autocorrelatien
coefficients: sec-e 10, third (not shown) 5. The parameters for these cases are
given in Table, 3, 'note that the last three digits only of tho Identifier are used
here). SoL- parapmeters are quite different from, case to case.

The apparent fit from the figures is best for the case of autocorrelations given in
Fig. 5. The fit of this case was about the same as that for 5 autocorrelations
which is not illustrated.

The reason for this conclusion lies in the fit to the second peak. The dip and peak
fUt better for Fig. 5 than in Fig. 4. As seen in Table 4 the higher order autocorre-
lations are less for Case 301-10 than fo Case 301, thereby confirming the above
eyeball reaL. The Box-"iece nt-ber, X2 . ih much smaller for 301-1" than for 301.
b'it th2 sam of the oquares has only about 4% difference.
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(A:F. 301 301-5 301-10

IORDER

1 .702 .692 ,70)8
2 .445 .437 .464
3 .242 .250 .282
4 - 90Vc .011 .050
5 -.225 -.170 -.124
6 -. 396 -. 312 -. 259
7 -. 482 -. 378 -. 319
8 -. 518 -.407 -.314
9 - 504 -. 399 - .30(

1O -,423 -. 338 -. 272
11 -. 251 -. 202 -. 154
12 -. 063 -. 062 -. 035
13 .092 041 -.044
14 .243 .147 .121
15 .255 .128 .074
16 .247 _104 .021
17 .124 -,016 -. 123
18 -.026 -.149 -.274
19 -. 113 -. 208 -. 356
20 -. 167 -. 233 -. 394

Sun Sqs 10.40 10.99 11.34

X2 104.12 109.97 113.5Ii
.31.61 31 .3161

X 2 (5) 34.69 33.82

x 2 138.81 143.79
tot

x2 (10) 71.902 53.94
12

x2  (10) 179.02 167.46
tot

Table 4 - AutocorrelAtions and Chi-Square for Final
Model of XM211 Preaaure Oscillations
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anId coiplt [ing t tm. In Lhi a example, it As t nond thir the ttmhr'r ot' i teratilons
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UAIV(.ncS 4.012-0 -4Ut

A) . r Itri 4 2

PA( t'ex't (' Ft
i(1',4) 12.70 18.1

t (4, ) .1 .

1(4,.2) 1 .04 06.€
L(4,3) 6.0. C!

Ord'r

1 -.1 1 6 .

2 2-

3 ~.00) 0.

4 .720 Oh

5 -.151 - .1ir

6 29 3075

Su.03/Sqs .03 4. 9 .0Cl1

L 2 2. 9 2. 5 .2

.82 .005 42

012 31.21 21 './ t

1 eble S - 31suit 2? of Y1 1'.,r C. ;ol10.rv,

2.1 1.0021-0 k'[ 1.03 ?- ! U

I DTl-/ASE (a) (33 ) r
L( . ).2 1 5 5 .2 29 5 3 3 3 7 9 73 7

I ?)) .457 .44966 1490 5.76

6(3,1) .0431 .0434 4495 .0500
6 (4 1 ) 0 25? 0 2 '53 .0 269 ,040 0

t(5,1) .0743 .0869 .1255 .2358

Order

1 .119 .087 .002 .145

2 .026 .0?? .025 .736

3 .082 . .O86 .098 .5-34

4 -.j67 .21 I( .229 - .26'9

5 .067 .054 .033 ,012

0e 1 .1 1 3.1It.2

2' 31.2? 3122, 31 .T ' 11.30

022 2.65 1.26 1 .11 ~ b

1iO 3.8) 3)?3* 33.03) 13.316

lable 6 - Pp,,ts of 0r.&=! n ,,v'n~lt(' LIAuL~tcS.
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level. (2) Mean temperature. (I)l Mean void voliime (41-0() Del-iwed nulintmn trOilpe,

11,ut- ,X a:IU t io a h Ii 0)i J ICt ; t e r t :I i -it!l vxp.: sit I ll

T i. hii ii-c dl it, ii 1. fa a .

Caose l.00i- 0was ordinary leaE t-squat es . The values of the ekitucorrelat ions; tnt
,hi - iijire. art shi'wn forf eiimll . !oni .,tI- t he oither two east'vs - Case 1 .005:-3 ISCi
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vn it, i f he ad itsnt:ahlIe pa r amet e r l,(11 1)I The valuej of chi - square totalI iz

"I ti thoigh X 1' is sli ~ I eare Sot tie A t~i ii( ihit 1 ils' t'R il
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it IlL itLI I" i I-' i .. s in loa',e Lhi-: ,uii Te dot 1i ('e 1 n 03 iO
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CASE KWB 1,003-0 iWB 1.005-3 KWB 1.0007-6

L(11,1) 5,318 XIO4 5.3161 X104  5.2822 XI1 4

Order

1 .805 .805 4BI0

2 _'b7 .,6, ,483

3 .107 .108 .137

4 -.231 -- -.185

Table 7- Results of Kinetic Experiment ;at,- boiler Calculations

No. of Adjustable Rank of Audo- No. of Iterations Time
Case Parameters correlation secj

Gun Chamber
Pressure
Curve 8 0 10 26.6

8 5 8 23.3
8 10 6 20.2

Yaw Damper 4 0 4 8,2
4 6 2 8.1

Biomedical Test
Case 5 0 7 19.12

5 5 .1 7 21.95
1 1, in 37.43

5 5 3.162 5 39.201

Reactor Kinetics
Experiment 1 n 4 84

1 3 4 95
1 6 4 95

Table 8 - Comparison of Computing Time anJ Nulber uf lterrtion-.
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IW
COMPARISON Or COM-PUITING TIME

E VTable ti surnarizes the cermpariso" of the numwSer uf iterations to converge, anzl the

coiptit. tir-e Th-e numbot of iterationis usual lv 0,,iit the sane. As :defl ir.
he last ritnthe comptITIe tine is corrnrniHl. wlth .a tenderrv fur -he- cr-noting

J: 0 '1 1eK :-;ae h r a.t 'l . The relattie
difference is p.reatet when rhe original total computing time is short . This Just
reptrs that, as -,ould be exoucted, it takes a larger fraction of troe computing tirev

!, tot the -,ri an(, post-n~ltiplv !ntr P*' for7 tases where the tire f
:reracion i4s shnut.

Based on. four differsr.t t-pos of yuo-iirear :heurtirai rcolS for dat: Innal-'SiS,
'LT iresults idicatev that

(33 m- c-roplting i-- tot ros C 'u.i1ter for.T te nuede-s whieb use

tut - A - - r ' tire proceaure is sotrewhntr
V-ue I' tu- e--uti !e n iV l-Uhe tcr a I corpo t lnp tirif

a''-utI sap Fhos reterunlE wit -es~r ice ould be expected' to bene f itr
riee f~rteasu chiP-square.

U. )In 'alidat ion oc im'ln, n f(Os 0 5 svs tco- .the S?,Ayi 2 ccrmT uter
program n-odified Lir least chi-;c-UiXe an he isad at-varcous steres in the svsteo2 deveClopreu~t.
Firsat, aE a tool to sic-u's e ;uhbsvsre-ns -ndil r,'e It L F( &ly -ctec' oerf-r.rance with the
eSignir s imulationn Second as sus'-e-- atE- to., d.estf-d. they Car. hec runT

as "hardw are in the loop" snd the -evt datc z.C- ea' cit -square pvcgrxus to
validate rho conmpu:.ev siflaildtict, die. L1O~iut -e pcaaeter identificationi. Recaust
nor prograrring. is needed to run SL,' 27 on a variety of ro(blens, Beth the progi-artrin
tire and the elapsed time is great'. s-'duced .

By plsnniits ahead to F AAY the'~ r . t su!s-cs ten nodeline- aTe po-i dinef
th.e needed' subsvscer' teats, a P - " aar :c,2 0th:>-the tin.e anti! efrt nieded , t
validate t'l cotraocr's svster sa-l' sdsj e t- le t'- rie an 4!rpactial. k-ne-
ledgeahle , and tinel, evaluatien o atcens-e

Mr. J. Bay of ARBADCOM has capably performned the programimnng needed to modify SAAY. 27
Discussions with Dr, Ray Boston of :_a Trait Cnivili-tt Burdoora, Australia tn detai's
of the modification of SAAN 27 haves beer eesu,-.tiei. forr its success.
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APPLI,.TIr)' q 
Of' MODERN CONTROL A'IP ',TE"1A

m
'Pr1'

['OF.OR\ TO T1lE QII1OA'CE OF TACTICl..IR-T')-AIl .

,. R . 'icC TYE'lfl'l 1 It. *tIGAPI. R .P erg.es, lt, I1CA
"

Air Eorce Armament Lahoratorv
United States Air lorce

Eglin Air Force gase, Florida VIVO

thin paper describes the basic research program insti ttrti hv rhc Air 'nroe rn i i
!.ihoritorv which is designed to yield effective, high ;ertorlne. giji"nco :i:r th i'
cipahlo of :.eeting the demands of the modern air-to-air engage',nt. A sinli,
R tidance alonrihm is derived from optimal control and estimation theory s1n is -o'-
pared to pro;portional navigation. Results of the comparison are presented.
Conclusions are drawn from the example and suppo-rting research.

T '!TROr)ICTION

The air-to-sir missile-target intercept engagement is the moast onandin; of steris
:irh respect to the terminal 9, uidance law when compared with the stirf-&e-to-air,
surface-to-surface, or a,_r-ro-surface scenarios. The extreme demands placed on the
guidance law are due to the relatively short engagement times, complicated by rapidly
changing kinematics. Because the engagement times are short, it is impera;tive for .,'I
air-to-air missile to rapidly acquire a target and efficiently use the resulrinr
,measurements to provide information inputs to the guidancea Guidance alsorithas
currently employ p-oporcional navigation guidance schemes which do not make the rqo r
efficient utilization of the information provided to them. It ii therefore ,lesirale
to develop guiidance algorithms which exploit the available inforatrion and pr, ido
improved guidance commands to the missile.

The Air worce Armament Laboratory began a basic research program in Octber 1977 to
develop guidance algorithms which fully exploit the available bnormation and improve
overali missile petformance in short range air-to-air missile-target intercept engage-
ments. The initial program was scructured into three phases. The first phase
investigated the application of optimal control theory to guidance law develornpent.
The second phase rtilized optimal est~mation theory to derive algorithms which providie
accurate estimates of observables necessary for guidance laws. The third phase is
currently involved in investigating the interaction of modern control theory .4ith
estimation theory to better define the design methodology for the combLied
guidance/estimation problem.

To better understand the impetus for the research program, the next section of this
paper reviews the classical approachee to guidance algorithm development. This is
followed by a discussion of the modern control and estimation theories that have been
and are currently being investikated. Then a development will he shown for a
simplistic guidance algorithm derived via optimal control and estimation theory. The
subsequent section will describe the evaluation process used to compare a classical
guidance algorithm and the simplistic modern control algorithm described in the pre-
ceding section. Results of that evaluation will b presented. Vinally the conclu-
sions thus far in the research program, and the recommendations for future study will
be discussed.

CLASSICAL APPROACHES

The classical guidance laws to he descrtbed in this sectior are qell over twen.y five
years old. The following igeeral chara,'teristics of Inese classicat designs are foundin most state-of-the-art tactical short range air-to-:ir miss'les (4). The overall

control of the missile is divided into two or more loops. I' e outer guidance loop
controls translational degrees of f-eedom, while the inar autopilot loop control:;
missile altitude. In the inner loop, the roll, pitch and yaw channels 'ire uncouipled
and are typically controlled independentlv. of each other. State estimators are ,,ot
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,,ellorit 1, ue~i.Lowpassfilersare iserd to reject high frecpzenc- Ti 11' .,t 1I in

following psraprnraphr!wl Oiscusstebsonk-p daapeatirqtivit--
p~r3ir ri 'hsq.- ion, pra.por i onal nnir ,arrd porsxit p1 o r

I oc i v Pursuit navigation i s perhaps the olde st gui- VIe techn i qoc tba %g .*
o ie ' 10 tctical Air-to-air missitles. Puire pursuit gtrueIs% iraplementel h y

1->pli ro t ,,he mii sils vel oct vector to al ways point at t he toir'-t-t aint r h,'reifr1
C 2.11 I -,I eeiny T)SIYurIavo id !J1ob I 10 rol so. Tb i s techoli -- '1 tq1j
si j)4iY nov tog tagt (such as surface targets) ho)-t itr 9 pi.-' I*iV-

canti v for t~he air-to-air misston, This is hecause the a1 -;; s ii K a .i
toirn to koe po )Intitng at the movt-iR target . %AS thle ito 0th tit

r i the rrn InPo ra tek o f the missile inc rease s and will e~lentaal I ., reach 'nach 1ie
'altic 0 e(,ore ioterccpting the target. This form of guidance law usually enixis in ai

m 1 "vigntioo1 (pro-iat') Hidel Iv forvets the "-iss'. 1,'n I!v i ,-2iiwt' Ii i-
SI i !iw 'o rs, kwi th the tar,-r- (see itire 1) The straigh [jo: et Sit -ini l
ii''' a 'vel ocity vector willI lead the :art et Line ot aiht ( LOS) \ _ it 0~

r.1thek 1,03 doe s not rotate i n. space when t he :tl -Si I0 i-S -tn. i'vr, Ii t

T1513111t5)

rigure 1. Proportional Navjgstioo Trajectories

Thoedore, to pro-nay, steering commands are implemented to d1rive tole LOS rate to
zero. Aryasn & Ao (1) have shown that pro-nay is an optimal guidance law (with
respect ttO TtiniltiTjfg miss distance) given the following assiriptionst

0) the tacget has constant velocity

ii) the missile has unlimited and instantaneous; response

ii) tiL' 1,)F angler., remnain smoal

i k') 'hle, mi ss IIe' s velior it v al wit the ,-Pvector is, conlst Anlt

Tii os ;1 .9%,1 I ins thIa, ho r t h t-h. i I- misilIe odl target have a conat- st s-el icit y is anl e FP,,
cl-l s':to'iion? in the abort range air -to-ai r arenai. The missile Penerally has
oo'o'i-I iiaciel erations in its axial direction, while the avccelerations in the v-sw

ti 'utitch P1 
i11('5 are not i nst-antmneoma. De 9pite these aertoois asammptions , pro-na. vs

t'oet' to Injro 11od h1As been used for years in the guidiance of- tactical air-to-air

Time hicor 'oral Lon of velocity pursujit and pro-nay into a compo)site guidance law has
1he'i to iptel itt t-he past. These attempts resolted ii a "biased" pro-nay which for
sa',t apmil'ottitlis, did niot perform significantly h!ttev Ohan pro-nay alone unless

tivmel' for thtis. speci[ftc appi tcatinn.
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thr,,e guidance law., represent some of the results of the ci ]ssi cail ippro'h
;ui -I lVC law derivation. Pursuit navigation, though fairly insenstve to noit ',
•l'an'trates poor performance tor a rapidly moving target. Proportional navigatinn'
1,rivition is based upon several assumptions which pose rather serious limitations.
-p perf ,rmance is inaccurate agalnqt accelerating targets. Pro-nav is susceptible fo
I: .'I tI-.I', 'vIIv ti So and is thot'r fore typical l y implemented wit.h 1,w p's:; f i It - . I -
li liion , pr-nay fails to explo't all of the information available from the missile.
"-mai t plus pro-nav is less susceptible to noise than pro-nav, tor certain shiots.

,..fr, o r hiih oft-borosight angle ()BA) shots, neither pro-nav nor purs'i t pilliI
;11-1,1v performs well.

g rlh,,r,,oro hiMht, desirable to levelop a ,uidance at nrithm 'hLch:

i) extracts important data from noise measurements

ii) tIses ax'ailable information to ]erive guidance commani s

iii) increases launch opportuniti, s while simul t'neously deerea irv'

miss distance.

hs, ar, the goals of the -it r'oree Armament aboratrorv' s basic research program in
o ,,t t-iI control and estirjotn theory. The fol owing sections wi 1 descTibe the
research; present speci fic examples; evaluate the performance o ,' alori thm dri vet
in tho program; and give recommendations for future study.

'in the' past two decades modern cont:-oL and estimation theory has been discount.l as a
viable approach for guidance alorithm derivation because of the problor.s associated
with implementing such algorithms in real-time while on-board a tactical missile.
Tnherent in guidance algorithms derived from modern coutrol and et[isation theory is
the tict that they ire computationally exroensive. nfte, iterative numer-ical tech-
01ques mist he used to solve the optimal control problem because it cannot be solved
he closed form. Only the most simplistic or simplified optimal control problems may
e olved in closed torm. For these reasons, guidance algorithms continued to be
lerived via a classical approach in the past.

'towever, recent .,-vances in microprocessor capability have made modern control and
esti-ation theory ruch more attractive for use as a basis for missile guidance law
levelopment. In addition to hardware advances, new numerical techniques for solving
complex equations have been developed. The Air Force Armament Laborato:y observed
this trend an] intiated its optimal control and estimation theory (as applied to tac-
tical missiles) basic research program in October 1q77.

'1hen the program began, several problem areas that needed to be addressed were
-utlined. Primary among those problem areas was the difficulty in -pecifying a valid
performance index (P.I.) which effectivley translates the performance drivers into
mathematical terms. In addition, the mathematical model of the system, the
equality/inequality constraints nlced on the system, and the estimation problem had
to he thoroughly investigated as well. The feedback states for an optinmal control
law are functions of the qualilty of the estimates used. Only under linear, quadra-
tic, * aussian (LOG) assumptions does the control/estimation problem become uncoupled.
Because the basic research program is not limited to LQG assumptions, the rela-
tionships between the control and estimation problems must be investigated.

During the first eighteen months of the program, the problem was formulated using
standard textbook optimal control and estimation theories. These results provided a
theoretical baseline for the research endeavor. The initial phase provided these
significant determinations (5):

1. Through optimal control and estimation theory it is possible to develop
gu dance laws which oitperform pro-nay given a missile capable of high maneuverability

It is critical to have a well-designei autopilot that provides rapid and
stable response to realize the full potential. if an optimal control guidance law

3. Overall performance with an Extended Kalman Filter (3) is as good as that
obtained with more complicated filtering techniques when miss distance is considered
as th. evaluation, parameter.
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Several optimal control and estimation theoriql' hav h,001n in1veLLgdLed in hW
re t, ar c i program.

1. Linear Quadratic Theory

2. Linear Quadratic Gaussian Theory

3. Singular Perturbation Theory

4. Reachable Set Theory

9. Differential Came Theory

6. Adaptive Control Theory

7. Dual Cnntrol

R. Vxtended Kalman Filters

9. Second Order Filters

10. Adaptive Wilters

11. Splines

12. Polynomial Approximations

In past studies the guidance and estimation problems have been treated as sopara4t-e
entities. Some current studies are being conducted using a combined approach, ;is well
as a dual control approach where the guidance law performance in-ox contatins stair.
estimate enhancement terms as well as other important parameters which are to h, cmai-
mized (or minimized). The ultimate goal of this research is to integrate the host
performing guidance and estimation algorithms into an efficient guidance packag which
can be utilized in state-of-the-art tactical air-to-air missile concepts.

The current basic research program is also initiating new efforts to stud,y:

1. Strapdown seeker guidance

2. End game guidance

3. Beyond Visual Range guidance

These programs should provide useful inputs to the overall tactical missile guidance
problem. The research has shown the potential for dramatic improvements in tactical
missile performance through the use of guidance algorithms derived from optimal
control and estimation theory. The following sections will present a guidance
algorithm develorent from the in-house research program and present results of a com-
parison between this guidance algorithm and pro-nay Implemented with a low-pass
filter.

IV ADVANCED GUIDANCE ALGORITHM

This research program has resulted in numerous guidance algorithma derived from
various optimal control and estimation theories, all of which cannot he presented
here. Therefore, to dramatize the significance of this research, the most simplistic
algorithm will be presented and then compared to pro-nay. This guidance law was
derived (6) using Linear Quadratic Gaussian Theory. The derivation of the guidance
law is given below.

Consider the engagement scenario depicted in Figure 2. Let M h the misstIle, T be the
target, and

rM  vM  AM  Missile's position, velocity, and acceleration vectors
relative to some fixed inertial reference frame.

- v a T . Target's position velocity, and acceleration vectors rela-
tive to the same inic.tial reference frame
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fotine the state vector as fo( lows:

x1 the target/missiLe relaLive postion in the x direcl ion
(,1 - rTx -rMx)

- the target/missile relative pus i t 
i'm in the v ,i reel i.,,

(x? - rTy - rVMy)

x3 the ' r, iV /tOt i s l'9 ' rP:-l 1A IIV q R, it i m in t 1) t. iire l10,
(x3 - rTv -rMz)

x4 the target/m ssile rlat ive vel ot t In tho x iirVcrin
(x4 -1 - VTx -v x)

X5  the target/missile relative velnitv in the Y direct ton
(x5 - Al? - v' -vMyy)

te t tar el i t ssi Ie roi Iat i vo ,el o' it v i n the i; d i r n, I 101

(X6 -*I 3vTz -vMz)

x 4  the rariget/mIstIle relative acve1 cr1 oinl in the x iiro-
tton (5?4 " aTX - IMx)

X5  - the target/mtsile relative accelerati:on In the Y
direution (A5 - aTy "My)

X6 - the tari ,,'t/mi .isle relative ne elr..it.ton In rth z Hirer-

tion (*6 - ITz -i1Mz)

Thns we h;ive a I inear model descrthing the ongngement*

A,- 5
2 - x6

*3 " 56
(1)

A4 - "Tx -'MR

k6 - a'rz "aMz

In the derivation of this guidance law, several simplifying assumptiOns will be made.

ASRIIXCPTIr1N 1

Let RT x - 'Ty * 0 Tg - 0. This means that the target has constant velocity in both
magnitude and direct ion.

If the control vector, u, in defined to he the missile Acceleration and it is assumed
that target acceleration i, zero then Equation (1) can he written in state space form
such that

A - + u (2)
Where

Where I is an identity Matrix with ilmonsim 3 m 3.

And
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Figure 1. Missile and Target Kinematic States Relative
to Inertial Reference Vrame

AS IPTION 2

In defining the control vector u as the missile acceleration, it is implied that tho
missile has perfect and instantaneous cnntrol over ai! three inertial acceleration
components. in the real world tactical mismile with conventional propulsion, the
axial component of acceleration is uncontrollable. In addition, the lateral and nor-
mal accelerations are neither instantaneous nor unlimited.

OPTIMAL CONTROL FORMULATION

The cost functional to he minimized is

J -x T(tf),qfM(tf) + 12 *I/iTRu cit (3)

where if- . . and R - h o h = wint ot; on each contrl

0 o

Given the cost functional, Fquation (3) , and the st ate eqiuit ion, ,quat Lon (2), the
optimal control solution can he determined analytically. The solution Is straight
forward but tedious,

Given J and state equation (Eq 2) the ltamiltonian is construkted.
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H - 1&T RjTA&+zTj (4)

Where p is the co-state vector with dtuenson 6 x 1.

The necessary conditions for optimality are

k~ -ATp (5)

o - - Ru+BTp (6)

Equation (6) can be written

u - -R-IBTP (7)

Substituting Equation (7) into Equation (2) yields

* - Ax - BR-IBT2  (8)

From Equations (8) and (5) we get

The solution to Equation (9) has the form

- F(tf~t) I I (10)

L (tf)j L PLnt)j
From the boundary equations we get

p(tf) - Sfx(tf) (11)

Using Equation. (10) and (11), p(t) can be determined analytically and applied
directly to Equation (7) to find the optimal control. For this example the control
solution is

!(t) 3  T 3  1 Tgol X(t) (12)

where Tgo - (tf-t)

The theory that was used to obtain the solution assumed that tt, final time, was
specified; therefore, to insure optimality tt must be known a priori or accurately
estimated during flight.

ESTIMATION ALGORITHM

The estimation algorithm to be used in this example is the extended Kalman Wilter.
The measurements are noisy line-ofasight angles and missile body accelerations. The
equations used for this implementation will not be shown here, however they are docu-
mented in Chapter VI of (7).
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ESTINATIMIG TIME-TO-GO

The deri.vation of Fquation (12), the guidance law,,, required that the final time he
fixed. This means that final time or time-to-go (tr-tcurrent) must he continuously
estimated throughout the entire engagement.. Our research has shown that the estimar
of time-to-go (Tgo) is a key ingredient of the overall accuracy of the guidance
algorithm.

Traditionally, the most common Tgo estimate is given by

r -o - -R/k (13)

where R - range-to-go

- range rate

However, this method of estimating T0 o assumei that the velocity alon the line-nt-
sight is constant. This is a gross assumption for the air-to-air missile-target
intercept problem.

The research program has investigated many diffirent Tgo estimation algorithms via

both contracLual and in-house studies. The best performing i o algorithm, from a per-
formance versus complexity of implementation standpoint, is an algorithm derived in-
house (6). Several assumptions are made in the a'.orithm's developTent:

1) Assume the missile's axial component of acceleration dominates the
missile's contribution to the line-of-sight acceleration.

2) Assume that good -stiniates of SR and VR are available from the Kalman
Wilter.

3) Assume Amx is measurable.

With these simplifying assumptions, the derivation is straight: forward. Rewriting
Equation 12 in its component torm yields

AMX - I (SRX/Tgo2 + VRX/Tgo ) (14a)

AMy - 3 (SRY/Tgo2 + ' Ry/Tgo) (14b)

AMZ - 3 (SR7/Tgo2 + VRz/Tgo) (14c)

Recall the assumption that stated missile acceleration is instantaneous and perfectly
controllable. For conventional propulsion, the axial componvnt of acceleration is
uncontrollable, and therefore in the past, Equation (14a) was ignored. This algorithm
uses Equation (14a) to solve for Tgo.

Solving equationi (14a), noting that VRX<O for a missile closing on the target, yields

2 SvX

Tgo - (15)

.VRx- x 2 + 4/3 9 x AMX

The advantages of this time-to-go algorithm is that it explicitly accounts for the
effect of missile acceleration in estimating time-to-go; thus it provides a better
estimate of time-to-go resulting in more optimal lateral and normal acceleration com-
mands.

Using the LQC guidance law (Equation 12) the extended Kalman filter, and the Tgn
algorithm, a performance evaluation was made. The description of the evaluation an
the results follow.
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FVALI!ATI ON

The evaluation tool used for this comparison is a detailed six-degree-of-freedom
(6-DOF) digital simulation. The simulation contains the detailed math model of "
generic hank-to-turn short range missile. Major subsystems such as seeker, 'uttopi],)I
propulsion system, and sensors are modelled as well. The simulation 1.an incorporates
realistic noise models. Additionally, the simulation contains a three-degree-of-
freedom model of .1 "smart" target which incorporates a nine-g out-of-plvine fosi,,'

maneuver algorithm

The guidance algorithm developed in the previous section is compare! against pro-nav
which is implemented with well designed low-pass filters for smoothing the seeker
measurements and a navigation gain optimized to minimize miss distance.

The evaluation consists of a large number of Monte Carlo runs For a large numher of
engagement conditions. Effective launch opportunity envelopes are generate! hv
defining the geometrical region in space from uhich the missile can he launchei :in!
obtain a mean miss distance of less than ten feet. Additional constraints :ire plcir.
on the results In that the standard deviation of the mean miss distance after tin
Monte Carlo runs has to be less than the mean miss, or addit~ional Monte Carlo rinar',
performed.

The initial launch conditions are co-altitude (10,000 feet) and co-sped (.0 o ,h).
The target performs its evasive maneuver when range becomes less than or equal to
6,000 feet. Both algorithms use passive seeker measutroment informnation.

Tl._ effective launch opportunity envelopes (6) are shorn In Pigures I and 4. Vigirr I
depicts the case tor 0 off boreFight launch. The off horesight ile is defined iR

the angle between the initial LOS vector and the initial missile velocity vector.
Figure 4 shows the 40* of boresight case. A 0' off horesight, 0° aspect ang!,o ecise
is a tail-on shot. Conversely, a 00 off-horesight, 190' aspect angle case is i h,;i,-
on shot.
These figures demonstrate the dramatic performance improvement in terms of Misa

distance and launch opportunity that can be achieved through the use of pui ance
algorithms derived fronm optimal control theory over the performance offere! Lv pro--nov
which is currently being used in most existing air-to-air short range tartical missi-
lea.

CONCLUSIONS AN!D RECOMMNDATIONS

The basic research program was designed to demonstrate the viability of optimal
control and estimation theory as a basis for guidance algorithm development for tac-
tical air-to-air missiles. The results have shown that optimal control theory is a
powerful alternative. It rhould he realized that the results shown here for the most
simplistic guidance algorithm derived in this program. Other more complex guidance
laws have the potential for improving the result. to a greater extent than demonstated
here.

Thus far, the baeic research program has been concorned explicitly vith the short
range tactical missile engagement. New prnrams are scheduled to investigate guidance
for beyond visual range missiles, for misila whioh employ strapdown seekers, and for
application in the end game (last few seconds of time-to-go) of the terminal engage-
ment where the infomat ton available to the guidance algorithm is severely restricted.
The application of ontimal control and estimation theory to these areas needs to he
fuly explored. Additional work needs to be performed in thoroughly defining the on-
board computer requirements for the realization of the algorithms.

In conclusion, as the 6xample demonstrates, optimal control and estimation theory pro-
vides a viable alternative to classical guidance design techniques. The hardware
implementation barrierm for guidance algorithms derived from optimal control and esti-
mation theory no longer cxist. These guidance laws offer the potential for increased
missile performance at little or no cost increase for the next generation of missiles.
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ABSTRACT

This paper considers the development of a discrete-time delayed-measurement observer
for a discrete-time-invariant linear system. The delayed-measurement observer
developed has several unique features: it utilires discrete time delayed measure-
ments as pact of its inputs and it is an (n-q)th order observer for an ath order
linear system with m linearly independent outputs, where q ! m. The dimension of a
delayed-measurement observer is therefore lower than that of the well known (n-m)-
minimal-order Luenberger observer. Furthermore, a delaied-measuremcnt observer
becomes a minimal order Luenberger observer when q = m, and becomes a pseudo-
observer with no dynamics when q - n. The results obtaired in the paper may readily
be extended to discrete-time time-varying linear systems.

INTRODUCTION

The design and implementation of a linear optimal control system using state space
techniques often requires the availability of all state variables associated withthe system [11-14]. However, in practice, not all state variables in a system are
accessible for direct measurement nor is it economical to measure all state vari-
ables directly. Furthermore, the measurement data may be contaminated by measure-
ment errors. The design problem caused by the unknown and/or inaccessible state
variables may be solved by replacing the unknown and/or inaccessible state variables
by their estimated values. For linear systems, there are two well known filters
which may be used to generate estimates of the unknown and/or inaccessible state
variables, namely, the Kalman-Bucy filter (51 and the Luenberger observer 161-[7].
The Kalman-Bucy filter uses noise contaminated measurements to reconstruct estimates
of the unknown and/or inaccessible state variables. The order of the filter is the
same as the order of the associated system, On the other hand, when the measurements
are perfect, i.e., contain no measurement errors, and there are no random distur-
bances acting on the system, a Luenberger observer may be used to generate the
desired estimates of the unknown and/or inaccessible state variables. The order of a
Luenberger observer is generally less than that of the associated system [61-191;
spe-ifically, the n-m unknown and/or inaccessible state variables of an nth order
lirear system with m inearly independent outputs may be constructed by a minimal-
orcer observer of order n-m (see in particular, [91).

Since the pioneering work of Luenberger [6]-[7], observer theory has been studied
extensively in the literature [10-[21, where in [14[-[211, observer theory has been
extended to stochastic systems. Observer theory has also played an important role in
the design of disturbance accommodating control systems t221-f271, where various
minimal-order observers have been developed to provide estimates of various unknown
system distrubances which either have a specific waveform structure or can be approx-
imated by a specific waveform structure.

In this paper, a new reduced-order observer for discrete-time linear systems will be
developed. The essential idea is to utilize the past or time-delayed measurements
to extract more information Lbout the unknown and/or inaccessible state viriables.
We will call the observer developed a delayed-measurement observer to reflect the
fact that time-delayed measurements are utilized in the observer equations. The
delayed-measurement observer is an (n-q)th order observer with (n-q) , (n-m), for
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an nth order system with m linearly independent outputs, The dimension of a delay'd-
measurement observer is therefore lower than that of the correponsding (n-m)-minimal-
order Luenberger observer. Furthermore, n-q may be varied and may be reduced by
using more time-delayed measurements. When enough delayed measurement are used, n-q
is reduced to zero and the delayed-measurement observer becomes a "pseudo-observcr"
or an observer with no dynamics which reconstructs the present vaiues of the un nfown
and/or inaccessible state variables instantaneously in view of its reduced diren-
sion, a delayed-measurement observer is particularly useful for microprocessor imi-
plementation. State estimation using a pseudo-observer has been considered in [281-
[301. A microprocessor-based delayed-measurement observer has been designed and
constructed in 1271 to provide estimates necessary for the implement it in of an
actual optimal control system.

DELAYED-MEASUREMENT OBSERVER

Consider a discrete-time linear system described by

x(k+l) - Ax(k) Bu(k), x(0) - x (1)

with measurements given by

y(k) - Cx(k) (2)

where x(k)cRn , u(k)cRr, y(k)cRm are, respectively, the state input and output vectors;
A, B and C are, respectively, nxn, nxr and mxn constant matrices. We assume that
rank [C] - m, A is invertible', and that the system is completely controllable and
completely observable.

From (1) and (2), we obtain, by using d time-delayed measurements with d-k anddc (n-l),I ][]
y(k) C Omxr .O. mxr ] u(k-1)

y(k-l) - CA 1  x(k) - CA- "I  . xr u(k-2) (3)K~-dl C dl d I
(k-Ld) C ECA-  L..CA-

1 B Lu(k-d)

Defining

Ty (k) 4 [YT (k-l)*yT (k-2): ...':yT(k-d)|, (4)

UT (k) A [uT (k-1)'uT(k-2)',..':uT(k-d)], (5)

HT 4 (CT:(A'I)TCT:...:(Ad)TcT], (6)

OIaxr ... mxr

Bd : C " a "mxr (7)

we obtain, from (3)-(7).

k) - Hdx(k) - Bdud(k), (B)

where y3(k) is an md-dimensional time-delayed measurement vector, ud(k) is an rd-
dimensional time-delayed input vector; M d and Bd are, respectively, m(d+l)xn and
m(d+l)xrd matrices.

'The matrix A is invertible if (1) is the discretized version of a continuous-

time system, since in that case, A is a nonsingular transition matirx.
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Equation (8) yields the time-delayed measurement equation

(k A k Bu)k (a

Ld(k) LYA(k) + BdI k)(a

- Hdx(k), (9b)

where yd(k) as defined is known for all k>d. since the right-side of (9a) is known
for all kd. We note that the time-delayed measurement equation (9) is similar to
(2) in form and that rank (HA] - q, where m tsqn. Furthermore, if rank [H I - n,
then Hd becomes a constructigility matrix [31] and is equivalent to the ogserva-
bility matrix associated with [..,C] when A is nonsingular (31]-[321.

Given the time-delayed measurement equation (9), we wish to obtain an esrimnite
M(k) of x(k) generated by a discrete-time linear system of the form

z(k+l)" Fz(k) + G 7 (k)j + Mu(k), (10a)

z(O) - Ta, (10b)

4k)- Pz(k) + [V+PK] fy(k) (11)

where z(k)ERn-q , FLRn is an arbitrary vector, F, G, K, M, P, T and V are, respec-
tively, (n-q)x(n-q), (n-q)xm(d+l), (n-q)xm(d+l), (n-q)xr, nx(n-q), (n-q)xn, and
nxm(d+l) suitable constant matrices. We assume that

rank (P] - n-q, (12a)

rank (T] - n-q. (12b)

Definition: The discrete-time linear system described by (10) is called a dela.d-
measurement observer for the system described by (1) and (9) if and only if there
exist, respectively, (n-q)xm(d+l), nx(n-q), (n-q)xn and nxm(d+l) constant matirces K
P, T and V such that, for arbitrary a and u(k),

kim [x(k)-x(k)] - 0. (13)

The dimension n-q of such an observer, if it exists, is smailer than the dimension
n-m of a corresponding reduced-order Luenberger observer (6]-[9]. For systems with
large n-m, the ability to develop an observer with a dimension lower than n-m may
be of practical importance. There are various ways which may be used to determine
the constant matrices P, T and V. We will use the following matrix decomposition
theorem 1331 (see also [22]-1241).

Theorem 1 (Matrix Decomposition Theorem)_L k
Let Xi, i-1,2,. k, be nxn real matrices of rank[Xil ri. If k - n, then
the following conditions arh equivalent:

(a) XiTXj n njxnj for all itj,
k

(b) i Xi(XiTXi)#XiT n

it

where [,1 denotes a generalized inverse of [-1.

To proceed, consider the algebraic equation

H Hd - Om(d+l)x(n-q). (14)

Since (:4) is consistsnt2, a solution for P of full rank always exists, is generally

'The matrix equation AX - Y is consistent if rank[A] - rank[A:Y].
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non-unique and can easily be determined. Also since rank[Hd) + rank[PJ - n, then by
the matrix decomposition theorem, we obtain,

PT + VHd - In. (15)

where we have chosen T and V as

T -(PTP) -1p , (16)
VT HT ) (17)

-d d d

Define

e (k) x(k) - x(k), (18)

ez (k) 4 z(k)- Tx(k) + K y(k)],

where ex (k) and e,(k) are error vectors.

We obtain, from (9b), (ii), (15), (18) and (19),

e X M)- Pez(k). (20)

We note that if e,(k)-0 as k-, then e (k).0 so that x(k)-x(k). Also we obtain,
from (1), (9b), (10a) and (19),

e z(k+l) - Fez (k) + [M-(T-KHd)Blu(k)

+ [F(T-Khd)-(T-KHd)A+G djx(k). (21)

If the second and third teams in (21) vanish for arbitrary u(k) and x(k), then

ez (k+l) - Pez(k). (22)

We have the following theorem.

Theorem 2: The discrete-time linear system described by (10) is a delayed-
measurement observer for (1) and (9) if and only if the following conditions hold:

(a) F is aymptorxcally stable, i.e., all the eigenvalues of F lie within the unit

circle in the complex plane,

(b) (T-KHd)A-F(T-KHd) - GHd ,  (23)

(c) M - (T-IKd)B. (24)

A proof of the theorem may be obtained in.a similar fashion as in [34].

Using (15) and (23), we obtain,

[F-(T-KHd)APG.F (TKd)AV][FT 1 - 0(-)n

Given T and Hd, (25) is consistent and a solution always exists.3 A sufficient
condition which satisfies (25) and therefore (23) is that

F = (T-KH d)AP A Fo-KHo ,  (26)

G - FK+(T-KHd)AV, (27)

where F. A TAP and H A H AP. Equation (26) shows that there exists an observer
gain matrix K such Rat ail the eignevalues of F can be placed within the unit

'We also note that rank(TT:Hd] 
= n.
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circle in the complex plane (subject to the restriction that complex eigenvlaues
occur in com lax conjugate pair) if and only if [F ,H I is a completely observable
pair [31, [331, while [(o,H o] is completely obaervibli if [A.CI I8 completely
observable. A euilible scheme for construcLing K is as follows, Set

K - F0JH0(R+%7H ,(28)

where 7 is the (n-q)x(n-q) symmetric positive-definite solution of
-F. yFT-F 78T (R+1ijHj jWY 1[ 2FT +Q,()S0 0 0 00

where Q and R are, respectively, (n-q)x(n-q) and m(d+l)xm(d+i) arbitrary symmetric
positive-definrze matrices. Equation of the form of (29) has been studied exten-
sively in the literature 136]-[401, With K given by (28), it can be shown that (22)
and therafore the homongenous part of (10a) La asymptotically stable (see Appendix 1).

DESIGN OF CANONICAL DELAYFD-MEASUREMENT OPEERVEP

The (n-q)th order dclayed-me'isurement observer described by (10) is in a guinoral
form and may be simplified for ease of analysis and implementation, In a nimplified
convenient form, much insight into thm role played by the delayed-m1CuLuroment
observer may be gained.

Consider (1) and (9), Since rankIH] - q, there art m(d+l)-q redundant output
variables in the mdvector y (k) ntwrchanging rows and columns of 1i if necossary,
a,d also posuibly introduclnu a coordinate transformation for x(k) (see Appendi- 11)'
and (1) and (9) may be expressed in the following forms

x lk+IJ All A12  x1 (k) B1+ u (k), 3o)

y(k) A1 A2 2 II(k) )

y(k) Kx (k)

.... Iq qx(n-q)
, P) (k)

L) * Y d ( k )H 0 w t h x (n -q ) 
vroq( k )

U-d (31)

where [x (kx2(k)
M- ik,1"b xT(k) T T n-qwhee m ''' Cq-.m" I m Iq- I 2 kIIx (kr 0

yi~i(c(cR1" s with a 4 [m(d+1)-qjl and the various partitioned mtatrico~i
ha !u compsatiblt'Xrnsaione. We note that the eiements Of Y~d(k) are the rwdundnnt
uutpilt variables and may ba discarded if eo desired.

UtiLizing (14) and (3l),we pick

f n qx qI f . q 1 (3 2 )

and from (16) and (17), T and V are computed ns

-T •[0(n-q)xqn-q], (33)

-/
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(1 2 1 2

- O0(n-q)xq 10nq44l1x.4H

0

w(n-q)xq O(n-q)x

generalized inverse (HdHd) is computed as (331, [41]

(RdH d 9-g (lq+H2H21)2I q IH2 1. (35)

A canonical minimal-order delayed-mensurement observer can now be obtained hy
substituting (26), (27), (32), (33) and (34) into (10) and (II). The results are
summarizcd in the following lemma,

Lemna 1: A canonical delayed-measurement observer for the system described by (30)
aW-JT-) is given by

z(K+l) - (A2 2-K11 A1 2 )z(k) + (B21-KllB,,)u(k)

,. (A22K IA )K I+(A2 I A II)VII, [Y(k

2 1 - ~ K - -k ) ]
IYld(~)

+ (A21"K11A 1)VL2y2d(k), (36)

with the estimate x(k) given by

X1 (k) - V11 [yk + Vl2Y2d(k). (37)I ~~ Yld(k] 2J~
tX2(k) -z(k) + K11 [y~ (38)

Lyid(k
whare the an matrix K has been chusen as K - [K l V(n- x with Kll at (n-q)xq
mitrix, The gain matrix K1 1 should be chosen suc that A22-KIlA12) in (36) ts
a&Hyptotically stable, Such a K1 I exists if and only if 1A 2 ,AlA2 ] i cumplULtly
obmarvable 131, [351 and [A2 2 , Ai is completely observabl an only if [A H I
is completely observable [42]. A suitable K11 may be computed in a similar fasgon
aa in (28) and (29) by matting

Ki1 , A22 EA 12 Il + A 12  1~21, (39)

with i the (n-*(n-q) symetric positive-definite solution of

7, A 22EA T2 ' A22 TA(R + A121A T )" IA TA + Q. 42

where Q and R are, respectively, (n-q)x(n-q) and qxq arbitrary symmetric pusitive-
definite matrice@.

Some interepting observationn may be made from (36), (37) anA (38), and are given
in the following remarks,

rk 1: If no time-delayed measurements are usod, thenq-m and H becomes
& M.,- n1 0 1. urthermore, yld (k)m!and ~(k) vanish, Equgtions (36),(S7) and (31 r duce to the wll krown ini'na t-order Luenberger obqorver
developed in [91,

Remark 2: The estimate W i v(k) givn t' (i/) is mctu,4lly a least-square estimate of
xT-=R,-'fo ase that, cond Ider' (31) which may be written as
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x,3 (k) Y(k) (41)

Equation (41) immediately yields the least-square of xi (k) given by (37). The least-
square vtitiMate x 1 (k) givern by (37) is ohvioutily useful whent the measurements
.y(k) ,k=,l, .. )contain small measurumenL errors, If all the meastirements are error-
free, then y 2d(k) is redundanL arid mHAy be Mlscarded by set ti. & l - 0 rvSU1L InI'.
V12 - 0 in (36) and (37).

Remark 3: If rank[H I -q obnten (3) anr (kl) vns n xl1 , becomes the whole
of (k). In this cae eotnfrom (7o~

,(k) - (d d) 11d y(k) U?

lyld(k)LY2d(k)j

where HT [I uhi.

APPLICATION

The delayed-muasurement observer developed in this papertwilltbe applied to the
estimotion problem associated with the design of a turret control system of a surface
combat vehicle system. The two channels, elevation channel and azimouth channel, of
the turret control system are functionally Independent and the controller for each
channel may be designs,, independently. Only the elevation channel will be considered
here and a block diagram of the open-lop control syjtem to no shown in Fig. 1. The
numerical values of the constants are given in Table 1.

f12 1

2CVKL CT

Fig. 1 Eflevation Channel of Turret Control System
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TABLE 1: CONTROL SYSTEM CONSTANTS

Symbol Value Unit Description of Constant
A 1.902 in2  Actuator Piston Area

pin

C3 2.14 ft Actuator Moment Arm

CT 420 --- Damping Coefficient

28/V 1.01x104  b/in2/in3  Oil Compliance Coefficient

JL 120 lb-ft-sc 2  Load Inertia

KL 0,0 in2 /secitb/in 2  Leakage Constant

K3  66.45 ma/in Servo Valve Feedback Cain

K q 0.5 in 3/sec/ma Servo Valve Gain p
Kf 270.1 in 3/se/in Hydrauli: Flow Gain

A 0.25 in2  Spool Input Area

313 rad/sec Undamped Natural Frequency

&V 0.8 --- Damping Ratio

Using the values of the constants listed in Table 1, the state-space equation for the
turret control system is easily obtained an

.3,5 0 0 0 2.83x10 3

o o 2.0 0 0

0 0 313 0 R(t)

0 -2.08x14 -313 -501 0

-4.llxlO4 2.73x06 0 0 0

0

+ 0 u(r) (43a)

313 '

0 "

y(t) - 1i(t) (1 0 0 0 0] 1(t) (43b)

T
where A(t) - 11 (t) 12(t) 13(t) R4(t) R5 (t)]

Using a sampling interval of 0.01 second, (43) is discretized as,

0.96 0.34 1,86xl0 "3  7.3xi0 "4  2,77x10 5

0 0.41 7,10xl0 "3  4.69x10 "3  0

1(k+l) * 0 -48,7 -3.326 -6,18x10 "2  0 R(k)

0 4.1 -0.249 -0,227 0

C4,03x102 2.18x!04  1.65x102 77.8 0.994
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5,48xlo
"4-

8.93x10
3

+ 0.734 u(k)
,6.18xi0"2

8,15x10

- Xi(k) + Su(k) , (44a)

y(k) - 110 0 0 01 k(k)

- CR(k) , (44b)

where it can readily be checked that [A,C'J is completely observable.

Since only i 1(k) is measured, a fnurt-h-order Luenberger observer would be needd Lu
generate the estimates of the four inaccessible state variables x2(k), i3(k), 4 (k)
and i5 (k). However, if three delayed measurements are used, it can be shown that
only R5 (k) needs to be estimated by a first-order delayed-measurement observer.

Using three delayed measurements, (9) or (31) becomes

F~k 1 0 1 0 0 1
----k]------------------- ------- -- ~------Yld(k) - 1.03 0.59 -1.72x10

"  
5.69x10 

-  
2.87x0-I | x(k)

Y2d(k) 1,048 19.49 0,159 0.318 -5.81xi0 5

Y3d(k) 1.055 ',45.6 4.855 8.52 -8.79xO-5 j

-%di(k) * (45)

where
yld(k) * y(k-1) - 3.0x1O 3u(k-1),

Y ad(k) - y(k-2) - 0.267 u(k-1) - 3.OxlO u(k-2), (46)

Y3d(k) - y(k-3) - 7.9 u(k-l) - 0.267 u(k-2) - 3,0xO 3u(k-3)

In (45), Rd is not yet in the canonical form of (31). However, from (11-9) of
Appendix IT, we obtain

1 00 0 0

1.03 0,59 -1,72xlO "4  5.69x10 "3  -2,87xi0"5

T 1,048 19.49 0.159 0,318 -5.8lxl 5  
, (47)

1.055 545,6 4.855 8.52 -. 79x10 "5

------------- ------------------------------------------- ------------

0 0 0 0

and from (II-10) of Appendix IT, we obtain
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1 0 0 0 0
-2.43 2.?9 -0.44 1.45xi0 2  5,6x10 -5

- 141.2 -.08.9 -28,95 1.15 -4,71x10-3  (48)

7.2 -11". 44.68 -1.47 -8 91X 10O

0 0 0 0
so that

x(k) - N(k) ( (49)

10 0 0 0

Hd - Rdi - 0 0 i 0 (50)

0 0 0 1I

and A-UT"1  and B-T.

Since rank [Hd' - 4, th& delayed-measurement observer described by (36) oecomeb a

one-dimensional observer. Let the elgenvalue of F be chosen as 0.1. Then we obtain

F -0.1,

K ' 13.576xi0 4 -8.16x10-4  -3.881xl0 -0.2321.

From (36), (37) and (38), we obtain, after performing the inverse tranqformation,

z(k+l) - 0.1 z(k) + 64.86 u(k)

+ 1-3,58x10 4 1.110xIo -5 Olx103 I 88xI0 21 y(k) 1
Yld(k) (51)

Y2d (k)I

LY3d(k)j

x5 (k) - z(k) + [3.376x104 -8,16x1.04 -3.881x10"3 -0.2321 y(k)

Yld (k)]

Ytdi (k)

Y3d (k) (52)

X2 k) 2-43  2.79 -0.44 1.45E102  y(k) [5.6x10 1
(k)] 141.2 -108.9 -28.95 1.15 1 l(k) + -. 71YI(Y-

L x4(k)j L7.52 -117. 44.68 -1.47 -j (k) -891x10

YAd(k)
(53)

8fl
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Simulation revuls of the open-loop turret control system (elevation chinii,1) usinga k) - 1. k- re amhwn in Fig. 2 - 6. All eettmte
2 3(k), (k) and 1 5(k) took about 0.05 second to converge to their truevalues. Faster responses can, of course. be obtained b. chcosin . suitable values ht

F, for example F - 0.0. It may be remarked chat microproceasor-based implementation
of the delayed-mcasurement observer developed in this paper are currently underway
and excellent results have been obtained.
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Fig. 2 OPEN-LOOP TURRET RESPONSE
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Fig. 6 OPEN-LOOP TURRET RESPONSE

APPENDIX I

We wish to show that (22) is asymptotically stable, Substituting (28) ilto (22)
yields

e (k+l) - Fo17 - 1HT(R + Ho1HT)-1 NH41]-lczoo, (1-1)

and substituting the matrix inversion lemma

X - XH T(R + HXH T) IHx - (X I + HTRIRH)
" 1 Y-1 (1-2)

into (I-i) yields

ez (k+l) - Fo Y_ 111z 00 (1-3)

Furthermore, using (1-2) in (29) yields

-1 . (FoY-1FT + Q)-. (1-4)

Consider the Lyapunov function

V(ez) - e(k)lez(k), (1-5)

From (1-2), (1-3), (1-4) and (I-J), we obtain the change AV(e ) along the trajec-
tories of (1-3),

2 T - Tk)l kMV(e) - e (k+l)o' e (k-(le (k)

< eT(k+l)F'Jez(k+l) - TI(k)U-'e (k) +

eT(k)H0 (R 4- Ho H
T 1H (k)

0 0 0 0 ZI " l'y-1_y'lFT(V y'IET + Q)_ IFoY'-1'ezk (I-6

which becomes, upon uwing (1-2) again,

pvk,,) < -e(k))1(Y + FTQ- IFo'-Le, (k). (1..7)

Hence AV(e,)<0 for all e (k)0 so that (22) is asympcucically stable.
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APPENDIX II

Consider an mxn matrix W of rank q given by14 - (I-lA 11B

C ! DI

where A, B, C and D are, respectively, qxq, qx(n-q), (m-q)xq, (m-q)x(n-q) matrices.
Wthout loss of generality, ta arranged such that A is nonsingular. The columns
of [BT : T] may be expressed as linear combinations of the columns of [AT:CT], i.e.,

A]X .[_BJ , -2)

where X is an qx(n-q) noatrix, From (11-2), we obtain

X - A-B , (II-3)

D - CX - CAiB . (11-4)

Using the nonsingular transformation,

T----------- ---------------I ----

O(n-'q)xq nz,-q J
we obtain

[.q. i qx(n'q)._ _
awtt -rco i . I' and...... (3),i6e.CA 0 (n- q)x(n-q)

Now conslde: (1) and (9). Suppos3 these equations are originally given in terms ofa state 1poctet (k) not in the for:ms of (30) and (31.), i.e.,

A(k+l) -x(k) + iu(k) (11-7)[y(k) ] c11A C11B 1
-l~k 

11d'(k) - 11lA H11B j, xk

[Hd)21lA 121B 122

W W i(k), (1.-8)

[W21  W22J

where Hd has been arrangd such that the qxq marrix W11 is no.isingular, and where
by (11-4), W22 - W21WIf- W12 4 H22.

The nonsingular transformation
W'l W12

fT i:2 (11-9)
[(n-q).cq n-qJ

with inverse

(nq)xq  I win-q (-0)

yields (30) and (31) with x(k) - T(k), A T , . Hd d and H21 W21'
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ABSTRACT

A recent survey of the on-line ident' flcation technue:; of" 'r,'"s .. " t.
presented and developments related to numerical b havlor of' :::%t:; 'L.i,

INTP.DUT10N

Many teohniques for Identification of proce,3 dynamics have beer reportoel -lin, '!,-
last years as indicated by many of the references given in [1]. B .:tri:, I,,t I "I-
cation, according to the definition t:iven by Zadeh, is: "The deI.ermln itlon, on Ii,

basis of input and output, of a system within a class of systems (models), to whi,'h
the system under test is equivalent." From the definition of the term Idn .t,,n,
there follows a classification of the different methods of identification:

* class of models: parametric versus non-parametric models,
* class of input signals: impulse, step, sinusoidal, white noise, Cc01r01

noise, pseudo-random binary sequences,
* class for the equivalence of model and system: usually defined in terms

of a criterion or a loss function,
computational aspects: one-shot versus iterative (s:,,iential ' pproaohfr,'

* off-line methods
* on-line (real time) methods.

It is almost unique for identification problems occurring in automatic control to:
(i) pe1 form experiments on the system to obtain lacking knowledge, and/or (il) design:
a control strategy as the purpose of the identification.

In general, some important major considerations for system identificat.on are as
follows:

e it is difficult to give a general answer to the question of what Identifi-
cation method should be used in a specific case; choice is intimately re-
lated to purpose of identification.

* the choice depends on so many factors, many of which are unknown when the
method has to be chosen,

a it is often not possible to compare models obtained using dilferent methods
in a relevant way.

* for parametric models (with determined structure and order) It is not usually
an easy task to choose model order.

* the a priori knowledge of the process strongly influences the results ; for
example, the more that is known about the properties of the diturbane of
a process the more will be known about the accuracy of the inodel.

* properties of rvailsbic data (experiment length, signal to noise ratio,
sampling size

6 it is often necessary to carry ouc experiments during "normal operation";
thus introducel perturbations must be small.

The literature has reported a wide range of engineering and non-engineering appli-
cations where identification techn'ques have been quite useful, a saple may be found
In References [2) - [73. The problem of identification and the area of parameter
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t 1:at ;. n have be'n the sub,eot of many textbooks [3. - . -",rn

ti/i - [2dI are selected survey papers on the ub'ect.

Y:'.. ,i 1 iot If .cation t e f7-c hjn .,1, - U ,

5, ,u.3t-squares regression

tally principle
Se, ced leant-squares

(' ' :1;," method

,)rrelation teohnquc
(7) loot and Scond-oripe Stochast Ic Appr×xImat ton
('} Kalrran-FliterIng algorithm

(q Iuare-Rot algorithm
I,:) Box-Jenrili(j approach
]) !h maximum likelihood method,

method: Include 'he e1y';.-e: --, ' l:at : ' 1 11;
' cr1 civartance fun 0!.Ions.

B'' vore we present a detailEd d seus.len .n ' - ,- ' ',-: '.
w I IIlu. efly out ine the method,: usfful for LC'.-1 ' 11 .: ",
IT:,''!,}]')Ji c o!, ";yste. I ent lo t Ion are based on to jitEt y, ,
'hese techniques assume off-line iientiflcatleo an are Irr 1', n '.:
t-at Ionary processes where input/output relationships for - r,. I l u. _:

all inputs. To, derivation of the complex gait: of the ,"' ' ' a'

,iin-nv w Is ens ty obtained by numerical Foi,-ler tra 'rs e , 17111; i 1 =

,'utpul (la)/r ,, .t (Ju). This approach i., huw:ve, -a lenolthy ,r, ,-i: V. ,.,
trano C um are used. Bode magnitude and phase i ':' - 1,a I

I' h l. L1 is Ig a tep respons o I dent ilI cat on htwevI', Ih- 1: I .- . ,
In a: ideal step situat ion) should be ouch shorter than ti vie1rud of tie h'.' ,
Freuency of Interest in the identification. Again Fourier traunwIoVrni ,oulI h, us.
In this off-line identification using step responses. When impulse-response 1 I::'-
fication is used, the delta function is usuully approximated by pulses of finite
width.

ON-LINE IECHNIQIES

One useful on-line method is based on the employment of correlation-funotlan tech-
niques to transform the Identification problem into Ispulse-response problem : [tn>u.
actual need to apply impulse functions. This is achleved when white nolse Is applied
as an Input to the process (white noise is defined as an unoorrelated random input
with an infinite flat frequency spectlum and zero mean). if noise Is used with a
sufficIently low amplitude, It might be super-imposed on the normal-operation input
to the sjstem without any effect on its performance. Defining the input auto-
orrelation function:

(6) a ni I y(t) y(t - 0) dt

and the cross-correlation function 4, ( ' ai;xy

d -i' I fT
Oxy T- 2T (t) y~t - 9) d.

It c b he shown that the system's response g(It) to an impul:-- !niput. at u. e.
easily cobtalned from:

tr y sf gi ( Id
0

Sgte)
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2 Z+
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sluares estimate is:
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TRecalling the model of the measurement process:

Z-HX * V

:; , may seek to minimize the weighted z- of squares of .ev atlon:

,t = (K - H XI' R-1 ( - i

where - Is a symmetric, positive deflnite we':-ht -nc "a' '

:.t za es estimate is obtained as:

.,T - -
T  1X = ( H H R_

She maximum likelihood technique suggests i as that value which maxlsi'
g y of measurements Z which actually occurred takn- . kn -

, ropertie s of nois,2- V Note that In this i .sr .... . . .. . .. . . . ..: 7 u.,e 1 for zthe va riableX F, er t he ca se of C te- n i.-, Ia s- : ' 1, r --_."[ :

a Xef cs ,) (with denotIng expectt tr

t . "bove exrression for X becomes a minimum varlarce linear est'mat- U n-.s the likelihood function of ' v = (I - f. '-

that 4or Gaussian V, when V is indepenont, w. ith R = . ast.-sius -signestiateis a maximum likeli1hood1 estimate. Al:csin= h ralu : '-
hooJ estimation of the coefficiLnts .0 7tput l'--r sns.

correlations from noisy measurements Vf inrut an out-ut s "oented lri

Less widely used on-line identification methods are the .uas iinearlation a.-rcacr
and the invariant imbeading identification. The uasi lir arir atlion teIhrzIa 7 o n'
is concernedi with the transf ormation of n)nllnear rult tbouindary v:i' e r ..

s, a linear nonstationary problem. Here, the type olf nnneartty roust . e =e. .
at least in terms of an approximation. uasllnearlzatin redure cnerces to
the true parameters only if the initial gtuess of 'Ihe para..Ir value Is within the
convergence bounds; thus it requires a certain prior knowelge of the parameter
range of values. It is interesting to note that the nuasi'lnearIratlon aproach 1F
based upon a "fixed" number of measurements rather than rn a Irlnc number, of
measurements. The invariant imbedding Ident.fication [2F is urr
nonlinear systems, it also requires prior knowledge of the forns -f no:nllear
functions whose parameters are to be identified. Some a prior! knowlelge of the
range of parameter values is required. Inadequate choi4 es of initial values may
cause divergence or slow convergence of the identification, in spite of the ;eoero-
lity of this method, it is of limited use for on-line identilfcatIon due to its
computation complexity.

Let us direct our attention to two widely used on-line identi"Ication approaches, the
Kalman-Filter and the Autoregressive Movinz Average (RMA)modes. As was stated
earlier, a recursive filter is one in which there is no need to store past measure-
ments for the purpose of computln_ estImates. 1n order to arrec'ate 'he value of
a recur,ive filter, let us compare the followlng two exFressions for X1, 1 ,the value
of X at t k+l' If

i , , .. k)

where E Is noise-co-rupted 7easurerent, and

"i is the measur.oment noise (could he -sumes Ito ose
i+i

(i) -k 1

kk+l ( k+l -X.

In the lateer expression, the need to store cast measurements is elimInated and this
is whe'e the value of a recursive linear estimator lIes. h:rto 'hat D- - XjA is.mn or.., *ato k- isin a
usually termed the measurement "residual." The discrete formulation of a linear
system state at discrete points in tIrr,t k, usually takesthe farm;

-k ' 'k-l -k-i + -k-
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where Wk Is a zero mean white sequence of covariance

• , ore, we express the ,.eauurements 2 -t time l r:. fll W '
mt. state var.ib es corrute. w i whh e c, :

-k =HH k + Vk

V, here repr'esents random noise quantities with zero .ean and .. '.:..Aii- k-1<k

;1-k 2 . Denotingk (-) as the a priorl estim'ute of the 3 -. .- "C

we Jefine X (+) as the updated estimate based on the use of ,us,
recurs ve T rm for the update estimate becomes:

X )= Kk X C-) + K Z
!k<  k _k k _k

K : 'i K a.e tIme-varying we~ ghtlne matrices.

in the discrete-Kalman f.lter LI?], [17], [
1

h], [29], [3'], wr ief~n , v.  '
to be the estimation error such that:

k (+) = xk + Xk(+)
rinl

X + C-)

s In; these equations in the update form, we get:

=[K + Kk H, - I] X + ,k X, +

Since E[Vk] C and if [_i -3 = % and 3[X(+)] = I_ the term in tr32kvt.

[K k + KH Hk - I] must equal zero as well resutlng this for:r .f the ':.t Ian -'c .
k C+' - (T V :' * (-) + K

-k "k'k-k

Defining the error covarlarice matrix as:

p(+) - E [Xk ( + 1  k (+;T]

and using the above results we obtain:

P (+) - (I - K H) Pk'- ) (I - Kk HT + K R K
if k k kc k k k k k

In arriving at this result we assumed that the measurement errors were uncr'e
and thus:

E[X' ( - ) V v_ -3 o

The optimum choice of K is based on minimizIng a welghted scalar sums D" the 11 -- n°
elements of the error eovarlance matrix Pk(+), i.e.

J k - , [k+) T S

where S is any positive semidefinite matrix. Letting S = I tre Kalman :-air. matrIx
becomes:

K( P (-)H T + R -1
H k Hk kHk H k

The optimized updated estimation error covarlance matrlx (+) - [i - K H ] -k" K "k k
and the error covarlance extrapolation matrix thus becomes:

T

-k -1 -l (+) k-I + Qk-1
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la th [311 has defined the sequence,:

v -Z -X
"Innovation sequence" and had shown that for qn optlmal filter this se u.nr.

is a GIussian white noise sequence. Mehra [29] used the Innovation sequence to
.,neck the optimality of a Kalman filter. Moreovsz, he used it to estimate the r;ro-
cess noise covariance matrix Q and the measurement noise covariance matrix, F. Mehr,

Reffrence [301, nas used the innovation property to hand1e an ..rort ant D-h'.
n that is of the determination of the order of a system. Yartln and Stubbrrul

have d'voted in their recent stuay a comprehensive review of the Innovations prcperty
nh A' appilcations to identifications; they discussed some relative advantages .f
4mputational and computer Implementaticn simplicity. It is worth mentioning that

e.- n'1 ng the applicability of the Kalman filter to nonlinear cares has been success-
and CADET [18] has been developed as an analytical technique for analyzinp, non-

lncar .itochastic systems. The equations for the continuous-discrete txtendep Ka1mn
I '"1 are on pare 18? of RDference E18]. See Fererenc? [3] for an n-rlC at on of

lK-ter to nostfllght data analysis.

the ma*'or reported problems with the min!mu-varlance recurs've Kaloan .
estimator Is what has been termed the "divergence problem" in some applications.
Divr-ence is said to occur when the error covariance calculated by the estimator
becomes inconsistent with the actual error covariance. Nahl and Schaffer [32] have
bsed their verence .prevention scheme on constant checking the ofnssIen ,i .f
:l~culated and the actual error covarlances. The. desined a test 2'or ncon:: so.> B
an! in adaptive Jecision-directed procedure for adJustlng the calculated covriance.
Teir arproach is accomplished by testing whether or not the observation at each
stage Is likely to have come from a distribution with the calculated covarlance.

Bierman [12] discusses several types of divergence phenomena that may exIst with
Kalman's solution to the linear parameter estimation problem:

(i) oivergence due to the use of incorrect statistics and unmodeled
parameters,

(ii) divergence due to the presence of nonlinearlties, and
(ill) divergence due to the effects of computer roundoff.

.lerman has recommended a square root information filter (SRIF) which compares
favorably with conventional algorithm mechanization in terms of algorithms complexitM;
st.)rage and computer run times. The improved numerical behavior of the SRIF is due
in the large part to a reduction of the numerical rangas of the variables, Rnd thus
producing results comparable with a Kalman filter that uses twice Its numerical pre-
cision.

Sarldis and Stein (33) have presented a generalized algorithm for on-line identifi-
cation c, stochastic linear discrete-time system using noisy input and output measure-
ments. Their stochastic approximation approach converges for arbitrary but known
numerator dynatics and for noisy measurement conditions, provided that the noise
variances are specified. The mean square convergence of the stochastic approximation
algorithm to the correct result is guaranteed under conditions that are, for mrny
physIcal systems, easily satisfied. In Reference (17), The authors In orde-r to re-
duce the required convergence tim,use an adaptive version of the stochast: approxi-
mation method due to Sakrison [34],

A fundamental properr of random signals witn Gaussian is that when processed through
a linear dynamic system, the resulting output is also Gaussian. Thus, any Gaussian
time sequence may be considered to b? the output of some linear system whose 5n:-ut
is an independent Gaussian time sequence. The Kalman filter is in this regards the
optimal linear predictor for predicting a Gaussian process. Let the following trans-
fer function (s) represent a general linear model for a stationary time sequence:

G~)= x(s)
G -s u(s)

DM s
m + DMs-1 + + +1 +C

n n-1A\.s +An-l + ... + A.s + A-
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where s Is tne Laplace transform variable. Defining Z- 1 as the backward ohfl
speratot (Z-n X. X1,) the above equation will assume the discrete form;

G( I, o0 1 B Z -  +  "' Zzm X (Z-1 -m-

0 +  I  * -n (:)

Using B In place of - we write:

+ bB+ . bS
m

( s ) + "
l + aB .. + a 

Bn

1 n
where a o/S o K; 81 /0 - bI  0,/C ° . a,

x denotes the message and u is a 'ausslan random input signal with zero rean.

The discrete transfer function above could be rewrltten as:

xk + al x - + ... + an X - 1 +k bl Uk- 4 ' +  t_
xk a 1  Xk + n k-n k blk1or nr

k I 1k-i + k-0

where k -0, 1, 2, ;t - kT

and E Eu I - 0 for all J.

-his equation represents a mixed ause resz on - ae (AR'IA) mo del of x..
The O's denote the autoregressivecoe ffi i entte h istory of the mesga-e
itself while the O's are termed the movi ig averaee coefficients related to the hIs-
tory of the random input signal. Rewriting the ARMA equation we get:

O(B) Ik a CB) uk

oror s() *(B) xk - k

This is a convergent Infinite pure autoregressive (AR) process. We may likewise
write the ARMA modei as:

k - 1 (B) (H) uk

which is a convergent infinite moving-average (MA) proccss, The convergense features
of the infinite models facilitate them to 1e expressed in term of finite orders. It
should be noted here that identification should aim it the mlnimum adequate or.aer.
In References 6 and 7, this writer has developed an ARNA aiodel to adequatey fit a
noise time series. Oraupe [351 has outlined a procedure for sequentially estimating
the parameters and orders of mixed ARMA Models. The procedure is based on first
identifying a purely AR signal model. The uniqueness of the maximum likellhtcd
estimates of the parameters of an ARMA model has been discussed by Astrom [361].

According to the Box-Jenkins time-series techiiques, once the parameters of tha mixed
ARMA model are available, it yields forecasts (predlctlons) that are comparab]h to
those obtained from a Kalman Filter whose parameters are 'rroin, The difference be-
tween the two approaches lies in the fact that forecasting va APMA models reiui:e3
the reconstruction of the Inputs from, say, the least-squared brecdlctlon errors,
whereas, the equivalent Kalman Filter avoids this reconstruction through sequenti:) y
updating gains associated with rhe last error term. It should be noted that it .3
tosltile to transfo-m an ARMA model into a strte-space for: ulatlon to y'eld and
update a Kalman filter model fo- oubsequent prediction without recosrtrution
inputs (with the Kalman filter, however, the parameters and orders rst be known).
A discussion on developing an AR model based on the maximum 'Ike) ihood has been
developed; see, for example Reference [37].
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A MULTIPLE MOD L LEAD PREDICTION ALrORITHM7
FOR MANEUVERING TARGET ENGAGEMENT

Pak T. Yip
Control & Stabilization Team

FC&SCWSL, US ARRADCOM
Dover, New Jersey C7801

ABSTFACT

The effective engagement of maneuvering or non-cooperative targets is a prcblem which
has been XP,' interest in tank fire control for several years. The approach to this
rroblen taken in this paper involves a multiple model adaptive filter structure to pro-
ce~s target range and bearing measurements required for target state estimaticn and
gun lead angle computation. This paper discusses the status o, techaical efforts
directed toward the real time microcomputr implementation of this fife control concept.

INTRODUCTION

Effective engagement of maneuvering or non-cooperative targets has been an area of
interest in tank fire control for several years. Solutions to this problem include, 11
among others, upgrading the tracker, the sensor, and the stabilization as well as con-
sideration of advanced lead prediction algorithms, With the rapid advancement of micro-
computer technology, it has now become feasible to consider the real time implementation
of these advanced fire control algorithns and thereby enhance the overall performancc of
the fire control system.

Roughly, we have four major tasks to consider: system modelint;, system confipjraticn.
digital simulation, and reel time simulation. System odeling includes systam data
anslypis, model formulation, and parameter Ldentificstion. System confiriretion includes
choice of basic algorithm, arrangement of models, and selection of adapLive policy.
Digital simulation requires choice of data siuent, choice of ncmin.l conditions, gen-
eration of noise for input date, Monte Carlo simulations, and thc evaluation of system
performance. But, numerical stability, accuracy of computatton, memory size of micro-
processor, and computational speed are additional considerations in real time implemen-
tation. Ihis paper discusses each of these areas as it relates to tank fire control
engagement of maneuvering targets.

SYSTEM MODELING

The energy spectra of target maneuver data provides qualitative information useful in
determining target model structure xnd initial, parameter values while isximm likeli-
hood identification has proved to be a (laable tool for optimiz-ng the selection of
the model parameters.

The Antitank Missile Test (A.TMT) Phase II data base1 was used to identify the target
acceleration models since It rppreseuts the best available experimental te.t data re-
flecting the maneuer chractcristics of vehicles such an N6OAi tank, Scout vehicle
and Twister veticle, coveriq a broad spectrum of speed up to 30 miles pr hour and
acceleration up to C.5 g. .:,nce our interest was in modeling the target accele:ation.
the position data vaa supled at a frequency of 2 cps and twice differentiated tc.
obtain the accelerati.on estimates which iaes then resolved into along-track end cross-
track componentl. The power spectral density of this data we computed by the maximum
entropy methods' which &smes the du':a, is generated by an autoregressive process. The
power spectral density S(f) is given -,-y

2 jg2
s(f) J

1 - i exp (-j2vfi)



F tere ag is the stadard deviation of a Gaussian noise process; 0A is the i-th coef-
ficient of the autoreoressive process: M is the number of coefficients, and the coef-
ficients a's are estimated recursively. The number of coeffici ta of autorewression
is determined by minimizing the Akaike's final prediction errors.

The numb, r of the autoregressive coefficients is usually larger than three which is not
desirable for Kalman Filtering. However, the power density spectrum affords enough
iaformation for estimating essential poles and zeros of a simple rational polynomial
model structure. The simplified model has the following form:

A(s) *..+ 6 q(s;
fS BlS + i

where q(s) is the Gaus ian noise process; A(s) is the system acceleration; 5, l and
82 are parameters to be identified for the chosen vehicle paths and each of the along-
track and cross-track formulations.

Since the target range and azimuth are processed as measurements and the taget accei-
orations are defined in the target coordinates, while the mathematics is done in a car-
tesian system, the required transformation of coordinates introduces nonlinearity into
the estimation problem. Hence, the acceleration model was embedded in an Extended Kal-
man Filt r algorithm. The model parameter vector is chosen to maximize the likelihood
functto pn , or equivalently minimize the negative log likelihood function M (Zk;).
where Mt was the entire sequence of k samples of the measurement vector Z. TWe Gauss-

Newton-method was used in the minimization procedure:

ljlf j - M(Zk ; aj)s_.+l- - - a xi

where P I 1 or this method, and D, tho expected PHessian

a' M(Z ; -j)

The test for convergency was given by

(cj+l _j)T D (lj+l -j) < 10,

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

There exists a maximum level of maneuver that the ground vehicles under study can attain.
This maxims level provides a non-trivial range of dynamic motion that can be quantized
to a finite number of maneuver levels. In Lhis study, five different parameter values
were selected and the corresponding Extended K~alman Filters structured to simultaneously
process tracking input data in parallel .,d output target state estimates. One of the
filters in the design was a simple 4-state filter based on a constant velocity target
model. The remaining four filters were identified with various maneuver levels.

Several intarestink options are available to provide some adaptive capability to the
algorithm including adapting the plant noise t-odel o: adapting the prediction model.
The approach taken in ihis Investigation is to select the filter with the maximum
computed likelihood funttion. More orecisely, tr.rget range and azimuth angle are pro-
tensed by the parallel filters and the filter having the largest likelihood function is
automatically choasen to provide the best estimate for lead prediction and Run orders.
The prediction model is the ,!ommon second order function of projectile time of flight.

DIGITAL SIMULATION

A Monte Carlo simulation of 100 runs was set up to process a large number of 10 second
segments representing various maneuver levels of the M6OAI tank, Twister and Scout
vehicles. These segments of data were different from those used for the parameter iden-
tification tasks discussed earlier. For the introduction of measurement noise, two
Gaussian random number generators were used with different seeds to start each run.

For evaluating the system performance, the perpendicular miss distance of the predicted
line of sight from the real tirger position was defined as the prediction error. The
firing time points were fixed for each segment under process. The performance indicator

9R . I
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ph tt each firing rise point was defined as the retio of the nuwet f times that ;he

prediction error Is lress tha, 1.15 meters to the iota! rumter of runs. tasically, they
art hit probabIitti considering the prediction errors alone.

For an engagement range of approximatily 2006 meters, 450 cross range (across the range
vector), I sigma range men.isuresent error of 2 reters, / sigma azimuth tracking error of
0.1 mile. a projectile speed of 1500 meters per second and 7 firing points pe'" segment,
the hit probability results are summarized in trie following table:

T eType Nuaber of Segments Cnitant veiocit71 a3eI - -7L' T

M60M1 13 .41 .49
SCOUT 10 .27 .38
TWISTER 8 .2c .26

For an engagement range of approximately 1500 meters, 60' cross range, sigra range
measurement error of meters, / sigma azimuth tracking error of 0.3 wuils, a pro-
jectile speed cf 1158 meters per aecord and four firing points per segment, the hit
probability results are stmnarized in the following table:

Mean eh

h 8ret Type rtuber of Segments Constant velicity Model Adaptive Model

M60AI 6 .51 .56

TWISTER 6 .31 .37

The results from the Monte Carlo simulations indicated that the performance of the
multiple model adapttve filter design was generally comparable to a filter which was
tuned to the target dynamics of that particular tracking interval. In particular, the
results shoved that the adaptive prediction consistently performed better than the con-
stant velacity prediction with an improvement in prediction ranging from 10 to 40 per-
cent. The system sensitivity results from looking at a maneuvering target segment of
data indicated that the system performance for the azimuth channel was heavily depen-
dent on the angular measurement noise and the projectile time of flight in terms ofrange, and was not very sensitive to the range measurement noise and the range sampling

rate. The results also indicated that higher probability of hit could be obtained in
the cross range geometry than in the down range (coming down along the range vector)
geometry.

MIC.OCOMPUTER U{PLEENTATION & EVALUATION (REAL TIME)

A number of important issues arise in addressing the problem of real time microcomputer
implementation and algorithm evaluation. Particularly critical are problems of numer-
ical stability and accuracy imposed by the finite word length constraint of current micro-
computers. Also. importnt are considerations of memory size and computational speed
and hardware flexibility to perform parallel and floating point operations.

A filter al gorit which seums to be par;icularly well suited to real time microcomputer
-implementation is Bierman's UD al;orithm for the propagatio, of the state error co-
variance. The algorithm has the desirable feature of computational accuracy and stability
and its required memory size and m ber of multiplications are comparable to those of
the conventional extended Kal a filter algorithm. The original filter algorithms and
software were therefore modi ied to incorporate the UD covariance algorithm,

The Intel 86/12A single board comuter was selected for the real time implementation
and evaluation of the configured system. Each boar' has 327 of random access memory
(RAM) and 16K of electronic prograrnable read only memory. It can Ie easily extended
to 64K of RAM. The dual port RAM in the main computer board is accessible by other

sin le board computers through the multibus lies, providing 
a common area for infor-

mt on transfer among the computers. The 8087 --nprocezsor is designed to work with
the 86/1A computer. It has the desirable capt,'lity of 64 bit floating point oper-
ation which will save the programmer a large amount of time in scaling the variables
and documenting the scaling procedure. Its 27 micro-second computation time for
64 bit multiplication is considered very fast.

The final configuration of the fire control system to be simulated is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure I

The difference between the target angle and the sight angle provides the actuating
signal for the auto-tracker or the human operator (with handle) which outputs the
angular rate signal. The angular rate signal together with the range measurements are
fed to the ulti odel processor which conputes the estimated target states for the sight
servo cmmands and the lead angle and the desired gun angular rate for the gun servo
coemands. This is a stabilized sight gun director type of configura:ion.

CONCLUSION

In the tank fire control problem with emphasis on maneuvering vehicle engagement, four
major tasks were dealt with contiguousl. System modeling and system cnnfigurat'3n were
carried out first. The ADT data base was chosen to run through a maxirnu entropy spec-
tral analysis. Models were formulated and their parameters were then identified by the
maximm likelihood method. The models were embedded in fhe Extended KC.lman Filters which
were prncessed in parallel to provide adaptive estimates for gun lead prcdictirn. A
Monte Carlo simulation provided us the system sensitivity and the system performance in
terms of the probability of hit. The real time simulation is an intermediate step be-
tween the digital simulation and the real system experiment.

Real time microcoemputer implementation requires careful consideration of both 3oftware
and hardware issues. The Bierman's UD 0voritln with better numerical charactcristics
replaced the conventional Kalman propagatio, of state error covariance. The Intel
86/12A single board computers were selected for their flexibility, capatility of
floating point operation, and high speed of 64 bit multiplication.

Moreover, the hran operator is a very nonlineat complex system which calls for a real
person to be included in the control loop. In all, the experience of this real tine
exercise may enable us to appreciate the real world problem and provide us a realistic
perspective of the entire tank fire control business.
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MULTIPLE V2DEL ADAPTIVE CONTROL

A)bft D). Smith
James G.. Dixon

Weapon Synthesis Division
Naval Weapons Center

China Lake, California 93555

INTRODUCTION

Multiple Model Adaptive Control (MMAC) is a conceptually simple approach to the problem
of controlling nonlinear dynamic systems. The technique utilizes several state esti-
mators running in parallel. Each state estimator is designed to match a linearized
model of the nunlinear system. State variable feedback for control purposes is imple-
mented using the output of the "best" state estimator. The resulting system is highly
nonlinear, and the -uccess of this approach is highly dependent on the algorithm used
to select the proper state estimator.

Adequate M4AC design techniques currently do not exist and a common sense trial and
error approach must be employed. Despite this apparent limitation, several problems
studied at the Naval Weapons Center using MMAC have shown encouraging results. In
this paper the cl&gsic problem of stabalizing a radar guided missile in the presence
of severe ntnlinear radome boresight errors is usad to illustrate the potential of
MMAC.

MULTIPLE MODEL ADAPTIVE CONTROL STRUCTURE

r. block diagram of the MMAC structure is shown in Figure 1.

EXTERNAL~ NONLINEAR MEASURABLE OUTPUTS
INPUT N NSYSTEMA

! SATEEETMATOR (11 0

FSTATE tIMATE (1r u L

1STATE ESTIMATOR (2)

ST ATE ESTIMATE (2) G

_'E TE ESTIMATOR (N) C

SSTATE ESTIMATE N

FEEDBACK

FIGURE 1. MMAC Structure.
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The structure consists of the nonlinear system to be controlled and several state
F estimators running in parallel driven by the inputs and measurable outputs of the in-

linear system. Each of the state estimators is based on a linearized model of the
nonlinear system about some operating point. It is the function of the logic element
to determine which of the state estimators is providing the "best" estimate of the
nonlinear system's states. The estimated states in conjunction with the approprfatu
gain matrix are used as feedback to modify the dynamics of the nonlinear system.

The concept of KMAC ir not unique to this paper. A brief history of too concel-t n.z
an extensive investigation of the MMAC technlqie for fliqht ,1r,tr o l in F-8 alrrft
are provided in a report by Athans et al.' However, the deterministic design (i.e.,
Luenberger observers vice Kalman filters) and the logic element in the MMAC structure
reported in this paper differ from that of Reference 1. In particulax, the logic
element used in this report defines one state estimator (Luenberger observers) as
"best" when the differences between its estimated outputs and the measured outputs of
the nonlinear system are minimal. In addition, the states of the remaining state
estimators are initialized to the states of the "best" state estimator for that uodate
period. Thus, the state variable feedback is derived from one state estimator and not
a linear combination of state estimator outputs as described in Reference 1.

A summary of the major elements of the MMAC structure described in this paper is pr -

vided below.

NONLINEAR SYSTEM

The restrictions on the nonlinearit es and dynaxics which limit the utility of the
MMAC technique are not well understood at this time.

STATE ESTIMATORS

Luenberger observers as defined in References 2, 3, and 4 are utilized. The state
estimators are based on linearized models of the nonlinear system. No a ptiori guide-
lines exist which define the number of state estimators required.

LOGIC

The logic function performs two operations on a periodic basis. First, the "best"
state estimator is chosen, based on the minimum of the sum of the absolute values of
the differences between the estimated outputs and the measured outputs. Second, the
states of the remaining state estimators are initialized to the states of the "best"
state cstimator. Although not well defined, the update rate of the logic function
must be consistent with the bandwidth of the desired closed loop system.

FEEDBACK

The feedback consists of state variable feedback utilizing the estimated states of the
"best" state estimator. The feedback gain matrix is procalculated based on the

linearized system model associated with each state estimator, and the desired closed
loop characteristics of the nonlinear system being controlled.

EXAMPLE

The classic problem of stabilizing a radar guided missile in the presence of severe
nonlinear radome borsuight errors is used to illustrate the potential of the MMAC
technique. The radome data used in this model is typical of existing radomes. The
missile is modelled as a simple second order system whose acceleration normal to the
velocity vector is proportional to the line of sight rate between the missile and the
target.

RADOME BORESIGHT ERROR MODEL

Figure 2 defines the geometry used in this model.
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FIGURE 2. Geometry.

The various angles are defined below.

y w missile velocity vector angle

o - missile center line angle

O - line of might angle to the target from the inertial reference frame

o' a apparent line of sight angle caused by radome errors

e - angular error caused by the radome

A - look angle

a- angle of attack.

Thus,

' V +(l),

where c(A) indicates that the tngular error introduced by the radome is a nonlinear
function of the look angle. For the purposes of this example it is convenient to
obtain the time rate of change of the previous equation.

Differentiating with respect to time yields

+' 0 4

where d sv ,a

a - at
j

at"

and KR(A) - di

KR() is the nonlinear radome boresight error slope. The data used for this exa1nple

is shown in Figure 3.
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FIGURE 3. Radome Boresight Eztor Slope.

MISSILE MODEL

The missile is modelled as a simple second order system whose acceleration normal to
the velocity vector is proportional to the line of sight rate between the missile and
the target. Figure 4 is a block diagram of the missile model.

Vc NWn a
+ + 2 ws + n2

n n

FIGURE 4. Missile Model Block Diagram.

The parameters of this model are defined as follows.

- missile acceleration normal to its valocity vector

Vc - closing velocity between the missile and the target

N' - effective navigation ratio

Wn - natural frequency of the missile

c - damping ratio of the missile.

In the presence of radome errors, the missile is driven by 6' where

& = R KX4 I

as derived An the previous section. For very large missile to target ranges a is
very smrll and can be neglected. Thus

;- - K Rcul,

which represents a nonlinear feedback loop around the missile. This so called para-
sitic feedback loop iL the source of the stability problem caused by radome boresight
errors. To complete the block diagram it is necessary to derive the relationship
between the rate of change of the look angle ( ) and the missile's normal acceleration
(aN). From Figure 2,
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and A - a - 0,

and

Since ; is assumed to be zero,

I= -6.

in addition

6 = y +c.

The quantity j is directly related to aN since

a N =VM ,

where VM is the missile's velocity. The angle of attack (a) is related to aN through

the relationship

aN = Ca ,
aN

where C is the miasile's airframe gain which relates angle of attack to normal accel-
eration for a given missile velocity and altitude. Combining the above relationships
and using Laplace notation yields

L s + I aN

Using the relationship X = -6, the block diagram for the missile with the nonlinear
parasitic feedback loop can be completed and is shown in Figure 5.

S2aV cNw n II ,

S2 + 2C. S + cn

!

FIGURE 5. Missile with Parasitic Feedback Loop.

Figure 5 is the nonlinear system of interest and the one used to demonstrate the poten-

tial of the MMAC technique.

MMAC CONFIGURATION

Sixteen second order state estimators were used for this example. Each estimator was
based on a linear model of the missile obtained from Figure 5 by fixing the value ofKR(A). Values of KR(X) from -0.035 tn +0.040 in increments of 0.005 were used. The

dynamics of the state estimators were patterned after the lincarized missile models,
and the feedback gains were chosen to yield error dynamics with a natural frequency
of 10 Hz and a damping ratio ( ) of 0.9. (see Reference 4). The logic function was
performed every 0.01 seconds, and the measurable output was assumed to be the missile's
normal acceleration (aN).

The open loop characteristics of the missile model are defined below.
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wn - 21 (rad/suc) (1.0 Hz)

N' 4.0

Vc  7000 (ft/sec)

V- 3000 (ft/sec)

S- 675 (ft/sec 2/rad)

The state variable feedback gains used by the KAC were cal'nulated to give the closed
loop missile a natural frequency of 2 Hz (4w rad/sec) and a damping ratio of 0.7.

RESULTS

Figure 6 is a plot of the missile's desired (dashed line) initial condition response
and its uncompensated (solid line), as defined by Figure 4, response. Extending the
time of this response would show a limit cycle behavior for the uncompensated system.
Figure 7 compares the IGEAC (solid line) and desired (dashed) responses. The success
of th MMAC is evident. Although the initial condition errors were zero for this
case, Figure 8 illustrates the MNAC response (solid line) for a mismatch in the
estimated normal acceleration (an). For this case the estimated normal acceleration

was assumed to be 4 g's. The importance of initializi:g the states of the state
estimators at each update cycle is illustrated in Figure 9. For this case no state
initializing was utilized. This response differs markedly from the originalMMAC
configuration of Figure 7. Saving the best for last, the most impressive feature of
the HMAC technique is illustrated by the response shown in Figure t0. For this case
the same MMAC used in the previous examples was employed, but the vign of the radome
boresight error model was reversed. Again, the MMAC yielded an excellent response
(solid line) relative to the desired response (dashed line).

C

9.1 9.0a. ,P 8.9 6., .

FIGURE 6. Uncompensated Missile Reuponse (solid line)
and Desired Response (dashed line).
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FIGURE 7. YMAC Response (solid line)
and Desired Response (dashed line).

V.

U-'

FIGURE 8. MMAC Response with Initial Condition Error
(solid line) and Desired Response (dashed line).

.......

FIGURE 9. MMAC Response with No State Initializing
(solid line) and Desired Response (dashed line).
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FIGURE 10. MMAC Response with Radome Boresight Error Model Sign
Reversed (solid line) and Desired Response (dashed line).

CONCLUbIONS

The potential of the ?MAC technique has been demonstrated via a simple example. The
technique is conceptually simple and seems to enjoy a reasonable degree of insensi-
tivity to the exact form of nonlinearity involved. That is, the bounds of the non-
linearity are more important than the exact shape of the nonlinearity. However,
design guidelines do not currently exist which relate the characteristics of the non-
linear system to the number of state estimators required and the update rate of the
logic function. Finally, the burden of implementing the computations imposed by the
parallel structure of the MMAC technique will dirainish as technology continues to
reduce the size and increase the speed of computers.
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A DESIGN METHODOLOGY FOR ESTIMAT;RS AND PREDICTORS IN FIRE
CONTROL SYSTEMS

Dr. James F. Leathrum
Department of Electrical and Compter Engineering

Cltmson University
Clemson, SC 29631

ABSTRACT

In the interest of establishing a systems approach to the desigr of fire control
'ystems. the design of estimators and predictors is formalized into a direct
procedure. The usual, trial-and-error approach to fixing the parameters of
estimators is circumvented. The performance requirements of the fire control 1
system are used at the outset as inputs to the computation of filter parameters.
Component specificatiz is are an importint outcome of this design process.
In particular, tracking accuracy requirements emerge as results of the design
process. Iradeoffs between first and second order predictors are quantified I
and used to select the best predictor.

The state-of-the-art in the design of Kalman filters for fire control systems
leaves the designer with several parmeters to be used to overcome the effects
of modeling errors. These parameters are the moael and observer nioise vari-
ances, and they are usually fixed by searchi.J for satisfactory operating
conditions. The methodology developed here uses miss distance and target
bandwidth characteristics to fix thl noise variances. The miss distance is a
system performance requirement, and thz bandwidths are obtainable from the
analysis of broad classes of targets. The result is a (:rect design methodology
which is free of searching.

THE ROLE OF ESTIMATORS I; F:R; CONTROL SYSTEMS

One of the fundamental processes which arises i,i gun fire control is the process
of estimating the state of the target. This estimation process is readily
discernible in even the least sophistitated systems. As the system desiyn is
augmented to include capabilities against maneuvering targets, the buirden upon
the estimation process becomes progressivaly greater both in terms of accuracy
and number of states to be estimated. For instance, for straight-line.
cons. ant velocity targets, there is no need to estimate ac-eleratlon. On the
other hand. the utility of a velocity estimate will de-end dirEctly upo,i the
accuracy of the estimate. An inaccurate lead may be worse than no lead at
all. The same argument holds for the higher derivatives of motion.

At any point in the evolution of fire control technology there is probably a
praclcal limit to the dimensionalbty and accuracy of the estimation process.
Considerations of processor speed, observer accuracy, and target identific.ation
(modeling) would be expected to determine the number and accuracy of the
state variable estimates. !0 the estimator technology is critical in the
sense that no o+her technology would inhibit the system implementation, the
design strategy is one of achieving the most sophisticated system which can
be supported by the estimator. In the currezt state.of-the-art. the estimator
and observer (sight or tr-cKing) technologies seem to share critical roles.
The solution of the tracking part of the design problem will require much of

* This work was performed while serving as a consultant to the US Army Materiel

Systems Analysis Activity. Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005
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the same technological resources as the estimator (i.e.. processor speed and
models), In addition, most of the additional cost of a highly sophisticated
system will probably fall in the sight or tracking mechanism.

Acknowledging this set of interactlr.) technologies, the purpoSe of this papep
is to formalize some of the issues i1 terms of simple models of observers,
estimators and predictors. The performance of predictors worktng in tandem
with optimal estimators will be used to specify the parameters of the estimators
and observers. Tradeoffs brtween observer technology and overall (predictor)
performance will become apparent. The propagation of errors through typical
predictors will be used to assess the trade-offs between Nth and N+lth order
predictors.

A by-product of this werk is the formulation of a direct design methodology

for Kalman filters in fire control systems. The unknown noise statistics will
be assessed in terms of the power spectra of generic targets and allowable
performance limits of the predictor.

CONVENTIONAL UESIGN METHODOLOGY

V The conventional approach to the design of estimators and predictors for fire
control systems is best illustrated by the following development of models
and parameters. One would start by formulatirg target and observer models of
t he form.

ta Target Model

Xk 1 = kXL + BkUk

(b) Observer Model

Y= HtXk 4'k

These models immediately involve a linearization approximation. The target
model captures the well defined motion in the state transition matrix, k
and lea-,es the less defined part of the motion to a noise term, BkU k . The
obser er is usually a statement that nut all the state components are visible,
and that the observations are corrupted by an nrror, Vk , (The index, k, is
a discrete time index). If one can further approximate Uk and Vk by white
gaussian, zero mean processes, an estimator of Xk can be formulated as:

-k+I k XW (PredicteJ State)

Xk Xk + Kk (Yk - Hk Xk) (Corrected State)

which is the Kalman Filter wherein

Kk " PkHk(Rk + HkP H')-' (Filter Gain)

k+i - *ktktk + BkQkBk (Predicted Variance)

Pk * Pk - KkHk P, (Corrected Variance)

Rk - E(UkU;) (Observer Noise Variance)

Qk - E(Vk~k) (Model Noise Vuriance)

In the most sophisticated fire control systems, the target noise is represented
in a tarnet oriented coordinate system. Thus, the giver Qk will rotate as
tl,.e target moves which in turn leads to a nons-eady Kk,. The Kalman gains
tend to change throughout the estimation process. In abiition, Rk may be
range dependent which leads to further variability in K-.

In tesignlng such a filter, the Implementor is left with choices of the magni-
tude of QN and Rk (i-e., Qkt and IRk)). A conventional design process
would require assessing 1R0 from the accuracy of the instrumentation used
by the observer. Since Qk represents ,un odeled behavior. it is usually
adjusted to achieve some other objective, such as white innovation, or minimum
ensemble miss distances. Whatever t4. obectIve, the last phase is unguided
by the theory and thus usually requires extensive simulation to determine 'Qk.
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A DIRECT DESIGN METNODOL1GY

A methudology which could utilize Maximum allowable miss distances to assess
the design parameters directly would have some obvious advantages over the
conventional process. Such a methodology is proposed here with the design
features sh'wn, i.e..

Power Spectrum of the tar3et motitn

AllowableMiss >is- FILTER IK
tance (i.e., ITER
Sc miss). DESIGN R

Predictor UI gorithm.

THL DIRECT DESIGN OF ESTIMATORS

The principles of the design will be illustrated by restricting the disuission
to a single dimension and further restricting the models to

9 : Upper Triangular
Qk: Scalar constant, q

Rk: Scalar constant, r

These restrictions do not limit variability af the gains in the final design,
but only allow one to focus attention to the magnitudes of the parameters if,
each direction. The design process requires solution of the steady state
filter equations which become

P = P4 ' + BqB' -PH' (r + HPH )-1HPV

The solution for P in terms of r and q requires iteration. However, a closed form

solution for P/q and r/q in terms of bandwicth of the target motion is possible.
For instance, for a third order model. it requires the observation from the
analogous continuous models that

P3 3 /q 0 1 4v)

where wy is the bandwidth fo, velocity, and At - tk+1 - tk is the time

increment between observations. This in turn, fires P3 3Iq by passing P 3 3 /Q
through the predicted variance equation, i.e.,

33/q * (33) P33/q + B2 3

From this staiting point, all the other "arlance ratios can be found. The
required bandwidths can be assessed from the power Spectrum observed in field
tests of gener'c targets. The ratios (P/q and r!q) completely specify the one
dimensional, steady deslgr., but they do not produce the magnitudes, iQi
and IRI, needed in a multilimensional des'gn. The required magnitudes
are obtained from the variance of miss di-itance

-A.IA- (T N P / TM)"''

In an optimal design, the P is interpreted as the variance of the estimator
error. P/q is obtained from P/q by passing the latter through the corrected
varance equation. The TN vector is the coefficient vector for an Nth order
predictor. Thus, the above equation :epresents the variance propagation through
an Nth order predictor. Since P/q is available (from P/q), s)ne can directly
determine amiss" q. A specification of a s will lead to q thence to r
(from r/q).
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The logical outcome of this procese is spciffcation of q and r in terms of
the filter bandwidth, the miss distance, and the predictor coefficients. Ince
r is found, the question 'I raised is to whether an observer with an accuficy
of r js ach evable. Thus, this design process may provide direct motivation
for enhancing the observer technology. '

PATHOLOGICAL DESIGNS

The desgm methodology outilied in the previous section mus. be approached
with an ippreziatlon that the results may not always be rea'onable and achievable.
The resulting m i and iQs 'nay be thpaght of as intensities of noise on the
observer aid the targeC res-ectively. The 'AR may be so small that it will
not be achievable using the evolving technology of sight mechanisms. Conversely,
the IQl may be -n ) thalt L.gats cannot possibly achieve such a intensity
of maneuver (i.e., rate of change of acceleration). Both situations represent
pathological cases. In the best of situations, tie EQS may be brought in
bounds by reducing the variance of miss distance without seriously deflating IRI
this not forcing new observer technology. Alternately, if the iQI is within
bounds, the miss distance requirements may be relaxed to bring iRS within
current technological constraints.

In the worse case, both IRI and IQI may be beyond reasonable bounds. Chan ing
the miss distance requirements would not alleviate this pathology. The only recourse
at this point is to reassess the frequency response of the filter. As the bandwioth
filter is reduced, the ratio, IQi/IRSl s reduced. Thus, in order to achieve
reasonable noise intensities, it may be necessary to filter out some of the higher
frequercy components of the target motion. Such a redesign is in the direction o
model mismatching and thus toward progressively less optimal estimation. A deterw
oration in actual miss distance (as opposed to propagated variance.) is inevitable.

SOME TYPICAL FILTER DESIGNS

In order to illustrate the design methodology and in order to support a trade-off
ttudy. several typical filters were considered. These filters are parameterized

by the equation for the acceleration varlaice, P3 3 /q, i.e.,

P33/q = (Ifwv)" at

The variance ratios. Plq, are computed from the steady state! filter equation

given in The Direct Design aethodolo d section along with

2 ta 1 [t3/6

IAt jB & t2 12

at

H U1 0 Oh

At - 0.1 sec;

and

- 2P3 3 /q - P3 3 /q + At

Propagating these variances through a second order predictor with a 1.5 sec time-of-
flight (TO) leads to variances at impact as typified in Figures I and 2. The
utility of the designs can be visualized by hoting that for a particular time-of-
flight, the bandwidth and impact error define the q and r of the filter. As a
hypothetical case, consider the targets with frequency bandwidth at wV - 0.25
hz. In order t3 insure a 68 percent minimum hit probability against a target
width of 2.3 meters which behaves according to the imbedded model, the RNS Impact
error would be limited to 1.15 meters (ie.,o miss). These targets could
be hit with such a probability with a second order predictor ap r e d i t o r a d 1 .5 s e c t i m e -o 

f -

fllght if they exhibit an RNS jink of no more than 2.676 m/see (i.e., [Vi ).
The observer mist be able to "see' the target with an RMS error of no more then
.106 r.ters (i e., V ),. The restriction to behavior according to the imbedded
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model will liait the total impact error to that propagated through the predictor
from the estit-ation process. If the target is exhibiting higher order behavior,
then the performance would be degraded.

FIRST AND SECOND ORDER PREDICTOR ;RADE-OFFS

The preceding discussion of typical designs was predicated upon the proposal that
the tirget was properly modeled by a third order difference equation ,te. * posi-
tion, velocity, and acceleration as state variables) with white noise at the
jl.nk level and that the predict'Jr was second order. This section considers the
case where the target is third irder, but a first order predictor is used. Such
an arrangement leads to a trade-off between model mismatch errors and propagated
errors. A general development of the prediction errors for N to N t Ith order
mismatches appears in Appendix A.

In a first order predictor: the acceleration effects would nt be utilized. TeP
resulting prediction error is

p [I tf UJ LA - X]

(0 0 t2 f/21 X

where the first -erm is the propagated error from the Ist order predictor. The
second term is Jhe effect of the unused state variable. The variance of the pre--
diction error is

E 2 p) = [I tf 0) P [1 tf 0)

+[O 0 t2f/] E (XX' [0 0 t 2fl/2 '

-2[o tf 01 E[(X-X') (0 0 t 2f/2 '

where the last two terms represent additional errors which do not arise by propagation
of estimation errors through the predictor,

Suppose a filter had been designed to azhieve certain miss distance constraints
using a 2nd order predictor. It is now possible to assess the relative performance
of a first order predictor using the same estimates (i.e., optimal estimators for
a third order system). The point of interest is the equality of the first and
second order predlctid error variances, i.e.,

E(i2p) 16t E(e2 p) 2nd

where

E 2p)znd E1 tf tf 2] P z1 tf t2f/2
'

"°ml S

Equting the two variances defines a linear relation of the form

E(XX')3, 3 - E(acy 2 ) = a 02miss

That is, the variance of acceleration is linear in the variaice of miss distance
at the condition of indifference between the predictors. A trade-off function is
obtained as shown In Figure 3. In fart, a family of trade-off is obtained, one
for each value oi the pair (w V. time tf flight).

With one additional datum, the variance of accelerations, thf designer can effec-
tively choose between first and second order predictors. Alternately. the fi-e
control system may be programmed to compute a moving averaSe of the acceleratior
squared and use these results to switch predictors.

THE DESIGN PROCEDURE

The purpose of this section Is to review and simmarize the design procedure developed
in the preceding sections. The design process will be discussed in terms of the
major -teps which lead to fixing the filter parameters.
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STEP 1: ASSESS IE BANDvIIDTH OF THE TARGET MOTION

In this step the de,,igner may refer to power spectral Qensity o-ta for targets of
the broad generir tyne of interest. The filter will be designed to pass velocity
motion up to iV ;n frequency.

STEP 2: ASSESS THE MAXIMUM RMS MISS DISTANCE AND TIME OF FLIGHT

Here, the size of the target and nominal hit probabilities are used to assess the
maximum RMS miss distance (amiss). Nominal ranges will determine
the time of flight.

STEP 3: DESIGN THE FILTER TO ACHIEVE up FOR TlE PROPAGATED ERROR THROUGH A
JECOND ORDER PREDICTOR

This step utilizes the results from Figures I and 2 to obtain r and q of the filter.
The achievability of observers of accuracy on the order of-Vr may force the
procedure back to Step I at this point.

STEP 4: USE THE fILTER FROM STEP 4 TO ASSESS THE MEAN SQUARED ACCF ERATION

This step is an off-line data analysis of the acceleration levels for
typical targets.

STEP 5: DETERMINE THE ORDER U1 THE PREDICTOR

Tn this step, the choice between first and second order predictors is made. A
line of indifference such as Figure 3 provides the boundary between the two pre-
dictors.

This design process is completely free of iteration, The design evolves from an
issessment of target power spectra to sivht accuracy. f , and predictor order
(Step 5). The designs are based upoo an idealized target model, and, thus, stillrequire experimental verification.

APPENDIX A

ANALYSIS OF PREDICTION ERRORS

The purpose of this section is to uutline the derivation of prediction errors in
fire control systems. It will be presumed that predictors are designed as linear
combinations of estimated states, i.e.,

Xp(t + tf) - TmX(t)

whore Tm is usually of the form

Tm . [I tf t 2 f/2...tm/ml)
f

and the states are successive derivative of position. The predicted position,
Yp: is to be compared to the true position of the target which is modeled as

X(t + tf) - Xd (t + tf) + XTI (t + tf)

where Xd(t + tf) Is the deterministic position whic.h can be determined by the
state at t. XTI (t + tf) is the target induced (1:) position and represents
behavior which could not be known from the state of. t, The deterministic part nt
the truse position is modeled as

Xd(t + tf) - TNX(t)

which is an Nth order laylor series approximation.

The target induced notion may be modeled as

(XTI)k+ - k(XTI)k + BUk

which is the samE form as the target model employed in the filter. It represents
random walk in acceleration. It is convenlpnt to assume that (XTI)o is
identically zero and that Uk Is white noise.
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The prediction error will be the differnnce between the predicted position and
F pthe true position

CPE a Xp(t + tf) - X(t + tf)

a TmX(t) - TrIX(t) - XTI(t + tf)

Utilizing the independence of XTI, and the X and X variables, the variance of
prediction error is

2pE E(Tmx(t) - TNX(t)2 * E('TIXTI'
0 p + 02 TI

eher C'2p is the "propagated variance."

The predictors of greatest interest are the under-designed ones where m(N.
For the case where m - N.

P - T N P TN

Likewise, for m + I N

TmP Tm - 2
Tm Z T;

+ T;E(XA )T

where

Z EE(X-X)X'J

T* ro[ U 0 _, tf/NI]

The additional terms in the above raise the question of under w.iat conditiens do
the m th and m + th predictors produce the same variance, i.e.,

2 2 2
S(Op)m + 21 = (O2p)m+l + .2

The target induced effects cancel out, leaving a relationship between the variance
of the unused states in the m th order predictor (i.e., E(XX ) and the filter de-
sign. This relationship is the indifference furction between the m th aid m+1 th
predictors.

The cross covarianca term, Z, is obtainable from the steady state equation

L * (1 - KH) (0 Z#' - feB')

where K - P/q H' (r/q + H P/q H')"

The only column of Z which is of interes. is the one corresponding to the ntl
element of X. Utilizing the fact that *(im+1)= 0 for all i(m and (met, r+l)

I leads to

Colm+(Zi * (I - KH)(#COlm+i(Z)-3m+i B)

which is linear in the m + ith column of Z.
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OPTIMAL CONTROL AND ESTIMATION FOR STRAPDOWU
SEEKER GUIDANCE OF TACTICAL MISSILES

P. L. Vergez, ILt, USAF
J. R. McClendon, ILt, USAF

Air Force Armament Laboratory
United States Air Force

Eglin Air Force Base, Florida 32542

SUMMARY

Inertially stabilized gimballed platforms have been used with seekers in the past for

tactical missile applications because of limited seeker fields-of-view. GiMhalle!
platforms increase the total field-of-view of the missile, i.e., if a seeker has a
field-of-view of + 3', the gimhalled platform increases the missile's field-of-vie,, to
approximately + 67*. Future guided missiles will be required to operate in 511th
higher dynamic engagements which demand the use of expensive gimbaIs for conventi nal
seekers. Recent advances in seeker technology have increased the fields-of-view
significantly, such that future missiles could have the seeker fixed to its body
(eliminating che gimbals) with fields-of-view in excess of + 9fl'. These boiy-fixed
(strapdown) seekers introduce large measurement errors caused by their optics and
electronics. Conventional guidance and filtering techniques do not work well with
strapdown seeker measuiements. Recent dither adaptive approaches to generate inertial
measurements from the body fixed measurements in order to use conventional guidance
have failed to work in high g engagements. Nowever, recent Air worce Armament
Laboratory in-house studies indicate that guidanco Alti! estimation algorithms derived
from optimal control theory can function well with strapdown s-eker measurements in
high g engagements, resulting in greatly improved missile performance.

INTRODUCTION

Most contemporary tactical guided weapons utilize proportional navigation as the ter-
minal guidance law and an inertially stabilized gimballed seeker to provide guidance
information. The proportional guidance law is most often used because it can he
easily implemerted. It has been shown that proportional navigation is most effective
under restrictive engagement conditions, i.e., small off-horesight angle launches,
intercepting low-maneuverability targets; however, when employed in engagements that
deviate from these conditions, proportional navigation's performance is degraded.
Inertially stabilized gimballed seekers, which track the target, have been used in the
past because of field-of-view limitations, physical implementation requirements to
maintain seeker lock-on, and the practical consideration that this method provides the
most direct means of obtaining the required inertial line-of-sight rates necessary for
proportional navigation.

The air-to-air engagement (fighter versus fighter) is analytically and operationally
the most demanding and complex scenario in the guided weapons arena from the m-,,-nt of
view of the kinematics of the engagement. Further, trends in operational requirements
indicate that future sir-to-air missiles will require a high probability of kill under
total sphere launch engagement conditions and a launch and leave capability when
employed against a wide variety of highly maneuverable, intelligent targets. These
requirements, when applied to conventional guided weapons, demand the use of expensive
gimbals which can function under high dynamic conditions; however, this doe- not
guarantee good missile performance. Recent advancements in seeker technology have
resulted in seeker designs with much larger fields-of-view and seeker tracking charac-
teristics which do not require the seeker centerline to point in the general vicinity
of the target. Examples of such seekers include optical and radar correlators,
holographic lens used with laser detectors, and phased array antennas.

The potential advantages of such seekers are numerous and result basically trom the
fact that the seeker can now be rigidly fixed to the weapon body. These body-fixed
seekers (also referred to as strapdown seekers) have the potential of eliminating the
tracking rate limits and structural limitations of inertially stabilized gimballed
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seekers while simultaneously reducing the mechanical complexity of implementation and
calibration. The elimination of mechanical moving parts would in tarn eliminate fric-
tional cross-coupling between pitch and yaw trackirg channels and accuracy degradactoo
due to missile acceleration, and would create the potential for an increase in
reliabiltty of electronic components over mechanical ones. vinally, there are mten-
tially significant cost savings associated with eliminating the gimbals.

Despite all these advantages, there are potetital hazards associated with integrating
straplown seekers into the overall guidance system. These strapdown seekers intrnduv.c
large measurement errorr caused by their optics and electronics. Conventional
guidance techniques do not wcrk well with strapdown seeker measurements f,r two
reasons: first, the measurement errors introduced by strapdown seekers ire 'such ITxir-c,
severe than measurement error& from a gimhalled seeker, making conventional filtering
techniques inadequate for riltering the noise from the measurements: second, conven-
tional guidance requires inertial referenced measurements but strapdown seekers only
provide body-fixed measurements.

Oecent Air Force Armament Laboratory contract efforts investigated dither adaptive
approaches to synthetically generate inertial line-of-sight rate, such that orr por-
hional navigation could be used. These pproaches worked well against low-g
maneuvering targets; however, they proved to be ineffective against high-g -.ianeuvering ,
targets. In terms of future operational requirements, this approach is unaceptable.
In order to satisfy these requirements, future air-to-air missiles will re uiro.
ad',anced guidance algorithms. Additionally, in order to implement these ai vaioed
guidance algorithms, more information about the missile and target dynamic stat. s wilL
have to be accurately measured or estimated on hoard the missile. The very nature of
this problem lends itself to the use of modern control theory to derive the advanced
Ruldance laws and modern estimation theory to develop techniques for processing the
available information and estimating the unmeasured information.

The second section of this paper presents a background on strapdown seeker guidance
technology performed by the Air Force Armament Laboratory. The third section
discusses the basic differences between gimballed seeker systems and strapdown seeker

systems. The next section presents the guidance law and estimation algorithms derived
for this study. This section is followed by the evaluation and results. Finally, the
conclusions of this study and recommendations for future study are discussed.

BACKGROMND

For the past four years the Air Force Armament Laboratory has been investigating
strapdown seeker guidance technololy for tactical missiles. Contract No
F08635-'7-C-0144 investigated the easibility of implementing strapdown seekers on
air-to-surface tactical weapons. Algorithms were developed to synthetically generate

* inertial line-of-sight rate from the measurements generated by a etrapdown seeker such
L that proportional navigation could be used. The algorithms designed and evaluated

throughout the study were developed with the concept of dligital implementation in
mind. This was the first study in which a digital implementation of the atrapdown
seeker and sensor signal processing was considered and attempted via high-speed, low
cost microprocessors. The results indicated that an air-to-surface guided weapon
incorporating a strapdown seeker had a performance comparable to the same weapon
incorporating a gimballed seeker.

3.1 Contract No. F08635-77-C0137 investigated the feasibility of implementing strap-
down seekers on air-to-air tactical weapons and also cesigned and eveluated an autopi-
lot for the air-to-surface weapon used in the first contract. The results of the
ceasthility study indicated that this approach worked well for a skid-to-turn missile
against a low-g maneuvering target (<4 g's); however, the performance was poor against
high-g maneuvering targets (9 g a). This approach also performed poorly for a bank-
to-turn missile against a target maneuvering outside the missile's pitch plane because
the missile would then have to roll. The high roll rate characterisades of a bank-to-
turn missile crested extreme problams for this approach.

3.2 In January 1980, the Air Force Armament Laboratory's basic research program in
optimal control theory applications to tactical weapons began an in-house effort to
determine the feasibility of applyinz optimal control theory to the strapdown seeker
guidance problem. A bank-to-turn missile model was used along with realistic strap-
down seeker error sources identified in Contract No. F08635-79-C-0137. Guidance and
estimation algorithms were developed tc improve the missile's performance in short

range, high-g engagements,. Performance was greatly improved over that: shown in pre-
vious zontraitual studies. The performance was still not as good as that obtained
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from the same missile model with a gimballed seeker. The latter result was not
totally utexpected, since this is a beginning effoct. The results from this hasic
research study thus far have shown, that advanced gidance laws and estimation
algorithms can be developed and applied to air-to-air missiles utilizing strapdown
seekers. Future efforts in this area should demonstrate thie ipproach's ull pore'-
t ial,

4A.1it: COMCEPIS

There are major differences between gimballed seekeis and srraudoan seekers. A gim-
balled system has a seeker that is mounred on a two gimbal plarfnrm. The seekel in a
gimballed system has a Pmall Field-of-view (FOV) (p~rhap'; as little as +3 degrees).
The gimballed platform psrzit-; the seeker to cover a much larger field--of-view. The
gimballed seeker provides .-oistrements of inertial line-of-sight (LOS) angle and LOS
rate for a passive seeker, and range and range-rate for an active seeker. The strap-
down system has a seeker that is rigidly mounted to the missile'& body, doing away
with a gimballed platform. The strapdown seeker provides measurements of range,
range-rate, and error angles, (the angle between the missile's X-axis. the X-axis
pointing out of the nose of the missile, and the line-of-sight vector). In a gi-
balled system the measurements are virtually indepen~dent of missile body motion;
however, in a scrapdown system the measurements contain the body motion. The major
error sources of a gimballed system are gyro drift, gimbal friction, gimbal cross-
couplings, and acceleration sensitivity. In a strapdown system the major error sour-
ces are the seeker measurements themselves, with the major contributers being scale
factor error, radome errors, glint noise, and inherent angle alignment errors.

For the purposes of this paper the error sources used are scale factor error and ther-
mal noise. The approach is to develop an Extended Kalman Filter that explicitly
accounts for these error sources and to estimate the state information required hy an
advanced guidance law. This approach along with some digital Rimulotion results are
presented in this paper.

4.1 The Air Force Armament Laboratory's basic research program has teen investigating
many control and estimation theories. The guidance law selected for this study has
been found to be good in terms of performance versus complexity with the performance
&ssessed by maximizing inner and outer launch boundaries for a specified maximum miss
distance, and complexity measured in terms of digital implementatirn in state-of-the-
art weapon systems. The guidance law selected is derived from Linear Quadratic
Gaussian Theory. The only assumption made in the derivation of the guidance law is
that the missile has instantaneous response and complete control over its accelera-
.ion. The guidance law is expressed in the following equations:

- 3 (SRX/tgo
2 

+ VRx/1to + KT ATX) (a)

4 My - 3 (FRy/tgo 2 + VRy/tSo + KT ATy) (ib)

AMZ - 3 (SRZ/tgo 2 + VR1 /tgo + KT AT Z) (ic)

The quantities appearing in the guidance law equations are described below.

SRx , SRy' 
S Rz - Three components of relative position vector

SR referenced to the missile body Ft)

VRX, VRy , VRZ - Three components of relative velocity vector
VR referenced to the missile body (Ft/sec)

Arx. ArTy ATZ - Three components of target acceleration vvctor
AT referenced to the missile body (Ft/sec')

AMx , AMy, AMz - Three components of missile acceleratior. o-mmind vector
AM referenced to the missile body (Ft/secJ

)

T - Target acceleration gain

KT - (e -Atgo - Atgo +1) / A2 tgo2  (2)

A - Target acceleration response time coefficient.

tgo - Time-to-go (sec) (reference 1)
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2 SRx

tgo - 3
-VRX + V VRX2 + 4 SRX AXX /3

AXX - Oifference between missile acceleration command and KT X target
acceleration in the axial direction (ft/sec2 )

AXX - AliX - KT' ATy (4)

KT ' - KT evaluated at the previous time interval

KT ' -K T }(5)

(t-At)

The time-to-go algcrithm has the advantage of explicitly acounting for the
missile's axial acceleration, which has been ignored in the past; thus resulting
in more optimal lateral and normal acceleration commands,

Since the measured information is in the missile's body fixed coordinate system
and the acceleration commands needed for the autopilot are also in the missile's
body fixed coordinate system it would be desirable to design a filter/guidance
pckage that operates in the same coordinate system. 'his is illustrated in
Fizure 1, where p, q, and r are the three missile's body and angular rates
(roll, pitch, and yaw rate) ar, and orare the azimuth and elevation angles
referenced to the missile body, AtM is he missile's a&bleved acceleration vec-
tor referenced to the missile body, and all the other qariables are the same as
defined above.

S NSORS 
MBS

r ACTIVE ADVANCED AYM
SEEKER FILTER/ GUIDaniCE AUTOPILOT

B ESTIMATOR VR LAW

RR AT

Figure 1. Guidance and Estimation Missile Body Mechanization

The active filter/estimator selected for this study is an Exttrded Kalman Filter
(E10). This type of filter was selected because the measurrnents could be
modelled using nonlinear equations. The filter is needed to process the noise
from a strapdown seeker and to estimate the information needed by the guidance
law referenced to the missile's body-fixed coordinate system. The time
invariant standard EKF will only work in an inertial fixec coordinate system and
will only process Gaussian white noise (thermal noise); therefore, the filter
must be modified to estimate information referenced to the body-fixed coordinate
sstem and to process noises other than Gaussian white noise. A flow diagram of
t modified ER! designed for the study ij illu trated in Figure ^, with the
modifications noted with an asterisk *. and # are the estimates of the
filter's state and error covariances, res7ectively. The remaining steps in the
diagram are accomplished in the same manner as a time invariant standard ESK.
This paper is limited to the investigation of the filter mc-tfications, with the
standard steps left for the reader to investigate (References 2 and 5).
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Figure 2. Modified EKF Flow Diagram

To mechanize the EKF with its state model and measurement model referenced in the
missile's body fixed coordinate syste'm and to process both thermal noise and scale
factor error requires apecial modi.ica ions. An eleven state EKF was used where the
states are composed of the three components of relative position (SR), relative velo-
city (VR), target acceleration (AT) and the longitudinal and lateral comDonents ,f
scale factor error (Es).

SR - SRX SRy SRZ I (6a)

VR - [ VRX VRy VRZ (6h)

AT - [ AIr ATy ATZ ] (6)

ES [ ESy ESZ ] (6J)
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The differential equations are written as (refern e 7).

'R- AT' - A 4 + WM 7 h

AT -ATr+TJ~ (70-

Er - 0 +Uq(1

where 1M, 14T, and W1q are the process noises for missile acceleration, target accelera-

tion, and scale fartor error, respectively.

;R, "g. and AT are th, necessary variables used for the guidance law and F,; i s -SO I in
the EkP to explicitly account for scale factor error. Since rho scale fctor ero'r f
a constant multiplicative error on the measurements, equation (7-i) is a ,aLid appr-,
nation.

The nonlinear measurement equations are written as

-q V + (i+ESZ) [.an(-
SR2 + sp,?

6
rj V + (1+ES) tan SRYb)

where *rB ard 6q are the azimuth and elevation angles, respectively, and V is the pro-
cess.noise for rB anduq,. The other two measurement states are range and range-rate (R
and R).

This modification now accounts for both thermal noise and scale factor error in the
EF, hx.ver, there is still the problem of referencing the state model tn the
missile's body fixed coordinate system. Thib problem occurs because the standard FIu-
for a time-invariant system is designed to translate its states for a given at. hut
does not account for the missile's rotations. The misitle's rotations are implicitly
accourted for in the measurements. If the measurements are referenced to the
missile's body, all knowledRe of the missile's rotatior Is divested from the EKF. For
the EWF to work, the missile's rotation must be modelled explicitly in the filter
design.

To rotate the filter's states X) it is necessary to have a good measure of the angu-
lar displacement of the missile over a given At. The filter's states and the time
interval at are written as

X S R Vg AT ES li (9)

At - tk - tk_. (10)

The angular rates (p, q, & r) are known for any given point in time and can be used to
obtain the angles necessary to rotate the filter's states. If the asaucption is meade
that thoc angular accelera-.-ons are constant over At, the angular displacement ($,f, &
)can be derived in the following manner:
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r7

* (At) - At (tk) + P(tk-)) (ha)

(At) - At (q(tk ) + q(tko)) (1ib)

2
V'(at) t (r(tk) + r(tk.1)) (1 i)

To rotate the filter states from time tk. I tO time tk, the following operation is
needed.

Xltk T'($, O (tk.1) (12)

Where X'tk are the Atates which are to h9 propagated and T' is a foll, pitch yaw
orderel rotational matrih represented by:

1 T2  . . I
T4 T T6 0 . . C)

T........ .......................................

TI T 2 Tj

0 T4 T 5 T 6  0
T T7 T8 Tq (13)

o . 0 I . 0

.....................................................................

o o * () *

llxll

where

Ti - cos ! cos Ysi~n & sin ' sin (14a)

T2  gin )0 coo (14b)

T3 - -sin f cos 1'+ con sin W sin * (14c)

T4 - -cos & sin r + Sin fi con Y" sin * (14d)

T5 -con )v cos # (14i)

T6 - sin & sin * + coo f co k sin * (14f)

T7  sin 'I CoS 9 (1 4g)

Tg- -sin$ ('4h)

T9 - con S co 9 (14i)

Nott that T' does not rotate the target acceleration states n.ar the scale fc.or
err:rs. This is h-j.cause the target acceleration is simply roeeled as a process and
dlue not realistically represent the target's acceleration. Scale factor Prior is a
constant and does not require rotatiorn. This poses a special problem for propartating
the stareb and error covariance matrix since the relative position and ,-.AocitY are in
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a different coordinate system than the target acceleration. This can be handled
throusgh the state transition matrix by including the rotation in its derivation.
Given the state model

i(t) - 7 X(t) + b U(t) (15)

and making the substitution from equation (12), the state model becomes:

i'(t) - T' F (T')-I X (t) + T' bT(t) (A)

where F is the stare matrix and bU(t) is the state forcing function.

The state transition mratrix. 9 (tk, tk-1) is:

(tk, tk- . I (S - T' F (')-
1
) -i} I

o tl T'II I

0 0 ekt 21 .

0 0 e" 4tl

where

cu " e-X&t 
+ 

At: -1 (19a)

IF2 - 1 - e-h~t (19b)

BeCAuse T' changes each time the filter is called, the state transition matrix W1li.
have to Le updated every at.

The propagation and update equations for the filter states and error covariancta and
the solution for the Kalman gain matrix are the same as that outlined in reference
(2).

The filter is now estimating relative position (9) and velocity (VR ) with respect to
the missile's body-fixed cocrdinate frame and target acceleraticn (AT) in a non-
rotating coordinate frame. To use equation (1) in body-fixed coordinates, A will
have to be rotated into the missile's body-fixed coordinate frame in the following
fashion-

AT' - T'' AT  (20)
where
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[Ti T2 T3
- T4 T5 T6 (21)

T7 Tg TQ

with T I T2, T3, T4, T5, Tr, T7, T8, TO defined r, equation (14)

The target acceleration is rotated in the guidance law because it row consiere, a,

actual target acceleration instead of a Markov Process.

The guidance law now looks like:

AMX - 3 (SRX/tgo
2 + VRC/tgo + KT A'TX) (2Za)

AMy - 3 (Sp/tgo2 4 VRy/tgo + KT A'Ty) (22n)

AMZ- 3 (SRZ/tPo 2 + VRz/tgo + K A'Tz)

with KT defined in equation (2).

Now the guidance law in in the missile's body-fixed :-oordinate fra'le ieh feeds.
directly into the autopilot without any transformation.

EVALUATION

To evaluate the guidance and estimation al.gorithms developed for this study a datailed
six-degree-of-freedom (6-DOF) simulation of a generic bank-to-Lurn short range air-to-
air missile was used. Tle target used in the simulation incorporated a "smart:"
target algorithm incorporating a nine-g out-of-plane evasive maneuver. The simulation
contains detailed nonlinear math models of the major missil- subsystems including the
seeker, autopilot, and propulsion systems; realistic noise models of the on-board sen-
sors and seeker models; detailed aerodynamic models of missile airframe
characteristics; and the models that describe the missile's equations of m1otion. This
missile/target combination was selected because it represents desired performance
capabilities for the futures gided weapons.

It is difficult to establish a baseline for comparison because no previous approaches
using strapdown seekers have provided successful performance results when using the
same missile/target models. To evaluate the algorithms, a plot of miss distance ver-
sus launch range was generated for the case of 0' off-boresight (the off-boresight
angle defines the angle between the initial line-of-sight vector and the initial
nissile velocity yector, thereforo 0 off-boresight means the mir:sile was launched
directly at the targit) and On* aspect angle (trie angle between the initial line-of-

sight vector and the targets velocity vector at launch). The missile and target were
co-altitude (10000 feet) stt launch and were co-speed at launch (.9 Mach). The target
performed its evasive out-of-plane maneuver when the range became less than 6000 feet.
This case was selected because in previous studies it represented one of the most
challenging shots for the inertially referenced guidance and estimation algorithm3 to
handle. Figure 3 shows the results of this evaluation. The solid lia repres,.,t the
results if all the information required by the gui

4 ance law was available without iny
noise corruptiuns (this represents the deterministic results). The dashed line repre-
sents the res-ls using the guidance and estimation algorithms and realistic noise
models. Because the noise models represent random processes, numerous 'knte Carlo
analyses had tc be performed. A mean miss distance of ten feet or leqs was c -nsidered
a hit, and anything greater than ten feet was considered a miss.

As can easily be seen from Figure 3, the advanced guidance and estimatior algorithms
perform very wtll for launch rangea up to 13000 feet.
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Figure 3. Performanct Evaluation

CONCLUISICiNS AVID RECOMK"-DATIONS

The results .,f this effort have demonstrated the feasibility of using optimal contro.ard estimate~on theory for deriving advanced tactical missile strapdown seeker guidance
concepts to yield high performance guidance algorithms. This was acco1plished
strictly through software modifications without changing the characteristics of the
other missila's subsystems.

The fazE chat the algorithms di6 not perform well in the longer range launches can be
attributed to two things; first, the large noise levels from a stradown seeker, ani
second, the fact that the guidance law was derived to improve the missile's short
range capabilities.

To pursue the full potential of this high pay-off technology, a more detailed program
geared toward zhe derivetion of guidance and estimation algorithms using theories
(such as dual tontrol theory) that are more applicable to the strapdown seekar
guidance jrobl-m should be considered. Tba consideration of al typical noise sources
from a strapoown seekeT should also be included in this program.

The advantages of stri-down seekers over those with two-axis gimbals should make them
attractive for future applications. These advantages include increased reliability
.ith the eLimination of moving parts and the elimination of errors due to gimbal fric-
tion and mi&ilil 3~~.~rtn: trermrnw !"vetrw -!!e -tnil, -p 1nwr in
wpight and cast. This wnnId 'e particularly true in the long term as the cost of
electrotdc compoients decreases with respect Lo mechanical components.
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SUMMARY

ThIs is a preliminary report of current research on the development of enhanced
mathematica. models to characterize and predict the motion of an attack air-
craft engaged in air-to-ground weapor delivery maneuvers. The salient feature
of this study is the application of an integrated modeling technique which com-
bines gam. theory, markov chains, and muitivariable time series Aodels. The
goals of thte atudy are twcn',)d: (1) the delineation of mathematical models
which lead to an increase. undccrtanding of the effective attributes of evasive
maiieuvering by attack aircraft, and (1i) the development of improved filtering
and prediction algorithms for the related AAA fire control problem.

Th present study Li an outgrowth of en earlier study (1) which characterized,
identified, and valiJated robuut mathematical models for the motion of an attack
aircraft during its wr.apon delivery pass against a defended target. These new
maneuver models provided the basis for enhanced filtering and prediction algo-
rithms was ban.id :in a synthaSis of unlvariate time series methods and game
therettc analysis. This s:.nthesia lead to (i) tha development and validation
of a practical design procedure for high performance target state estimatoos in
the presence of moderate to large parameter unceitainty, and (ii) a technique
for designing a class of "worst case" maneuver processes to blunt the effective-
ness of AAA systems.

A central 4spect of the research reported in (1) was the use of authenttc flight
test dath, which consisted of eleven sample flight profiles an aircraft mi5ht
pel{orm while attacking a defended ground target. The actual data was gathered
during flight tests with an A7-E aircraft at the NWTC, China Lake, California.
These attack profiies, which also constitute the flight test data base for this
present study, are descrIbed in detail In Chapter II of reference (i). This
kinvinatit data base describes the aircraft motion in a cartesian coordinate
system, where tiie origin of this coordinate system is the aircraft's intended
target, as well as the assumed locatioi of the AAA weapon system. The kinematic
data aescribing the eleven flight profiles in the XYZ coordinate system includes
consistent position, velocity, acceleration, and accereration-dot data in each
coordinate with a time incrment of 0.1 sec. The primary model developed in
(1) characterize the aircraft motion In tenrm of 'deuoupled" autoregressive
(AR) models Vor the individual acceleration-dot time series in X, Y, and Z. We
summarize the salient results of this earlier study witii the following remarks:
(1) Although the eleven flight paths appear significantly different to the
"naked eye," the thirty-three acceleration-dot time series in the data bae --
eleven flight paths times three directions -- are shown to be accurately modeled
by a single rcbust fifth-order autoregeesslve model. The eleven flight paths
in this date hase include three dive toss maneuvers, five dive maneuvers, and
three polp-up maneuvers. The ercelratinon-ot processes were incorporated In
the model development since the acceleration, velocity, and position time series
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are all significantly nonstationary. (ii) Substantial iproveme.ts in o'verall
prediction capability are r-chievable by using robust, high-order fIlter-jredIctor
alrorithms based on a fifth-order AR model of acceleratlon-dot Insteatd or the
"usual" (benchmark) third-order algorithms based on a first-order AR model of
acceleration. (Ii) Typical Improvements in average hit probabillty achieved
by the new models developed 1i (1) voreus the standard benchserk model based on
a first-order AR model of acceleration, ranged from 25 to -5 pe'cent. The
specific enhancement in average hit prnbability associated with these new filter-
predictor algorithms depends on the specific flight path, and the c:,i-se levels
in the unfiltered observations. The unfiLtered observatiors were .,odeled by
target range, azimuth, elevation, and the respective rares.

THE NEW MOPELS

The new models being developed and tested in this present study ere based
on an integration of finite markov chain models for aircraft normal acceleratiorl
with autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) models for aircraft tan-
gential acceleration and bank angle. Th. consideration of dynamic stochastic
models for target motion based on tartet aspect bark angle) as well as aeo-.
dynamic variables (normal and tangential acceleration) was motivated by a
earlier investigation reported in (2). These preliminary results trdicated
that enhanced prediction capability might be achievable based on prediction
algorithms defined in terms of target aspect, ai.,speed, and normal accleratlon,
particularly over extended prediction intervals (e.g., 3 - 5 sec.). We remark
that other investigators workiln in the air-to-air fire control environment
have recently considered state estination algorithms based on target aspect ard
normal acceleration. However, these collateral works, which are reported in
(3) & (4), do not make use of any flight test data.

The factors which stgg3st modeling target motion in terms cf bank angle, normal
acceleration, and tang'atial acceleration are: (i) A desire to dec'erlbe target
motion in terms of decision variables under the control cC the pilot (ii) Tne
recognition, based on theoretical considerations as well as empiricAl studies,
that the stochastic dynamic behavior of the individual X, Y, & Z acceleration-
dot time series for a given flight profile are strongly coupled in a nottcausal
fashion. (iii) The recognition that alternativc mdels for target motion bAseu
on aspect and aerodynamic variables could allow the exploitation of partially
redundant dynamic data in the context of seeking enhanced prediction capability
through multiseneor integration.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

(1) The first phase of the present study tocussd on the identification and
estimation of univariate time series models for target bank angle (PA), normal
acceleration (NA), and tangential acceleration (A). These results indicate
that the eleven BA, NA, & TA time series can be acequately modeled by three
separate ABIMA mcdels. (i]) A single input single output (SIer) transfer
function analysis indiaates that while there are weak causal relations between
*, and NA, and between NA and TA, it is adequate to treat the individual BA,

NA, & TA time series For a given flight path as independent series. (iiI) The
NA tJ.ne series for each flight path exhibits significant piecewise Linear
behavior. This sut!esta that the rate of change of no-mal acceleration can be
moduled as a finite state markov chain. Preliminary analbsis suggests tiat
this markovian model is quite competitive wih the previously described ABIMA
modal for NA an Judged by the relative predicticn capability of each model.
(iv) Preliminary versions 0' these new models orovide overall prediction
capabil.ity which is comparable to that provide' by the models described in (1).
However, since these results were obtained in t noiseless environment and since
the supportinK Same theoretic sensittvity analyas remains to be completed, we
view the present results as a good indication of future prospects.
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AN ADAPTIVE AUTOMAT IC CONTROL SYSTEMI

FOR REDUCTION OF HELICOPTER VIBRATIO)N
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ABSTRACT

The paper presents results of a wind tunnel test program using .i dynamicall- kcac.d
helicopter rotor model to evaluate the use of higher harmonic blad, pitch cont.ru! ij
a means for reducing helicopter vibration levels. The test prorram involved the u ,
of an adaptive automatic control system which emploved Kalman filter t-stimati-h of
parameters and optimal control theory. Test data iire prusentd t,. swt h:it -iniii
cant reductions in the rotor vibratory vertical force and vihraturv pitching moment
were obtained over the range of advance ratios tested. Simultaneous r, lu,.tion of
the vibratorv rolling moment was not achieved at all advance ratio ,, and thv reas;ons.
behind this result remain an open issue. The wind tunnel results inuicate that the
higher harmonic inputs resulted in an increast, in the edgewise hending moments,
torsional moments, and control loads. The increased loads tkpiricnced during the
test were, however, well within the design loads, Tht results of the test progran
thus indicate that active higher harmonic blade pitch control offers a viablL nean
of achieving reduced helicopter vibracion levels.

SYMBOLS

C1, C2  caution terms

E expected value of a stochastic quantity
j magnitude of optimal control penalty function
T transfer matrix relating higher harmonic inputs to "iratorv responses
T. nominal value of transfer matrix

W., matrix of response weights

W0  matrix of control weights

Z column of vibratory responses
Z0  column of baseline vibratory responses (without higher harmonic control)

zoo nominal values of baseline vibratory responses

aT perturbation transfer matrix
aZ0  perturbation baseline response vector

69 perturbation higher harmonic input vector
O higher harmonic input vector
9 nominal higher harmonic input vector

* SUPERSCRIPTS

T transpose of a matrix
A estimated value from Kalman filter
* optimum higher harmonic inputs

INTRODUCTION

The U S. Army Research and Technology Laboratories (AVRADCOM)have a wide ranging
research program aimed at investigating means for achieving reduced vibration levels
in helicopters. One of the concepts being *xplored is higher harmonic rotor blade
pitch control.
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Higher barmunic control (HHC) is a means whereby reduced vibration levels in the
airframe are sought through tailoring of the vibratory aerodynamic loads on the
blades. In this concept the vibratory forces and moments which cause airframe
vibration are altered, at their source, before they reach the airframe. This is
in contrast to the more conventional passive means of vibration control such as

vibration absorbers1 '2 and vibration isolators3 which deal with the vibratory loads
after they have been generated.

The current program has involved the development of algorithms for determining the
higher harmonic control inputs and the wind tunnel testing of the higher harmonic
control concept using aeroelastically-scaled articulated rotor models. A flight test
program is planned to further evaluate the wind-tunnel-developed HHC system. This
paper will present results from recent tunnel testing which involved the application
of a closed loop "automatic" control system.

HIGHER HARMONIC CONTROL CONCEPT

Higher harmonic control is achieved by superimposing non-rotating swashplate motions
at the blade-passage frequency (4P for a 4 bladed rotor) upon the basic collective
and cyclic flight control inputs. (Note: Harmonics of the rotor rotational frequency
will subsequently be denoted as IP, 2P, 3P, etc.) The frequency of the inputs is
picked at the blade passage frequency because this is the frequency of the loads which
are to be suppressed. The amplitude and phase of the higher harmonic inputs are
chosen so as to achieve minimization of the responses being controlled.

This approach to control vibratory loads has been the subject of a number of recent wind

tunnel investigations.4 '5 '6 These investigations, which were each conducted on signi-
ficantly different types cf rotor systems, all showed that higher harmonic control was
successful in reducing the vibratory loads transmitted by the rotor to the airframe.
These tests further indicated that the amplitude of higher harmonic blade pitch
inputs required to achieve the desired reductions was small--on the order of one
degree for the conventional helicopter flight envelope.

Thu primary parameters which determine the success of the higher harmonic inputs in
reducing the vibratory loads are the amplitudes and phases of the various inputs. In
the references 4, 5, and 6, these inputs were determined througn trial anC error
testing. This trial and error approach is satisfactory if one is using a single input
to control a single response. However, when three controls are used to control one or
more responses, then the number of possible combinations of inputs becomes too numerous
for the trial and error approach to be successful. Furthermore, if the higher harmonic
control technique is to be applied to production helicopters then some systematic means
must be available to determine, automatically, the required inputs. The means for
automatically determining the higher harmonic inputs constitutes a closed loop active
control system.

ACTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM

A schematic of the active control system employed in obtaining the results reported
herein is shown in figure 1. In this case a four-bladed rotor wind tunnel model (to
be discussed later) was used and the 4P higher harmonic inputs were used to control the
4P vibratory responses in vertical force, pitching moment, and rolling moment. In
figure 1, the vibratory responses from the model (containing all the harmonics) are
input to an electronic control unit (ECU). The ECU actually performs two separate
functions, the first of ihich is to extract from the total vibratory response signals
the amplitude and phase of the 4P contribution, since it is this contribution which
is to be minimized. The ECU contains an analog implementation of a demodulation
scheme which provides the sine and cosine components (from which the amplitude and
phase may be determined) of the 4F responses in real time.

The siae and cosine components of the 4P responses are passed from the ECU to a digital
computer which contains the software for the control algorithms. The nature of the
control algorithms will be discussed i.i a subsequent section. The con.ol softi4are
maKes use of the measured responses to previous 4P higher harmonic inputs to determine
the "optimum" higher harmonic inputs. The sine and cosine components of these
"optimum" inputs are output from the computer as d.c. voltages which are passed to the
ECU. The ECU then performs its second function which is to convert the d.c. voltages
from the computer to 4P oscillatory analog signals hiving the correct amplitude and
phase to drive the control system servos. The modt then responds to these inputs and
the control loop begins again.
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The IP and 64P signals shown on figure I are timing signals used by the ECU in
extracting the 4P components of the responses.

V 4PS
4PL 0OL.[ IVERTICAL FORCE- V 4VC

-PIT P 4PS DIGITAL

4P LONG.- MODEL P ITCH MOMENT U EU P 4VC COMPUTER !
4P LAT.g ROLL MOMENT R VPS-

CO 4P rl -

LONG. 4PS
LONG. 4PC
LAT. 4PS

LAT. 42C

Fig. 1 Block diagram of closed loop higher harmoric control system.

CONTROL ULGORIMhMS

The control algorithms employed in the program make use of digital optimal control

theory.7  In implementing the theory, it is assumed that the 4P system response may be
described by the following equations.

Izf = fZ0 + IT] lot (1)

Note that these equations constitute a static liiear representation. The equations
state that the system 4P response is made up of a baseline response plus a response
which is related to the 4P inputs by n transfer matrix. Thus, if the number of
responsea is the same as the number of inputs and if the baseline responses and
transfer matrix are known, then a set of 4P inputs could be found which would null
the 4P responses.

The first portion of the control strategy is thus to determine the baseline response
and the transfer matrix. Since it is undesirable to turn the control system off to
measure the baseline response, and since information about the system is available
from past HHC inputs and the resulting responses, an identification algorithm 5 used
to determine Z0 and T. The identification algorithm used is the Kalman filter.

This algorithm may be thought of as a generalized form of a leart-squares algorithm
which accounts for the fact that the measured responses may be contaminated by noise
and the transfer matrix may be changing with time.

Once the baseline responses and the transfer matrix are known, optimal control theory
can be used to determine the "optimum" inputs. Several "controllers" were developed
for the active control system and these controllers were extensively tested using
computer simulation prior to the wind tunnel testing. Four of these controllers will
be discussed briefly to illustrate their salient features.

The first controller is one which will minimize the performance index.

J = ZTWz Z + OT W8 8 (2)
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If it is assumed that the transfer matrix is known without err,)r, then the inputs
which minimize the above performance index are given hv

A A Aj' WA , A=-Tr T W* + W IT :.

Note from equation (3) that if the response weighting matrix, N.,, i. Lh identity

matrix and the control weighting matrix, W.6 , is zero, then The resuit from equation
(3) is the same as solving equation (1) directly for the inputs whil .wil gi ::.r,,
responses. The weighting matrix on the responses allows ne t( place i ork otn i ,,tI
reduction of some of the responses than others. The control w;iihting; w'lux. , t,.
limit the amplitude of controls allowed.

It should be noted that the performance index of equation (I) and the controller of
equation (3) are deterministic. If tl'e performance index is a;;sumed to he stoch;1, ic.
i.e.,

J1 = E IZTWZ Z + oTwnol (4I

then tho controller cf equ.tti n (3) is modified by terms which are hased on tht, cnvar-
lance matrix of the Kalman filter. Detailed discussion of tiie.,e termra i. hu.ond tht.
scope of this paper, bit tle contrcller has the form

TW Z T  + W 0 + C ] 1 -1 U wzzo) + C .] (5)

The effect of the added temis C1 and C2 is to introduce caution into the controler

since these terms account for parameter uncertainties as reflected by the Kalman filter
covariance matrix. These first two controllers (eq. (3) and eq. (5)) are adaptive in
that the estimates of the parameters used in the model (eq. (l)) are continuously updated
through the Kalman filter, and the updated parameter estimates are used to determine
the optimal inputs

Neither the controller of equation (3) nor the controller of equation (5) assume anv
prior knowledge of the system behavior, If it is assumed that the T-matrix is known,
then a constant gain controller is obtainEd as

]I T

T -0 WZ0] (6)

In this case only Z0 is estimated by the Kalman filter and the T0 -mattix is preprogrammed

based on test or flight conditions.

Since the T-matrix may not be known perf-ctly at all flight conditions, a perturbation
controller was developed which assumes that the model of equation (i) is perturbed
about an assumed nominal value of To and Z0 , i.e.,

T= TO + IT

Z0 = Zoo + 6Z0

The optimum inputs for the pertxsbation controller are given by
a = 0 0 + 60",

0 --[TWzT 0 + W9 -V1 [To"Wz 00
L 070L 1

60* [T WzTO + W0 ]- 1 TJ6 z'0 + 6' ]

The Kalman filter is used in this case to estimate the perturbation quantities 6Z0 and6Tl.

The Kalmaa filter used in the estimation portion of each of the above controllers is a
recursive algorithm and thus each new measurement of the responses leads to an updated
estimate of the parameters in tho model of equation (1). With each update of these
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cuff. The rotating blade data are transferred to the fixed system through a 60-

channel, horizontal disk slip-ring assembly. Rotor forces and moments are measured
by using a six-component stiain-gage balance mounted below the drive system, The
balance is fixed with respect to tht: rotor shaft and pitches .6ih thI, f.:nt
Fuselage forces and moments are not sensed by the balance.

The vibratory forces and moments used as response inputs t, die L ghiher- ha1rmonic ci' L(n ,
algorithms were taken from the balance. This means that the moment responses usel by
the control algorithms were made up of the rotor hub moments plus the rotor inpla:ie
shears tines the offset distance between the rotor hub and the balance center. This
offset distance was 51.44 cm.

Th. rotor system used in this investigation was a four-bladed ariculated rotor system.
The blades were dynamically scaled to be representative of a current gEneration rotor
system. The blides had swept tips consistent with their full-scale councerpart, but
the swept tips were not significant with respect to the higher harmonic contrcl program-

The rotor was tested over a range cE advance ratios (tunnel speed/rotor tip speed) con-
sistent with the full-scale flight env.-lope. Because of tunnel limitations, advance
ratios below .2 were not possible. Th,. rotor rotational speed was set so as to achieve
a full-scale tip Mach number. At each advance ratio the rotor was trimmed to a con-
dition which represented a l-g flight condition for the full-scale aircraft. Blade
flapping was trimmed with respect to the shaft.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The results to be discussed in this section were obtained using the closed loop active

control system discussed earlier. In obtaining these results, the model was trimmed at
a given advance ratio, and data were recorded to establish the vibratory resporses with-
out higher harmonic control, The automatic control system was then turned on and allowed
to stabilize. With the controller still on at ics stabilized condition, data were
recorded to establish the vibratory responses with higher harmonic control.

Although all the controllers discussed earlier were tested on the model, the results
which follow are all based on the controller having the stochastic performance index.
It was found during the tests that the caution provided by this controller tended to
make it much smoother in minimizing the responses than the other controllers. It should
he pointed out that no rate limiting was applied to any of the controllers however,
amplitude limiting was applied to all the controllers with the maximum arllitude being
set at 1 degree for most of the testing. The success of the constant gain and perturba-
tion controllers was, as expected, dependent upon the acca:eacy with which the nominal
parameter values were specified. The controller based on the deterministic performance
index achieved essentially the same stabilized condition as the stochastic index controller
the main difference between the performance of the two being that the deterministic
controller tended to be more erratic in its approach to the optimum condition. It is
felt that rate limiting may hav relieved this problem.

The success of the higher harmonic control in reducing the vibratory responses is shown
in figures 3, 4, and 5, where the variation of the responses with advance ratio are
shown both with and without higher harmonic control. Figure 3 shows the variation of
the vibratory vertical force. As may be seen from this figure, the higher harmonic con-
trol was quite successful in reducing this vibratory response. Reductions of from 70
to 90 percent were obtained over the range of advance ratios tested. The vibratory
pitching moment shown in figure 4 indicates reductions of from 33 to 68 percent and
the vibratory rolling moment shown in figure 5 indicates reductions of from 0 to 46
percent.

The fact that the order of the reductions which could be obtained in the vibratory
pitching %nd rolling moments was much less than the reductions obtained in the vertical
force is a result for which no explanation has been established. Mathematically, since
three inputs were used to control three responses, it should have been possible to
drive each of the responses to near tero values. A considerable amount of testing was
done to explore this apparent anomaly, but a satisfactory explanation was not found
during the wind tunnel test program.
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Fig. 3 Variation of vibratory vertical force with advance ratio.
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Fig. 5 Variation of vibratory rolling moment with advance ratio.

It should be pointed out that the results presentd in figures 3-5 were obtained 
by

weighting the vertical force response more heavily than the 
moment responses (equa-

tions (2), (3)). Numerous combinations of the weightings were explored during the

test, and it was found that the weightings play a significant role 
in the levels of

vibration reduction wnich can be obtained. It was found, for example, that with the

proper combination of weights, the moments could be reduced more than 
is shown in

figures 4 and 5, but at the expense of less reduction in vertical force.

Efforts to understand why moment response reductions greater than those shown 
in

figures 4 and 5 could not be obtained in conjunction with large reductions 
in vertical

force response are continuing. Indications are that the problem lies in the sensor

location. i.e., the moments being sensed by the balance contained hub moment as well 
as

hub shear contributions. Further tests are being performed to reconcile this issue.

It is imperative when evaluating a system which appears to promise high payoff for low

investment, e.g., significant vibration reduction with a low weight 
penalty, that all

avenues of possible side effects be explored. In the case of higher harmonic control,

since the cor.:ept is based on tailoring the blade aerodynamic loads 
to achieve reduc-

tions in the vibratory responses, an examination of the higher harmonic inputs is

appropriate. Tt'2 results to be shown are from the same test points at an advance racio

of .3 as the vibratory responses shown earlier. The results at other advance ratios

were similar.

The radial distribution of ilade alternating flapwise bending moment (1/2 peak-to-peak

values) is shown in figure 6. Similar distributions for the edgewise moment and torsion

are shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. As may be seen, there is a small reduction

in the flapwise bending moment, a significant increase in the edgewise 
bending moment,

and a moderate increase in the torsional moment. With the exception of the edgewise6

moment, these results are consistent with the 
open loop results obtained previously.

The cause of the increase in the edgewise moments appears to be associated with place-

ment of the blade's natural frequencies relative to the rotor harmonics. Figure 9

presents a harmonic decomposition of the edgewise bending moment at 53 percent span.

As may be seen, there is a strong contribution at 6P without higher harmonic 
control,

and this contribution is aggravated when higher harmonic contrcl 
is applied. The strong

contribution at 6P without higher harmonic control is indicative 
of a blade natural

frequency near 6P. Excitation of this mode by the higher harmonic control comes 
from
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the fact that 4P cyclic ntion of the non-rotating swashplate results in 3F and 5P
motions of blade pitch in the rotating system, whereas 4P collective motion of the
swashplate results in 4P blade pitch changes. Any impurity of the 3P blade pitch
motions could excite the 6P natural blade mode since it is a second harmonic of the
3P input.

The indication from the edgewise moments is that if a new rotor is designed -o incor-
pirate higher harmonic control, blade frequency placements subject to constraints
imposed by the higher harmonic control must be a design consideration. Further, for
flight testing of higher harmonic control on existing aircraft, the blade loads must be
carefully monitored to avoid any excessive stresses, It should be noted that the edge-
wise loads with higher harmonic control shown in figure 7 aro! well within the design
load envelope for these blades, but the fact that higher haruonic control can produce
a significant inc-:ease in the loads must be recortzcd, particularly in flight test
programs.

Figure 10 preseats the pitch link loads with and withcut higher harmonic control as a
function of advance ratio. As may be seen, and as was expected, there is an increase
in the control loads when the higher harmonic control is applied. The source of the
increase may be attributed directly to the higher harmonic inputs as may be seen from
figure 11. This figu.:e presents a harmonic decomposition of the pitch link load at an
aevance ratio of .3. Not, that the increase in load with higher harmonic input occurs
at frequencies of 3P, 4P, and 5P which are the excitation frequencies in the rotating
syF;tem. These increases in control system lrnds are consistent with previous findings

6

and the magnitude of the increases has nct caused significant concern among designers.Again, however, these increases must h- considered in any flight test program.
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Fig. 10 Variation of aiternating pitch link load (1/2 peak-to-peak values) with
advance ratio.
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Fig. 11 Harmonic decomposition of pitch link load at an advance ratio of .2,

CONCLUDING RLMARKS

Results have been presented from a wind tunnel test of a dynamically-scaled helicopter
rotor model in which an active control system employing higher harmonic blade pitch was
used for hellcopter vibration reduction. This test was the first time that an adaptive
control system employing optimal control theory has been used for this purpose. The
test was successful in that the control algorithms functioned flawlessly and significant
reductions in vibratory responses were achieved. An open issue remains, however, as to
why even greater reductions in the vibratory responses were not obtained. Further
testing is being conducted with the model to resolve this question.

The test result. indicate that higher harmonic contro an lead to increases in blade
and control system loads. For the model tested, incr ;es were evident in the edgewise
bending and torsional moments, as well as the pitch ' K loads. Although the increased
loads were considerably below the design limits for model tested, the fact that
blade and. control system loads can increase must be sidered in any flight test
demonstration of the higher harmonic control concept.

Further wind tunnel testing is planned to more fully exp, re the characteristics of the
control algorithms presented in this paper. Preparations are also underway for a
flight test demonstration of the wind-tunnel-developed system. The flight tests will
be conducted under contract by Hughes Helicopters using an OH-6A helicopter in the Fall
of 191.
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ON CONTROL IN PERIODIC SYSTEmS

I Leon Rotin
Center for Tactical Computer Systems
CORADCOM, Fort Monmouth, NJ 07703

ABSTRACT

Many control systems can be described mathematically by a system of differential
equations, depending on a parameter p = p(t), called the control, which can be chosen

to impart a desirable property to the corresponding solutions. The system consists

of a set of differential equations dx/dt - f(t,x;p) together with an initial value

x(O) = X 0 1 We consider the special case of the system in which f is cv-periodic in t:,

and we determine values of the control p which yield w -periodic solutions. One

general result which we obtain is an extension of Floquet's theorem to nonlinear

systems. Further geometric arguments are used to determine periodicity in the case

of a second-order system which arose in a theoretical determination of the onset of

oscillations in a laser oscillator.

INTRODUCTION

This paper is devoted to real differential equations of the form

dx/dt - f(tx) (1)

where x - x(t) and f(t,x) are both n-dimensional vectors, the latter being w-periodic
in t; i.e., f(t,x) - f(t+w,x) identically in t and x for some positive constant w.
We shall assume an existence and uniqueness theorem, so that through a point (t0,x0 )
in the (n.l)-dimensional (t,x)-space there exists a unique solution; moreover this
solution is assumed to be defined in the interval [to,0 ] .

Conforming to the theme of this meeting, the function f(t,x) will depend on a con-
trol parameter p whichin our case, is independent of t. We shall show that a
proper selection of p will guarantee the existence of a periodic solution of (1) for
certain choices of f(t,x).

FLOQUET'S THEOREM FOR CERTAIN NONLINEAR SYSTEMS

In our first result, we generalize one of Floquet's theorems to nonlinear systemc.

We recall that Floquet's theorem, applied to a (perhaps complex) linear periodic

sy'stem

dx/dt - A(t)x, (2)

where A(t) is an u-periodic n by n matrix, affirms the existence of a (quasi-periodic)

Floquet solution x(t) such that x(t+o)'- Ax(t) for some scalar constant A.

It may be, however, that even in the case of a real system (2), must be non-real.

For instance, consider the constant coefficient case
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p.

Then the solution initially at is

x(t) - eJtO - (I cos t + J sin t)!!,

where I is the identity matrix (note the analogy with Euler's formula

ei t - cos t + i sin t). If x(t) is a Floquet solution then x(t+j) = )x(t)Jw J

whence e x = 0O so that A is an eigenvalue of eJ W for any (, since J is constant.

Thus A-e- i 
. which is real for reals only of the form ml for m an integer.

However, if the dimension n of A(t) is odd and A(t) is real, then there must exist

a real Floquet solution. This follows in the usual matrix-theoretic proof of
Floquet's theorem since any real odd-dimensional matrix has a real eigenvalue and

a corresponding real eigenvector. We now generalize this result, for odd n, to

positive-homogeneous nonlinear systems [I, Theorem i].

THEOREM 1. Suppose that n is odd and that f(t Ax) = if(tx) for any nonnegative

scalar C. Then there exists a nontrivial real solution x (t) of (1), and a positive
constant A, such that x1 (t+W) Ax1 (t).

Proof. Let us associate each point on the unit sphere Sn -
1 with the initial value

of a solution of (1). The solution at time ttO then defines a continuous mapping

Tt: x(O)4x(t)/x(t) , which taltes Sn -l into itself, since x(t)I t 0 from the
uniqueness of the (trivial) solution through the origin. Moreover T, is homotopic

to the identity T0 in En - 0. Since n is odd, from the extended Poincar -Brouwer

theorem [2, p. 483], TW has a fixed point; i.e., there exists a solution x1 (t) such

that Xxl(0) - x(W) ,where1 ,- Now clearly x (t+s) and ALx (t) both satisfy
(1). Since they are equal at t - 0, they are identical.

It seems strange that the prooC of this theorem requires the dimonsion be odd, yet

the corresponding result for complex linear systems, i.e., Floquet's theorem, is
independent of the parity. It might be hoped therefore that there is a Floquet

solution in complex 2k-space. However, the Poincare-Brouwer theorem applies in

complex space (as in real space) if and only if the dimension is odd r3a.
As ii, the linear came, we have the following result.

COROLLARY 1. The Floquet solution of Theorem 1 can be expressed as x (t) - ePt j(t)

where 7- (11w) logA and p(t+w) - p(t).

Proof. Define pt) - e" t x1 (t). Then

j(t+w) - r(t) - e'F(t4 E)xlt+w) - e-Ptxl(t)-e e-Ptxl(t)(Ae- P-l)- 0,
whence p(t) is s-periodic am asserted, if p assumes the stated value.

Substituting xCt) - ep t r(t) into (1), from the homogeneity of f we obtain

ePt (pp + p') - ePtfrtp(t))

whence

a' - LCt0r) -pa. (3)

This gives us the next result, in which we may regardp as a control, thus justifying

the presence of this talk at a meeting on control theory.

COROLLARY 2, Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1, (3) has a nontrivial W-periodic

solution a(t) for suitable constant 0 - (1/W) lop A.
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Applying this result to the linear ystsem (2), we iimediately conclude that the

equation x' - (A(t) -.pI)x has a nontrivial periodic real solution for a suitable
real constantp, if A(t+w) - A(t) is real and n is odd.

PERIODIC SOLUTIONS OF A LIENARD EQUATION.
The other example which we consider arose in a theoretical study of a laser oscilla-

tor [4), namely the question of the existence of periodic solutions of the equation

2()x - axx' +&Jx - 0, (0)

whereb)is a positive constant. When a - 0, the answer is immediate. When a is a non-

zero real constant, we first assume it to be a positive constant.

We rewrite (4) as the autonomous system

x' y (5)

y = x(ay - 2

and observe that the line

L: y ; 2/a 0

is a trajectory in the phase plane. We now show that all solutions initially below
this linear sclution is periodic, and the period is independent of a and the initial
values.

THEOREM 2. A solution of (5) is periodic if and only if its trajectory lies below
L, i.e., if and only if c2/a > X'(O).

Proof. We make two simple geometric observations. First, the mirror image through
the y-axis of any trajectory ts also a trajectory, for replacing x and t by their

negatives preserves (5).

Second, since distinct trajectories of (5) cannot intersect, any trajectory initially
above or on L must remain above or on L; therefore it cannot form a closed path
surrounding the origin, which is the only critical point of the system. However,
such a closed trajectory is characteristic of periodic solutions.

Now from (5) we find

dy/dx - (ay -J)x/y

d 2y/dx2 . (ay - 2) (y2 + 2x2)/y3.

For any nontrivial solution below L, ay - 2 c 0, whence dy/dx < 0 in the open first
and third quadrants and dy/dx > 0 in the second and fourth quadrants. Moreover,

d2y/dx 2 < 0 when y > 0 and d2y/dx2 ) 0 when y C 0. Thus, any trajectory initially
below L in the second quadrant, say, must travel in a clockwise direction, inter-
secting the positive y-axis and continuing in the right half-plane until it inter-
sects the negative y-axis. Distinct trajectories cannot intersect; thus from the
symmetry of the family of trajectories about the y-axis, the resulting trajectory is
itself symetric about the y-axis and is therefore closed. The corresponding solution
is thus periodic.

A similar result, valid for a 4 0, may be proved similarly.
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MIRROA TRACK ANTENNA--AN APPLICATION OF TTME-OPTIMAL CONTROL

Kenneth J. Hintz
Surface Weapons Technology Branch, 714

Naval Surface Weapuns Center
Dahlgren, Virginia 22448

ABSTRACT

As an alternative to phased array radar systems, the Multitarget Weapon Control Radar
concept is being explored to determine its suitability for multitarget tracking. One
component of the Mirror Track Radar is the Mirror Track Anten.aa consisting of a gim-
baled radio frequency (RF) "mirror" which simultaneously reflects the RF signal and
rotates its polarization 90, and a dual-axis hydraulic actuator to rapidly position
the mirror, hence the beam, to any position within a hemisphere. The low inertia of
the mirror/mount str.cture allows for more rapid positioning of the radar beam than
conventional mea s would allow, The requirement for rapid positioning of the mirror,
Pnd precise pointing accuracy, required the development of a dual--mode, digital con-
troller consisting of a time-optimal scheme (based on switching surfaces) with a
transition to a linear controller for final settling. Variational calculus and
Pontryagin's mio

4
.mum principle were applied to sclve for the switching boundaries of

the third order, type one system. Three-dimensional plots of this switching surface
are presented.

INTRODUCTION

Radar systems have taken a jump in the recent past from relatively simple mechani-
cally scanned antennas to complex multielement phased array antennas, and not without
good reason. There was every reason to expect that the benefits to be accrued by the
electronic scanning made possible by the use of phased arrays with their attendant
speed and versatility would outweight the cost of the uany electronically controlled
phase shifters, the greater density, and the complexity of the beam control. With
ships' topside weight becoming critical and the expected decrease in element costs of
phased array antennas not e-olving to a satisfactory dEgree, there is an interest in
"filling the gap" in tracking antenna technology. This is leading to the development
and application of more complex mechanically scanned antennas.

The increasing density of the electronic warfare (EW) environment adds another im-
petus to the development of the mirror track antenna (MTA). Whereas a phased array
is, by virtue of its design, a single frequency device with limited bandwidth, the
MTA can be made, and is being designed, to operate on a pulse-to-pulse hasis at two
widely differing frequencies. There is also a significant increase in the instanta-
neous bandwidth to be realized by the implementation of the MTA concept, leading to
other forms of electronic countermeasures (ECM), making the system more jam/deception
resistant.

The nominal specifications that the Multitarget Weapon Control Radar (MTWCR) is being
designed to are necessarily .ague since they must be tempered not only with the oper-
ational environment and tracking scenario, but also the physical constraints imposed
by the mechanical implementation. The design goal is to track a minimum of six tar-
gets simultaneously and maintain at lees: on, "hit" per second update rate for the
purposes of midcourse guidance, From this ge;.eral specification, and the requirement
for hemispheric coverage, came the more specific minimum required acceleration and
velocity. The minimum angular velocity being 15 tad/s and the minimum angular accel-
eration being 150 rad/s

2
. From these, and an estimated inErtia of the mirror/gimbal

arrangement of 4.42 slug-ft
2 

(6 kg-m
2
), required torques could be calculated as ap-

proximately 570 ft-f (772.7 n-i).

The NTWCR, with rbe mirror track antenna as a subsystem, is a distinct departure from
current tracking radar systems in that it is befog designed not as a single-target,
dedicated tracker/illuminator, but rather, as the name imlies, a radar able to track
several targets simultaneously. But the complexities of the multitarget tracking
problen are not the iLsue at hand, cther then that it places constraints on the
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mechanical design of the system. Those constraints are of two forms, the first b1inp
the time-optimal control (positioning) of the MTA. and the second being the required
pointing accuracy to satisfy the constraints of the variable rate sampled data track-

ing filters. It was snon apparent that the two requirements could not he satisfied
by a single control scheme; a linear controller being, by definition, not time-
ptimal, but yet required for pointing accuracy, and a nonlinear tLime-optimal con-

troller being unable, in any practical implemetitation, to have the required pointing
accuracy. This necessitated a dual-mode system which was tLime-optimal for large
excursions with a transition to a linear mode for settling. Since th,: llinear mod, of
operation is a classical case of meeting minimum settling time constraints, its de-

velopment is not discussed here, nor are the stability considerations resulting from
the implementation of a dual-mod2 control system. The following discussion concerns
itself with the conversion of the plant to a linear'zed equivalent model and the sub-
sequent development of the time-optimal control based on switching surfaces.

MIRROR TRACK ANTENNA PRINCILE OF oPERATION

Referring to Figure 1, the feed consists of a conventional linearly polarized mono-
pulse feed. For the purpose of this discussion, it ts considered single frequency,
although a dual band monopulse feed is being designed and will be included in the

final design. The linearly polarized RF signal from the feedhorn illuminates a para-
bolic transreflector embedded in the protective radone. The tranereflector consists
of a linear (not a mesh or grid) set of wires that are parallel to the electric field

polarization from the linear feedhorn. The parabolic reflector collimates t ie beam
and redirects it towards the feedhorn where it illuminates the twist reflector (mir-
ro:). This twist reflector not only reflects the bcAno, but it also rotates the
polarization of the RF signal 90 so that the transreflector is now transparent to
the RF signal. The position of the beam can thereby be controlled by a precise posi-
tioning of the mirror with a gain of two due to the fact that the L.ngle of reflection
equals the angle of incidence. The system is reciprecal on receive which also af-
fcrds a slight degree of ECM resistance to cross-polarized signals.

t r'irt reflector

,,Vor . twist reflector

(mirror)

Figure 1. Milrror Track Antenna Principle of Operation
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BEAU STEERING MECHANISM

Th, mirror itself consists of a layer of dielectric material with embedded planar
i'~, ,id . (to perform she polarizatIon rotation) sand icli d to an aluminum honeycomb

supp-ort structure. The honeycomb structure was required to damper any trndenc) of
the mirror to vibrate at its natural frequency when excited by step inputs at the
four support points (see Figure 2), and to maintain a "flat" surfac- since fractional
wasnlength distortions would result in ancenna pattern degradation.

mo nopolse f, -d

radome --
i , t i

d r ie m e ch an im

Figure 2. Mirror Track Antenna

The method chosee, to position the mirror was a gimbaled arrangement with orthogonal
single turn hydraulic rotary actuators. The gimbaled arruagement was required to
allow for hemispheric coverage with the point of rotation of the mirror located at
the center and oz. the surface of the mirror itself to minimize translation motion.
Hydiaullc actuators were chosen since they have the best torque-to-weight ratio 'note
that one of the actuators ia moving with the upper gimbal and is part of the inertial
load for the lower actuator), and require no gearing to achieve sufficient rotational
acceleratirn and velocity.

The majority of the gimbal structure was corstructed of 3- and 4-in, aluminum channel
for maximum rigidity and minimum inertia witout r-sorting to exotic materials. The
aluminum honeycomb of the mirror support structure itself approaches the best weight-
to-strength ratio possible. The central supporting column is 10 in. (.25 m) In
inside diamete: and is made of .25 in. t6.3 mr) thick steel. The approximate overall
dimensions of the system are 7 ft (2.1 :i) high. 5 ft (1.5 .) in diameter with an
estimated weight of 700 lb (318 kg).

THE PLANT

The mechanism and actuating device consist of a servo amplifier, flow control servo
valve, a hydraulic actuator, and an inertial load (damping forces are negligible com-
pared to the torque available, and the mechanism is made sufficiently stiff so that
there is no appreciable flexure at the frequencies of interest).

The servo amplifier is a vc'ltage-to-current converter with adjustable gain (KI amps/
volt) and sufficiently hitgh bandwth such t!at t ran be modeled as a simple gain,

K1 .
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The flow control valve can be moduled a a first .rder la& where

K2

Y + TS

where

K2 - servo valve static flow gain at zer- load pressure drop

T - apparent servo valve time constant - .008 seccr..s

Since the mechanism (see Figure 2) is still under devclopment, the inertia will be
represet..ed by the variable, J, the anticipated value being from 17.6 to 88.3 *in.-
sec

2 
(2 tO 10 kg-m

2
). The mount and mirror are being made sufficiently rigid that

spring er!fects occur at frequencies much higher than those of Interest to the control
system.

Pue to the nonlinearities of the servo valve, the system model requirc linearitation
about an operating point. The drop in pressure resulting from increased flow rate
must be accounted for since it ±5 pressure, hence torque, that accelerates the lead.

Figure , s the linear model of the piant chosen to include the effects of changi-.g
pressure with flow rate and the states are the angular position, velocity and ar.el-
eration--all real, measurable variables. Figure 4 is derived frim the valve char-
acteristics and is used to make a linear approximation to K3.I AT SPACE REPRESENTATION

If the state space variables [11] are chosen as shown In Figur- 5, the variables are
directly related to physical, measurabl. quantitles. That is

z I - B, the output angle

21 a2, the angular velocit) (la)

2 z3- the angular acceleration (lb)

- I - + 2(J) - x6 :7 u (1c)

the resulting plant can be redrawn. letting

K - 57 (2e)
8 JT

K 9  -7 5 7 (2b)

K 6K7Kl - ---- (Zc)
10 JT

Fur the linear controller, the same model can be used with a change in K7 based on a
reduced flow rate,

This system (see Figure 6) can be represented in matrix form as

z [A]Z + EBu (3)

I] -cz (4)

where

[A] [0 1 0] $. ]
0 0 158
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Figure 4. Load Pressure as a Function of Differtu tial Flow Rate
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K -K,

K6 1 K2

F K, KK4

3 inertia of mount/mirgor

K5 -motor constant (gpu/RPS)

Figure 5. Block Dliagram of kaduced Plant with Inijtial State Assignments

Figure 6. Modified State Space Representation
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NODIFICATION OF DISCRI'iON IN ORD1 TO MODEL STATES AS ERA.)RS

Since 1puts are restricted to steps, the sycttm can be considered autonomous with
various initial conditions [2]. The closed loop system, including the nonlinear con-
troilcr and plint, G(s), is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. System Block Diagram

The requirement is thet after some time t, (t) - f(t) end therefore e(t) - i. Th's
is equivalent to requiring that e - e - e - 0 at time t. Let the input be zero and
the system start with an initial value of t(t), then e(t) -

From the previous development of the system state equations, -(t) can be substituted
for t(t) leading to the change of variables,

Original Syscee Error System

z I - 2 I  -e (5a)

z2 9- (5b)

z3  " -( 5c)

That is, the analysis is identical, bur the detinition of the state is changed for
the implementation.

So taking the change of variables from (5) and r-:bstituting into the models of (3, 4)

or, letting the error -

W [AIW - u (6a)

and

T -C (6b)

The valise of this transformation is that all further analysis can be bdsed on the
movement of the initial condition to the origin of the state space.

Another translation will be made to siiplify the algebre by finding the diagonal form
of the [A) matrix [11. This is done by fining the Jordan form of the matrix by
uuing tl.e modal matrix, [F), to perform a imilarity transformation. Since the
cigenvelues will b2 real, distinct, and noipositive, the Jordan form is diagonal, and

1 -Ft 0 0 (7)

0 0 3
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Wtch the modal matrix constructed tram the elgenvectors as flic -,

rPI " 1 (8)

) 
2  

. 2

The change of variables can theni be made, letting IPVI [W}

- tAjW - Bu

(P] V - [A]PV' - Bu p
(P-11IPly - [P- l A)] (P]V- [P-1]Bu

V - IP'(aLl1 -gu

(9a)
= -CW

The elgenvalues (and hence rJ. and [P) are found by finding the roots of the char-
cteristics equation which is th.e determinant of (A1 - A).

det(X[I] - IA]) - X(k2  - K9A . K8) (0)

with eienvalues

K9 ± (/KT 4Kb)
X2,3 2 lb

Let the eigenvelues of the system be 0, A, cc where X2 C" 3 then

i - o0 0 (12)

0 a ]

(P] 1 1 ) 1T( (13)

j -X -ax

[a X2  02X (12

From (9) and (3)
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leading to

V 0 0 0 1  ~ i i.(5

The solution to this system cf linsar, time invariant differential equations can be
found by using Laplace transforms and letting the control for the time-optlmal solu-
Eion be the scalar

U
u - , , - ±i

that is

s 1 
o  

[ )

The inverse of 1. - [J]J is

a0E0 0(

L - ax.

then

1 0o0 CIA

v(a )  .(a - c)]

( sB) v 2v3(c) + [92cb() -1

Taking the inverse Laplace transform to find the time dompin SOIL'tiOn

v 1 M v I(G) - I(I ) &t (2 Os)

v2 t) v-T) - (20b)[ K10A :,
'A3 (t) + v 3 (O)K + A (20c)
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Slxtt lg 10

$ K~ K
CL 21) '1l

and

VK 0

to simplify the system repr nertation

/3 +

l t) - Xl O - I.(2 a

FL lua L. 1 1 2 i 22h IA 22 1011.-: (,.\t 11 V (.t0 1.'0 . I 1
-3 t x 1() * ' t  

+ (1 j-- ,' - l .'

IEqualon8 (-2a), (22b1), (ltl {2r') -1jpI'-* ,Ill[ li4t [ I lV.tll'",, I . i I Iii

l', 1I' - I z, lro r l" rd ~ u v T'h'{J II , --L'rL p,,',l k'll HLIIUL|io lii w"Il I U I- kj- IU 't Iv " I " h, 11 1 ' "1

i, i I cont I ro 1

To PuLt the time solution hack Into staodgrd mnllx ma t r rI (2x I IIIr11l susl HI,.

" 0 0,7

VERIFICATION OF THE CONTROLLABILITY AND (IASE(V IIlII, I'rY IF TilM. ST r

For the aystem to be completely controllanble, thei matr Ix I N] miot hiJvi, ' n 1ron(3From (23)

IN] - IW (All [A2j

(NJ - -1 0 1 0 1

I - K.

Since no cotllmn In a mii pl ' of ally tit rwI IN) ha I l i k I and Is cruldotvi 's' I I i
tirvllable,

For complete ohmervabillty, tho matrix q MItILLL IIAv I 411k 1. l rLlo (11 )

Y Kr IxK20

Stne,. the elulmentits of i,..Lid IAl are roal. and JAI It ,i logo, a I

RI C ~ [AT]'~ [A' ~I]
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which ha rank :3. Hunce the system is completely observ.ale,

TIIE FORM OF THE TIME-OPTIMAL CONTROL

PVrinclples Of variational calculus and Pontryagin'a minimum principle vlnl he,
appl ied to the linear, timo invariant sVstern with scale cont.rol, t ,

whet r

C) 0

t t d

'lih dem irvd ptrformance Index for t Imo-opt lmal I' unLro la1.
J (II1 ( ? ' )

tliv optimal controlI u, which minimises th porformancki index can he found by mint-
HI 11 thI Hamiltonlan

+ 1 + P

- 4. All + T (26)

Tho cogtaLu Lqtltion can be found from the tanmtl onlain

I 1 0 0 I 

(2 H )

{) 0I ( I

U ing [,a p Iat u I rmn oL rm agn In to find the, tiolut ton,

p 2 (t)* * p2 (()),(1l" (?JIa))

p3(t}* p,'(U (29oo)



With bounded controls, -1 < u < +1, the optimal control, u*, is the one whc'..
m in im izes 11

I + p*T[A1J* 4 pT*A* 1I + jT*[A] * + jT*Au (31)

< T*fu (32)

Substituting (29) into (32)

_____ P2 + 1, 3)~

From this, it can be seen that the control which minimizes (33i is

u* s -.gn p1 (a) - p.r2 (0)( --- ) + (P 3(O)u t) 1 u t (34)

The argument of sgn In (34) has at most two zeros, implving that the sign of u* can
take on three values at most. Candidates for the optimal control are then

From (33) it can be seen that the optimal control i , also the control of maxlmum
magnitude, so, let

u*(t) A (36)

where

A - 1]

thus, JustIfying the choice of step liput in solving the system (22),

Eqiatlons (22a), (22b), and (22c) are the time response of the system to a atep) input
in state variables. Since it is desired to find a -ont ol that It indepvnd t t
time, then (22) can he com ined by e1iminat In time.

1 rs , a fP w d f InItl ions ar, itn order:

V 2 1 - the set of states from which the origin can be reached Lnder the
single control u* - tl.

(VI I - the set of states from which the origin can be reached under a
double control of u* (+l, -1) or u* - (-l, +1),

"12 a state variable i (V 1,

METHODOLOGY FOR TIME-01P"TMAL CONTROL DERIVATION

'Phl general sequence of solution [4] for the time-optimal control Is to first elim-
inate time from (22) and find xi  - 5(2) and x3 - f(x 2 ) These general solutions
will be uned to first find fV2 I by setting the initial condlt tons, x2(O , x2(0), and
x(O) e-qual to zero. This Is done to find the part iCular solut ion that passes
rhrokigh the origin of th, Rlate space. Nest IVI 1, ai surface, will he found by using
as a panrt Icular soIut ion to the dlfiereni lal equations, the Initial conditions t ht
art, (V2 1. And finally, the surface. [V 1 ), will b used as a boundary between the
two volumes of state space in which the llllll control Is el Lier a +1 or -1.

For the general soit ion, first alimlIate tIme from (22a)

x I (0) - x it x. . . -'

16(
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Substituting (37) into (22b)

x2 [x 2 (0) X( O )exp [x 1 O - l

Substi utine' (37) into (
2 2

c)

x = ex i A 
( 0 )  

+ X(1 - )]

Ih Lrajectory .n the x1 , x 2 plane is showan in Figure 8.

u +1

I V 41

Figure 8. Projection of General Trajectory in x 1  11 tann

The set of states {V 2 ) can be found f,'om (38) and (39) by letting x1 (O) x (2)
x 3 (O) - 0 since the system is linear and time invariant.

- A *a,_ ] (-1cx 1 ) (41)

j )x-i(l - t- (41)

ligure 9 shows these particular trajectories, and by inspection, A* - -sgn (xl).

u - +1

Figure 9. Irojectorlu In xIx 2 Plane of IV)

16R 1
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The set of states, fVI1 . from which the origin can be reached In t.o rntrntx i'-lught next. Let x 12, x 22. X32 TV V 2  and xlx2x3 {Vl1 1, then, fr,,rn {IR) ; L,I (','!I

xx22 2 e 14
-G r AQ d I[~~- 1

'2 Lx2 f,(- )eP 1 A -

by eliminating x22 betwecn (42) and (43)

Not v that x12  drops O it. t Dhing tlh, burmt to (, [

132 - Xp - - I

X32{ -A'" '0 l 2
x32 " 7k ( - P\ s - -'I ---jf

i lidu t i n g ( 4 5 ) a n d ( 4 b ) Iea d s t o

3 + A t
To combine these into one equation describing the surfi .. l divid e (44) I. i41

[-2exp (-- 1)-]-- ] * [- 1"
2 JU

where

A* -sgn(x 2)

It is now necessary to determine the optimal control. f*, at a function of x x . |
rather than x From Figure 8. It can be seen that in the xx 2 plantI, f
then A* - +1 And if x < x2 2, A* - -1. That is

U* - 5gn(x 2  x22)
Isgngn (

u"' - an2 22xgn~,(9

A 1s(x) Ii -'I( Cau* sgny 2 - )X"l-a ) extp Xxlsgn(x 1 )] A (1-. 4 ) (4()

this leads to fV beinI

V) V - 2  -- x ,1, tx 2 - 1)

eAI F. 1)

A* -gnlxa, x 1 x - f1 t
she ra-

A* m ~l 
n  2  

,- (l -- ') 1~ 1 ' U I  1 1' .. .. 1

A'-iix :(i 6n t i i
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To recaitulate, (50) now describes a surface, {VI), in thrue-dimensional space frrM
which the otigitn can be reached in one change of control.. That to. if xc{V 2 ', either
the control vequence (+1, -1) or (-1, +1) will drive the system to the origin.

It can also be seen that this surface divides the state space into two volumes.
Given that the system starts at a state that is not E{V 1 ), hence not fV2} either, the
application of a control, either t, will drive the system's state towaru or away from
the surface, {V1. So, the initial control can be found by finding the sign of the
difference betweon the current state and {QVI. Let

E - sgn(x 2 - x 2 1 )

where

x2 - initial condition

x 21 c(V I ) from (50).

If

X - 0, then x 1 t{V I ) and use l) test for A* (51a)

Z < 0, then A* - -I ( 11)

E > 0, then A* - +1 (51c)

sgnI x 2 + x 3 
C 
2 [)]

+ A*c e [A*X(a - I)] Aha (52)+ (i - a) ccp - "CL )

where

* - s nn X2  (x1)a e, R+ gn( x) .1

This is the control law for any general state, If T 0, th A* -est for lV i) is
performed, If that is zero also, then the final test for (V 2 ) Is performed to deter-
mine the sign of the control.

SUMMARY OF TIME-OPTIMAL CONTROL LAW FOR G(S) - -
J~s - X) - DA)

n l2 *3l - + I"t -a a C (53)

where

, su(x 1)a l

* - x2  - x(l -J

X - initial state

If

0 0, go to (V1 ) since x1fv (54s)

I - > 0, u* +1 (54h)

< = O. u* - -1 (54c)

and continue on this control intll FI O.

II



When 1 - 0, change sign of control, or if 1 wat initially 0 Q, set control baaed on

1 exPLAxsgn(x) a(I x1 ) (55)
u*-agn 1 2 -T -(I )j I

Continue under this control until intersecting {V2 . That is, when

t 2 + X(l - a)] exp (-x) (1 - (56)

where

A* - -vgn(x 1 )

change the sign of u*. This final trajectory will terminate in a transitlun to a
linear control based on norm, IrII < 6 where 6 is such that -1 u u < +1 (i.., not
saturated) for the final settling.

TRANSFORMATION FROM THE "REAL" STATE OF THE SYSTEM, 0, TO X, THE STATE OF TIJE
MODEL 0

zlI

22

z 3e

2 aC e l l e

+ 4L

K 20

where

A2

K 0 K10

Equation (57) is the transformation from actual syetem state to the state apace mo 'el
variables and (58) is the reverse,

V. 20 [P I1 4  
- 4' (57)

(58)
K20

SWITCHING SURFACE

The complexity of the analytic ctprsseion for the switching surface disguises its
relatively simple form in three-dimensional state space, Figures 10 through 12 shiw
the ahape of the switching surface for various values of eigmenvalues. That :1, X
was nominally chosen equal to -1 and A2 varied from -2 to -3 to -4 In ordur lo Hhow
the dynamics of the surface for various ratios 3f sigenvalues. Most simply stated,
the control law mosrs that if the state of the system is above rh surface, a posi-
tive control of maximum value should be used until intersecting the surface at which
time the control is changed and held at a mtxlmiim nogative value until intersecting
the final switching curve, At this fLnal intersection, the egn of the control is
again changed until the state of the system approaches within some normed distance of
the origin at which time the time optimal control law is no longer used and a linear
digital control takes over.
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Figure 10. Switching Surface Viewed From Above, A 1  , X 2 -

Figure 11. Switching Surface Viewed From Above, A, -1, A, -'
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i 1"

Figure 12. Switching Surface Viewed From Above, A - -1, A " -4
12

CONCLUSTO'

The analytical expression for the switching surface of a type one. third order system
has been derived. It is expected that its implementation will not be difficult in a
high speed dedlcted digital computer. The irherent delay in detocting the switching
boundaries, couplt! with the random noise of the system will require a linear mode of
operation for final settling.
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DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS

J Inertia

(j] Jordan fore of matrix 1-
3 Performance index

IServo valve time constant

P. Sign of control

u Control, -1 or +1

r Reference input vector

4Controlled output vector
[P] Modal matrix

A Eigenvalue of (A]

aMultiplier of second elgenvalue X2 - a

Y Output vector

IHamiltonian

p Costate vector

XState vector

Optimal value

(V State from which the orihin can be reached with two controls,
i.e., u* - (+1, -1) or (-1, +1)

(', ,*) A sequence of controls

2 Switch qurface

KI  Servo amplifier gain (amps/volt)

K2  Servo valve flow gain (in
3
/sec/amp)

K3  Differential flow to pressure conversion (psi/gpm)

K4  Pressure to torque conversion (in#/psi)

K5  Conversion factor (grS/RPS)
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OPTIMAL UTILIZATION OF GRAVITY IN A HOMINn M4ISSLE POBLF1M

Dr. William C. Kelly 'N
fuidance and Control Directorate

TIS Army Missile Laboratory
US Army Missile Command

ABSTRACT

The general theory of disturbance-utilizing control, introduced by Johnson, is
applied in this paper to the problem of accommodating gravity in a homing missile
guidance problem. ahile the conventional approach to handling disturbance effects
is to attempt to eliminate them, the approach taken here is to formulate the op-
timal controller that accounts for the waveform propertien of the disturbance.
Numerical results are diven to show the comparison between th( performance cf the
disturbance-utilizing controller and a conventional linear-quadratic ccntroller
with respect to gravity 2ffects.

INTRODUCTI )N

Traditiona l.', uncontrolled inputs to control systems have been considere,l to be lit-
rimental to achieving desired control objectives, and desiqn approaches have resulted
in elimination schemes such as integral control, feedforward control and the notch

filter. However, there are practical problems in which it is s ise to cotisidzer a wa to
account for the presence of the disturbance, rather than attempting to remove it. Forexample, the pre ,ence of gravity forces on a ni (1. missile miy actuall-, hell in iriv-
inq the missile( toward the t ir iet. 1n.ntrolleI in,ts t . control systems JaO 1:e ,:las-
sified as either noise-type disturbances or disturbances with "waveform structure."
Thermal noise in a radar receiver is an example of a noise-type disturbance, while
gravity, wind gusts and electronic instrument drift are examples of waveform distur-
bances. While noise-type disturbances are characterized by their statistical properties
(e.g.,variance and mes ,), waveform disturbances can re modeled by giving . differen-
tial equation that the disturbances are known to satisfy Ill. Thus, it is useful to
view a waveform-type disturbance as having been genezated by a dynamic process (not
necessarily linear). The state model of the disturbance process can be combined with
the typical state model of the plant dynamics [21 to obtain the general expressions:

= F (x, t, u(t), W (z, x, tI) (i)

i - D (z, x, t) + 0(t) (2)

Johnson has snown [2) that the optimal control uo, which minimizes

T
J [uX x, t0 , T1 - G(x(T), T) + tfJ(L(x(t), t, n(t)) dt (3)

subject to the combined system Equations (1) and (2), and assuming a(t) = o, can be
expressed as

u su (x, z, t) (4)

That is, the optimal control at time t is a function of the current state x(t) of
the plant and the currant state 2(t) of the disturbance. This result may be con-
trasted wit-that obtained by the conventional optimization approach, which gives
the optimal control as a function of the plant state x(t) alone. The control
Equation (4), which accounts for the presence of disturbances, was derived under
the assumption that the impulse sequence at) was identically zero. In fact, 0(t)
is sparsely r-opuleted and unknown a priori; and, therefore, its effect could be
viewctd as a sequence of unknown inTtTa conditions z(to) imposed on the model
Equation (2). A corollary to this viewpoint (stated as a conjecture in [2)) it
that the control uO(x,z,t) given by Equation (4) is "optimal" also fir the case
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r where the sparsely populated impulsive mequence aT(t) is present.

Renlization ot the control law Equation (4) requires that real-timie, current valuen
of the states (x,z) be made available to the controller, throug]h either direct. la-
aurements or use of an observer. h dim.usaion of the implementation of plant/dls-
turbance state observers may be found in [11, [3), and in [51.

OPTIMAL CONTROL OF THr LINAP-OUADRATIC Rr(4IILNTOR JITIi I)IMTURANCES

h special case of the optimal control theory discussed in the previous sctnt, is
the lin'iar-quadratic regulator with disturbance present, .ohnanli has shown (1],
121, 131, and 141 how the diuturbance accommodating theory applies to the not-point
ieriuIatur and ncr'.n-trackinq control problemn in which Pho plnnt lynninieu are
1.1odeloil as%

S- A(t )x + 11(t)a(t) 4, t,M( w(t) 5

y - CtIX (f)

wh re x. u and w are 'faotors of dimension n, r and p, respoctivoly, i r p. Ihir

disturbance process is moduai by thi linear systom,

w(t) - H(t). + I.(t)x (7)

af - 0 (Hi Z f M (t) x I ( t) )

where a in a p-dtmonsonal icrtor,

The application of modern control theory techniqtien pri s the 1" isidaratlon o
Lhreo modes of distlrbanoL acOmmodation I1, 2, 3]1

(a) exact cancellation of tho erffot of thn diiat urhante ni thp control system,

(h) thi "best." .pp.'oxTma inn to cancell.ation of Iho effoCIP of the litstu|r -
banvo (when exact cfancolation a nnt anhi vaitt), ami

(o) optimal ut li atioln of tha d;'t nurhance in ancnrn lalhi Ih control
obetiveon.

This paper considers the thir.l mrode, diatuiriance-ut t Iring control (1UM) desrIbed
in [1,2,3,41 and discusses si aroipas application of nl(" O tirat addreod in 1111,
Reference 16j discuuemd a homing mipile guitdance problem with 110C., in which qravity,
winds sn targat maneuver. ae considered. The present work considers the more
npeialiied case in which g7ravity is the most significant distirblnce present, The
question boin considertl it 'Is it worthwhile to employ disturhanoe-uti ising
control for a homing missile when the moet mignificant error source is gravity?
The approari here is to go a step be ',ond the usial procedure of "gravity compenmaa
tion", which attempt. to itnnel grav'ty affects, and show hcw gravity forces can he
optimally utilized to assist in achievlng practica'lontrol objectives muh -a min-
imizing mifl-0-fanos,

'"F DTHTRTIIRBRNVE-UTIT NO PTIH't, ('ONITROl' PRO)IrDM

h special amse of distitriance-aonmmodating optimi nnntrol theory is the linasr.-
quadratic reguietor with 1isturbanco, present. J0ohnsmon ham shown in [1], "(1, and
131 how the iiiaturbance accommoating theory aplies to the set-point regtjulator
and s*rvo-tra:king vontro! problems in which te plant dynamlim are modeleA apt

x - At~x + (t)u(t) + t'(t)w(t) (9)

y - C' M) (10)

where x, u and w are vactorm of aiansion n, r and p, rempectively, and , r p
The distur)hi, ae process is modeled by the linear mystemi

w(t) - H()a + L(t)x il)

& t)Z + M(t)x + n(t) 12)
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where a is a 0-dimnaional vector.

The key to oLtaining maximum Iltiliation of disturbances is to choose a perfor-
mance index J so that, when J is minimised with respect to the control u(t), the pri-
mary control objective is accomplished and maximum use of the ditturbance w(t) is
achiesvd. For example, if the primary control objective it to regulate Lhe plant
state x(t) to zero, a anvondary objetive may be to uae as little control enerqy as
possible, One may be able to achieve these objectives by choosing a quadratic-type
performance index as

J-. xT(T) Sx(T) + [xT(t) ox(t.) + uT(t pu(t, dt (13)

t
0

whwro S irnd Q are given syrmnet-ir non-negativo definite matrlices. S + Q poR i tivV
dc,.knite, . to a positivedefinite matrix, and the terminal time T in speciried. rh v
presence of the positive definit- matrix R encouraries the effective ultilization of
any "free'" ci ,rgy available in the disturbanc.,

It Is shown in Reference [11, [2), and (3J that the zero met-point disturhance-
utililnq problem can be formulated as a linear-quadratic regulator problem by ulinq
the augmented vector

x 0 (14)

which is a composite of the state vectors of the plant and the disturbanre process.
The compooite system equation may be written by using k and the plant and dimturbance
dynemic Squations (9), (11) and (12), with L(t) - 0 and M(t) - 0, as followsi

=-4, .(i' [ j Ft n

The performance index E"quation (131 van be written in the equivalent Form

(T) + I [N'Tr) + ' J + uTtmuu 1  t h

wnere i * M6, (.C101i andQ COC

The dpazit ueq.uenc of impulses a(t! o rn be ci.tureqarded (fnr reauiona disoulsed iII
(1)) and the control which minimildem 11quation (l6) subject to Equation (0.5) oan be
found using standard lJ.near-qjadritic methods, ..saultlnq in the aontrol

UQ , .-tl1T IXK + X-422 1  1.7)

whioh in a function of the states of the plant and of the diaturbanoi prwumi. It
has been shown [Il, (4), IS] that the time varyinq ,,aln matrtcen Kx(t) and KY7:t) era
obtained by solvinq the matrin 14fsrvntlsl equations

RX ' (-A+RR1aTKW) I a #e -. ACTQC I (f) W C T F (18)

(-A4]' BT X X ) T(X X-? W II) I KX1(It.) - (l)

Although not req ur,.d for trprementation of thie control. law Equation (0.7), the
equation for u(,:t)
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*z ( " zD+,O )T+Kxz T IRhTK xz (pHTKX+KX2 T (20)PH

K3 (T) - 0

may also be solved for analysis purposes. F'or the imul], in t li es o! this 1prnh-

lem, the matric functions of time K (*) . t) and K (t) '11'r, nbt llt-l hy fo'r1W-
time solution of EPquations (18) - (10) on 9'diqital cmputer as t rope-,|(,ses I i o)m
to(-O) to T,

The minimum value JO of the porformance index J obtainod undor ptimal control
u - uO is the solution Ix, a, t) of the lidmilton-.1acobi-B lman r~quation corron-
pondiing to the compomite system (15), (16). This solution may he writton 141 (Is

V(x, ..) - SI(XtFxX) + (XTK x )z + 4z T ,4 (1)

The last term in Equation (21) in due to disturbance)s il,)mn, and in equal t, , (,
greater thar, zAro, Since it does nothinq hut incroAme the minimum vnlur' of I,
Johnson has defined it as thu "burden" @ (41

35 *TKss (22)

The term (xTv, )s in Equation (21) in produced by Interactions between the plant
state x and the disturbance Ltate . Thin term involves hilinoar forms which may hr ,

neqative, uero or positive at any time t. When this ttrm hrromnn n~cjqntle, it nren
to further reduce the minimum value 70 (K, z, t) of I in 1Equation (1F)t that In,
negative values of this term actually provide assistane tnward the ohlective of (h-
t ining a minimum value of a. Therefore, Johnson has called the negative of this
term I4 thi' "asslitance"t

A A . (X T 1 ) a 1 ( 2 1)

x(t 0 ) - X1 3(t o  - i

The sign of the assistance in Nquatton (23o may itself be neqative, in whirh came it
has the effect of an adU itn~l buldn,

The first term in Equation (21) doew rot involve the Aiiturbs.e state x at all, and
is, in fact, the minitup valis vf J that would bt oibtained when no disLturbance is
present. Therefore, any nonat.uetive action by the diottvrbunae will be refleetid in
tr difference bet,, 0n the V empresson when the 01sturbame is p'resent #ne that same
V whe, the disturbsncs in Aisernt. Johnsi¢ .,am doi'ined this latter difference as
"utility" 1411

U A V 1i t"' 0  V I w lt) 90 - 124)

Thus, utility ran be written as

U - .(XTKka)2 - %a TK ()

or, symbolically,

V m A- N {i)

Positive ut3.lity results wh-en thm 4saistanla A ti greater than the buidern N

APPPtCATON TO H41iNri 9TMILE (WTflANC

MAT iNMATICAL MODEL

Lh this section we ,ionmtiuer a homin% intercopt problem in which a missile in to be
onntrolled dorin-j the final phast ot its flight so that its pon,

9
ion coincidus with

ISO
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that of a terqet at a specified terminal time, even in the! fare of Iil. t ,, ,h.!
may, or may not, be detrimental to the control ohecti, u'h, liaa "rir., I ': lI,,
this problem is shown in Pigure I, where the )t Iqin in lv'bil,' I t, I
I it +0 o nomit irn and th p s I ioo of" thn [i Hsi In iN det It ,,aI I t' Hi' II il !,l i
Y1) whore NMis horizontal oral Y sM vertical.

(MISSILEEir

ItARET

rigure I, Coordinate system for smal i r'p -t - ili %liq ,  
h ' l m ; I

intorcept model.

It is convenient to consider a reference I ine-tf-w.iiqh tor' 1.,J0- ; I 1111 t , h) ., 1 1.,.
tarqet and oriented at a known anqlf 'h ve',lat i v. to t-ho i, I . i ,,i 1 ii i'
LOS is established a priori, and may correspond to a duai id orien at ion of t ti, im,
of-sight, h coordina i' -- "is entablisti' !ionrmal to the Iinr i,nS (rtquau 1) iwt It
io assumad that the missil. begina the hominq phase at the probleo with a ,,'.' Iai
displacement xx(o) and velocity x2(o) (where X2 , ti) normal to th'a )I*.F .)';, It i
assumed that a previous "midcourse" quidance phas, has do]ivted the "iisiilie If? tha
beginning of the homing phase at t - t thun, non-napro valate, or x, (,I) d x., Co
oharacterie the extent to which the midoourse phase has failed to 111,h,10 tt ,nt u0 Iv,
to start the homing phase under ideal conditions. The in'ti.l. va-oi tI h(i i,.riit
and the closing velocity are assumed given, The nroblem i.. haild isen It "t:mll n ,"
assumptions as in (51 and 161 and consiaers that the. ,li uitlmt.eu Fn i ,Ip"'I',l
interest are those aLtin normal to REV LOS. Ftrrios in nelimrkminf it', . I,.
interrept ara not conidere. here.

'Toe "small LOS angle" model is umed in the pruient work in a aniqu weay - 1itlit
lanti noirmal to the RE F LOS are utilimed i an optIal manlier ?crma ,jr ' imtarhea
eithe r ignored these disturbances, or moAled them as rauorin oce aindt lan.'
itochastic control approaches to cope with thim, The nptliation of the "ci ,rp I I

0.tgle" model to the missile homing problem where dlntarbanct:s ,io p intri tm.,l ', i
a particutarly straiqht-forward implement-aiton of the l itinr .!ata'"i at Ii' U'i-,'
otillzi.'q control theory.

The equatiotan desc'-ibtng the motion c'f the antsil normal i I(it R1' li .

f 2 - u + wit) 2b)

y [XIX 2 i1 (2

where the cOiutpnl vetor y has x1 and x 2 as its elements. TIec; IjIjeit )iiIi n,,.1) Il.
written in t'.s form
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AX + BU P w(30)

Y A x (31)+P

where CX(1

O 1 
(32)

1~ -(~)(33)
TI- (~')(34)

Jit isa misured in the example to follow t hat the disiturbance w(t) is doncrjiled by

w(t) .C 1  (

whore :, is an unknown constant. 'he dieitlraI-t proceasi is wri' ten ; ' nt-1n n
form as

or in the for

COM at (0

endrg o the cJl2 stt'r aes vetriplm olint)curn.a nnw ii-ati

The itrc contrlojciero bn t hpolein byrimyin The qI~ratic (mpoerforanc
nialt teRr OSI

-32.2 oo162



- e Te (T)Se(T)- [eT(t)Qe(t)r 2l(t) It (4A)
t I!

0

where e - x5  -x, subject to the plant Equations (30) and (31) andi the clisturbanct,
process Equa iona (40) and (41).

DISCUSSION Or RESULTS

The homing intercept problem is solved by applying the theory already dwscribod
which leads to the composite state vector (14), the composite :y,,stem (19) and the
performance index (16). The optimal control is competed by (17) sf' or compufinq the,
time-varying gains Kx(t) and Kxz(t) as the solutions of Equationi (I) an, (19).
The time-varying gain K1(t) is also computed (by solvinq Fruat'o), (20)) j( r iusp in
computing the disturbance utility U for analysis purposes. The rohr,,,t4i .MtjlV,]
on a CDC-6600 computr, using backward-time inte(7ration to find th ,uitil u,'idl •
tions for Kx, Kxz and K. ,

The plant state x for the cptimal control Equation (17) is assume] to ko ava)dvh,
from )osition and velocity data (as from high-quality rartar tracking measirements,
for example). In general problems employl.q nUc, an on iimat.or 1,3,5) will I.e.employed to provide real-time estimates of states Arid t I, the speciil rose
considerod here, estimation of z can be avoidei if missil.e attitude aonle informa-tion is available for determining the lateral gravity cominreait,

UMERICW, EXAMPLES

CAso I.- 1p8aar doming Intercept. Dlistur ance I ut:. rIavit(__. e lu).

in this case we consider the performance of a nmisl - with dieturhonro-ut Iiinj
control in a planar homing intercept ha,.n the m's,ic-target qur etry as shown in
Figure 2. Thv parameter values are:

a) Fixed target at 0. ft down-ranqe, U. ft
a lti r'de.

b) Initial missile ground-range -6778, ft

c) Initial missile altitude 4266, ft

d) Initial missi l offset normal
to REF LOS, xl(o) 300 ft

e) Initial missile ranlfe along
REF LOS -srto, ft.

f) Initial missile velocity normal
to REF LOS, X2 (o) 0. .t/c

g) Misile velocity alon, REV LOS

(constant, toward tairlpe) -20110. ft/soo

h) Angle of REF LO. from horizontal 30. leg

i) Spetified terminnl time T 4 0 arc

J) Disturbance: gravity, helpful

k) Control weighting parameter 1.0

1oo[ 
ia0

1 083
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K0)ALTITUDE
' 9r 0 F r

4000

'" ./"MISSILE
e . . TRAJEC70RY 3000muo

tt-3

Im)04*t-4

mu 0
9 Kz . . 4 /

10 *O 50 l. 0/, FIXED
---.... .... ., -.. , . ..TA

700 . 000 9W M .2000 1000 0"
GROUND - RANGE "

FT /RV LOS

NO19: mu 06WItum a 1000 1&

trigure k. Missile trajectory for Case 1, showing nontrol forcr muo;
dLeturbance-itilizinq control tirtuk-bance preamxti
qravlty.

This horting-.r.t{,rr.apt problem wee i. uIved and the resulting optiIfly rcontrolld
misile trew"tory is ahohn J.n Figure 2, with t',kv aueoc.atad dIutu'.bancs-utiLisinq
cnntrol force ., (fispla yed j., I second intervals. Thm optimnl nontrol uO ia com-
puted am a fun.,tton of the time-varying gain matricen Y . and Kxg. Th. mt mile I
nIle to apply the cbntrOl force It, a direction approximately normal to the mimnile
trajectory (avatming emall arle of attack) rather than ncrmal to the NEI LOS as de-
sired. The .i.aaile rajeotory angle relative to *ho horixontal goes F':om 3r deqrees
at t - o to 34 Jegreea at t - 4.0 Therefere, the naximum error in the anglo of ap-
plication of the control force i. 4 degrees, which r-sultm in the application of
99.8% of the rontrol force muO normal to the RrF LO,. The time-history of the con-
trol force iaquiremont is aiiowu in i.'tgure 3, which in suen to be nfarly a llndir
function of time,

T

r 2 13 4-

1400

Firure 3, Dlst.urbann.-utllizlnq nnntrol forcc for Cane 1.
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FT PTIUailo mat.

100 .100

0 1 3 2 4
m T

Figure 4. State himtoriesi x) and x7 for Caae 1
with disturbance-ut iiizinq Lttrol.

The time-historims of the states xl and x2 are shown in Figure 4. Note that, since
no penalty has been placed on x2(TY, it has a relatively lirge value of -140 ft/sec,
corresponding to the missile trajectory angle which is about 4 deqre,.o greater than
the 30 degree angle of the REF LOS, The disturbance for this case (Figure 5) im the
projection of gravity normal to the REF LOS. The utility (Figure 6) is non-negative
for the whole fliqht, as the result of the helpful action of the disturbance in thin
case.

oma

.401

Figure S. Disturbance aoeleration w, for Come I.

The performance of the missile with disturbanoe-utilising control for this came is
compared with that of the conventional linear-quadratic controller in Table 1,
showing muperiur performance for the disturhanee-utilizing controller in terms of
3 , IT, 1U, EMU, xl(T) and I MD.

*~ J -DUC (45)
IT - :W _ X0% (45)

* IT u~ () dt (46)
to

T

Zhu 1 U(t) Idt (47)

'..-A I
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100-

r -

1000.
000

rigure 6. DisturbAnIce utility for raAP I.

TABIr 1 PRR7RMA14CE oF DSTURBANCF-UTILIZINr, nNT'ROLLt.
COMPAREO WITH CONVENTIONAL LINrAR-0I1ADRATriC
CONTROLLE.R rOH CA,1 1,

PIqFORM- E CONTROL CONTROL DISTANCE
ANCE T EERGY FUEL NORMAL
INDEX EU EAU TO REF LOS MD

% x 1 (T)
(FTi

DUC 126.0 94.9 137.0 26.0 0,4 96.6

LO 2722.0 2047.0 I12i0 11.6
Z_ -" - a

NOTE EE PAGES 202 AND XG FOR DEPINITIONS
OFJ, T, IU, EAU ANQ IMO

x (T) - XI (T)Iotl

All effectiveness measure show a sizeable marqin eit T - 4,0. Valuei of total
effectivonemm UT versus terminal time values are plottnrd in riqure 7, whl -h indi-
cLtem a continuing increase in IT am - increasies,

C 2ae 2 - Planar Homing Irtercept. fisturbt,nen Inputj (ravlty (non-helpful).

Case 2, considered in the' section, examines the performance of a missile with ,1J8-
turbance utilizing control in a planar homing intercept configuration where the
miumile-target geometry (Figure 9) in such that gravity is " non-helpful distur-
bance, and the missile's offset from the P7 F LOS at t a o, xljo), is twice what it
was in Came 1. The parameters for Came 2 are as followa,
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TOTAL JLO - Jruc
T EFFECTIVENES S x 100%

40-

20r

0 1 2 3 4 5 0

SEC

Figure 7. Total effectiveness ET versun specified
termina. time values for Cae I

a
w
e 

YM ALTIYtDI

too ""IUD'x

"wne

300FIXED~TARIGET
-fl -708 -000 -UC 4W0 -3000 - '-1 TAGE

aOPOUND BANG1VI

NOTI: m * n 2 Kd I Ze- 10000 I,

Figure 8. Missile trajectory for Case 2, showing control force mu°;
disturbance-utilizing control. Disturbance present:
gravity.

a) Fixed target at 0. ft down-range, 0. ft

altitude.

b) Initial missile ground-range -7228. ft

c) Initial missile altitude 3480. ft

d) Initial missile offset norms to
REF 70, xl(o) -600. ft

e) Initial missile range along
REF LOS -8000. ft

f) Initial missile velocity normal 0. ft/see
to REF LOS, x2 (o)
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g) Missile Velocity along RE? WS -2000. ft/sec

(constant, toward target)

h) Angle Of REF LOS fio horizontal 30. dog

i) qpecified terminal time T 4.0 sc

J) Disturbance: gravity, nonhelpful

k) Control weighting parameter r 1.0

1) S

The computer results were obtained for Caue 2, and the final optimally controlled
missile trajectory is shown in Figure 8, with the associated disturbance-utilizing
control force muo displayed at 1 sec intervals. This case has a 600 ft initial off-
set from the REF LOS (twice that of Case 1) and the geometry of this problem makes
the gravity disturbance non-helpful, in contrast with Case 1. As a result, the
control force magnitudes for this sub-case are considerably larger than for Case 1
(Figure 9). The missile trajectory angle for Case 2 goes from 30 degrees at
t - o to about 24 degrees at t - T1 the maximum error in the angle of application
of the control force is -6 degrees, which results in the application of 99.5% of
the control force muo normal to the REF LOS. As in Case 1, the control force for
this case (Figure 9) is almost a linear function of time.

The time-histories of the states x, and x2 are plotted in Figure 10. As in Case 1,
no terminal penalty is placed on x2, and a relatively large value of xg(T) rewults.
The disturbance in this case (Figure 11), which is the projection of the gravity
accele-ation normal to the REF LOS, is non-helpful, since it acts to hirder the
misailq from the intercept objective. As a result, the disturbance utility
(Figure 12) is either negative or sero for the whole flight.

Me

* 1 2 3 4
SIC T

Figure 9. Control force for Case 2; disturbance-
utilising control.
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The disturbance-utilizing controller for Case 2 'erforms better than the conven-
tional linear-quadratic controller (see Table 2) even in the face of the totally
detrimental disturbance, which indicates that, even though positive utilit" is
never available, the disturbance-utilizing cintrol law still does better in manaqinq
the states of the plant relative to the distawbance states.

TABLE 2. PFRFORMANCE OF DISTURBANCE-UTILIZINO, CONTROLLER
COMPARED WITH CONVENTIONAL LINFE.R-QUADRATIC
CONTROLLER FOR CASE 2.

MISS-
PERFORM- DISTANCE
ANCE CONTROL CONTROL NORMAL
INDEX ENERGY FUEL TO REF LOS

E T EU EAU x, (T) EMD
"_T (FT %

0.15 0.157
_uc X105 14.2 X1"5 3o1,o -c.; 75.8

LQ0.1613 0.171 5. -1.

X10 x x10s5~ o -1.

The effectiveness (Figure 13) for Case 2 shows that the disturbance-accommoiatinq
controller continues to achieve a lower J as the specified terminal time is increased,

E TOTAL J LO -
J DUC

T EFFECTIVENEU -- x 100%
3L0

20.

10

a T
0 1 2 2 4 5 £

sic4SIEC.,

Figure 13. Total eff-activeness E, versus specified
terminal Lime T for C ue 2.

CONCLUSIONS

The theory of disturbance-utilizing control, developed by Johnson [1-41, i-; applied
in this paper to the optimal utilization of gravity in a homing missile prob. em.
Whereas an earlier paper considered dicurbance- tiliztng control in the context of
gravity, winds and target maneuvers this paper considers the homing missile problem
in which the most signific nt disturbance present ii gravity alone. A disturbance-
utilizing controller is formulated as a linekr-quadratic regulator by using an
augmented state vector wh-ich J. the compusite of the plant state vector and the
Sstate vector of the dynamic system of the disturbance process. Numerical e,.smpies
are riven for the case where gravity is "helpful" and for the case where it is not.
In both oases, the disturbance-utilizing controller is seen to provide bett'c guid-
ance performance than a conventional linear-quadratl-, controller that does not
account for waveform properties of the disturbance.
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ABSTRACT

This study evaluated the effect on gunner performan:e for firing on-the-move. Four
different gunner station configurations were evaluated, i.e. isometric tracker, yoke
handles, monocular eyepiece with brow pad, and TV type disnlay. Five different
ride levels and four different target motions were used. Gunner lay and rate errors
at firing and tracking accuracy were measured for use in evaluating gunnir perfor-
mance. Ride level was determined from the absorbed power at the base of the gunner's
seat.

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this study was to evaluate the effect of ride on gunne: performance
for firing-on-the-move. Four different gunner station configurations were evaluated,
consisting of isometric and yoke tracking controllers in combination with monocular
and video gunner displays.

INTRODUCTION

The study originated because of the difficulty in attempting to evaluate several
different gunner station configurations and the difficulty in attempting to evaluate
the effect of the ride on gunner performance in a fielded vehicle. It became ap-
parent that it would be too time consuming and costly to evaluate even simple hard-
ware changes in the gunner's station configuration. The cost was not limited to
making the hardware chatges in the vehicle, but included costs to develop data to
evaluate the changes.. When one considers the possible different combinations of
handles, viewing devices, and seating arrangements, and the effects of different
types of rides on performance, the time and cost associated with an evaluation of
this type is prohibitive. There is also the possibility that test conditions such
as temperature and wind as well as the actual terrain the vehicle traverses may
change between evaluations of the different combinations. This, coupled with the
possibility that changes in gunner performance could be meshed with errors caused by
the rest of the system, made field evaluation virtually impossible.

Another approach had to be devised. The approach had to distinguish between small
changes in performance in a timely, cost-effective manner. It was decided to use
the ride simulator at TARAXOM to simulate vehicle ride. A Chrysler fire control
combat simulator would be modified and mounted on the seat. This would allow the
gunner to ride the vehicle and fire the gun at simulated targets. The computer
would automatically measure and store gunner tracking error as well as error at
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trigger pull. The error at trigger pull would be the horizontal and vertical lay
and rate errors. These errors could then be analyzed to determine gunner performance.
Recoil was also supplied when the gmner pulled the trigger.

The ride simulator has some shortc ngs. It has four degrees of freedom but only
three were used in this study--v- cal. pitch, and roll. In reality a vehicle has
some lateral and fore and aft acL. erations. Some of these accelerations were ac-
counted for by pitch and roll motions in the seat, but these were limited to short-
duration accelerations.

All errors and analysis presented in this report are gunner errors only. All other
errors that r-mally occur in a vehicle are zero. This is extremely important.
When one encounters terms in this report such as hits, hit probability, errors, etc.
these are considering gunner errors only. They are the hits and hit probability
that would be achieved if all other errors are zero.

TEST PLAN DESCRIPTION

rest Description

The test was structured to present gunner test subjects with simulated target en-
gagements from a moving platform. The simulation allowed a gunner, seated in a gun-
ner station mock-up, to visually acquire, -rack and "fire" (pull the control handle
trigger) at targets while being subjectel to mctions encountered in the gunner's
station of a moving, tracked vehicle. Data were collected to evaluate task perfor-
mance of six gunners using four combinations of control handle and sight presentation
configurations. Simulated vehicle mations, or rides, ranged from stationary to
severe cross-country. The simulated target was capable of performing maneuvers and
evasive actions at various speeds as well as remaining stacionary. Each simulation
run, lasting 45 seconds, required the gunner to engage the target, experience the
gun recoil at trigger pull, reacquire the target and repeat the process. Descrip-
tions of the test hardware configuration, rides, target scenarios and data collected
are presented in the following sections.

Test Configuration

The test set-up consisted of the TARADCOM ride simulator fitted with a M-60 tank
gunner's station mock-up and a sight presentation device, the TARADCOM HYSHARE com-
puter system, a modified Chrysler Corporation Vire Control Combat Simulator, an
analog computer and a voice communications network. An overall block diagram of
the hardware configuration and the associated control and data channels is shown as
Fig. 1. A brief description of the major test components is contained in the fol-
lowing paragraphs.

Ride Simulator

The TARADCOM ride simulator, a hydro-pneumatically actuated simulator, is capable
of providing motions about the pitch, roll, yaw and vertical axes. The basic,
four degrees of freedom test bed was fitted with a standard M-60 tank gunner
station mock-up. This baseline test configuration consisted of the gunner's seat,
yoke control handles and monocular sight. The fittings allowed rapid changing be-
tween the yoke and isometric handles, and the monocular and video display sights
undergoing evaluation. The ride simulator accornodated the gunner and imparted
rides typical of the type experienced at the gunner's station of a moving tank.

Fire Control Combat Simulator

The basic fire control combat simulator consists cf a microprocess, monocular dis-
play, gunner's handles, and operator's console. The simulator generated a slight
picture consisting of a converging grid pattern, which represents a terrain, a
super-imposed, moving rectangle. signifying a target and a sight reticle pattern.

The fire control combat simulator presented the gunner with the sight
picture and moved the '.:cticle in response to signals generated by the gunner's
movement of the control handles. The microprocessor calculated tracking and fir-
ing errors based on the position of the target and the gunner's positioning of
the control handles.
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THYS!IARE SY eM 11ahg ltd digital1' alo comp uter svstem. Through hardware

and software Interfaces the system provides mass storage, digital and analog conver-
3ions, and responds to external interrupts which provide program contro15 and se-
quencing. The HYSHARE system provided storage for ride and recoil programs and,r
using the interrupts, controlled consistent outpu~t of the Aignfls used to excite the
seat simulator. The HYSHARIE system also managed all data collection from the seat
sinulator and the fire control combat simulator. The system monitored program statuis
and indictated if an~y errors in terrain output or data collection were occurring dur-
ing a :est run.

AnlgCmue

The analog computer in the test set-up was used as an interface between the ride sin-
ulatot and the HYSHARE system. The computer provided electrical isolation between
the ride simulator and HYSHARE, imposed an additional voltage limitation on the ter-
rain and recoil signals for added safety, and served as a terminAtion for signal bus
lines.
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A modified fire control combat simulator was used to generate and control the be-

havior of the target engaged by the gunners. Four different target motions, or
scenarics, were used during the test. The scenarios ranged from a stationary tar-
get to a closing, evasive target. Figures 2-5 are plots of the target paths for
each oC the four scenarios. Target speeds and evasivene3s period and ampliLudes.
are given on the plots. The target always presented a head on aspect angle to the
gunner and steadily increased in size as the target ranie decreased. Test runs
began with the target at 1500 meters range. The iritia sight picture presented
to the gunnir at the beginning of each run causei the 1500-meter range target to
appear at random locations in or near the field of view, preventing gunner antici-
pation of the target location. The target was capable of closing with the gunner
to witcin 750 meters.

FIGURE 2

SCENARIO 1

Moving Vehicle/Stationary Target

Power Target Horizontal 'ertical
Level Velocity (v) Drift Drift

1 0 mph 0 Nlls/sec 0 tllslsec

2 9 .5 4.2.

3 6 0 3.4

4 22 8.2 6.9

5 13 2.3 BA
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SCEMMIO 2

Mo-.g Yphicle/Movig 
T

arget

Powr Target Horizonitai Vertical
Level Velocty (w Dr ift Dr ift

I is qAk 0 will/SvC Dels/ec

3 0 3.4
4 378.2 5.1

$ 29 2.9 5.1

FIGURE 4

SCN INS

ftiq Vdiicl@/Iybsiy Target

Par Tar st Nerisesal Vertical
,,,Miy ,,, Drif Drift

is lwh 0 ails/sec 0 wils/Sec
2 24 A5 4.2

n 2 0 3.4

4 V .25.
* 29 2.9 I
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FIGURE 5

SCENARIO 4

Evasive Vehicle/Stationary Target

Power Target Horizontal Vertical
Level Velocity (v) Drift Drift

2 10 Mph 0 4.6

3 7 0 3.6

4 25 .7 sin (.4681 t) 7.5

5 is 0 5.7
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DATA

Data collected during each of the 2.400 test runs consisted of the fillowirg:

Test Identification Accounting data ot a.; infcrmati, nal nature describing the type
of ride, time of the test run, test subject, handle and sight configuration, and
target scenario.

Absorbed Power The averaged value of power imparted to the test subject at each
trigger pull.

T_ in Error Tracking errors were collected on two channels, vertical and hori-
zonalerrr. The errors were collected at rates cf 100 samples per second for
the total duration of each test run.

Firing Errors For each of over 22,000 zrigger pulls during the test runs, data for
t e- sorepower, horizontal and vertical firing lay error, and horizontal and
vertical tracking rate errors were coilected*

DATA SUMMARY

Introduction

This section will present a suaery :, thu data. The data wilt not be separated
or analyzed according to scenario, gunner or individual errors. An in-depth an-
alysis of the individual errors for different rides and scenarios will be present-
ed in the section titled Configuration and Power AnalyiA. Some data will be pre-
sented that discriminates gunner performance vezsuJ ride level but when this is
done the total or cumulative data will also be presenteo. All data presented in
this section will discriminate between gunner station configurations and their
components. A variety of differenL indicators in the data will be analyzed and
presented to deternine which configuration had the best overall performance. The
separation and evaluation of this performance according to ride, scenario, etc.
will be presented in the previously mentioned section of this report.

Error Indicators

Several differen: indicators of performance can be extracted from the data. When
a scenario starts, the target appears on the visual display in a random circular
pattern displaced from the cross hairs. The gunner then traverses, elevates/
depresses to acquire the target. One indicator of performance is ther. the time
from the start of the scenario to the first shot.

The horizontal and vertical lay and rate errors at trigger pull are measured.
The lay error is the distance from the center of the target to the cross hairs
calculated in mils. The rate error is the difference between the target velocity
and the gunner tracking rate, also calculated in mils per second. The standard
deviation of the errors supplied additional performance indicators. The mean of
these errors was calculated and found to be essentially zero. Consequently, the
standard deviation is equal to the RMS (Root Mean Square) of the error. One
thing these indicators do nct include is the difference in total nunber of shots
or trigger pulls for each configuration. Some configurations allow the gunne:
to be on target more and consequently get more trigger pulls for the same target
exposure time. Thus, another indicator is the total numbeL, or average time be-
tween trigger pulls for each configuration.

One indicator that includes the lay and rate error as well as the number of
trigger pulls is the total number of hits on a 2.3 meter target. The hits are
calculated by adding the lay ercor and the rate error multiplied by the pro-
jectile time of flight. The time of flight varies with range for this calculation,
The projectile velocity used was 1500 metera/zecnnd. To use this parameter the

*Rafer to TARADCOM Technical Report No. 12520 for complete detail.
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total target e4oosure time must be the same fQr each configuration. When hits on
target are useo in this section to compare different configurations, the target
exposure time is identical for each condition.

Another Indicator that is frequently used is tracking error. This section will pre-
sent the RMS tracking error for eack configuration from the time ot the first trig-
ger pull until --h end of the scenario. When the RMS's are averaged for all ride
levels they are squared, averaged, and then the square root takpn. Uhen the verti-
cal and horizontal PMS's are added, they are added as the square root of the sum of
the squares. The trdcking error is not a universally accepted measure of perfor-
mance. The major reason for this is the gunner has a tendency to pull tne trigger
when he is on targec, and his error prior to trigger pull does not have a latge
influence on his ability to hit the target. This question will be addressed in the
subsequent section of this report.

Discussion

The file that stored the gunner trigger pull data can be interrogated in several
different was. It can be interrogated according to ride level, gunner, scenario,
and configurcnion. This section will only consider configuration and ride level.

Table I presents the data according to configuration and ride level. Several ,M-

servations are imnediately apparent from this data.

(i) There is a considerable decrease in performance for all configuratiors with
increasing ride level.

(ii) Ride has more effect on the video display than the monocular eyepiece.

(iii) Ride not only affects hit probability but also the time required for the
gunner to acquire the target.

(iv) The tracking error increases with ride but it does not appear to be aifected
as much as target hits.

Table 2 combines the ride data of Table 1 but eliminstes the stationary firing or
zero ride level. The best performing configuration was the Yoke Handle Monocular
Display. However, the isometric handle acquired the target faster and has rore
trigger pulls than the yoke,

The 3ifference between the handles ano viewing devices eliminating stationary fir-
ing is presented in Table 3. The monocular display significantly outperformed the
video display in all categories except tracking error. If tracking error had been
the only error measurement used to evaluate the different dis.3lays. an erroneous
conclusion would have been made.

The isometric handle allowed the gunner to a.auire thz target faster and get more
shots off, but its percent hits were lower than the yoke. However, because it
allowed the gunner to fire sooner and fastqr, it had more hits on target than the
yoka. The isometric handle had a larger tracking error than the yoke.
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CONFIGURATION AND Powu AIIALYSiS

Introduction

The evaluation of visionics and gunners controls used during this test will be based
on several gunner measures of performance (MOP). During the test, the gunners were
required to accurately track a target in both azimuth %nd elevation. The MOP used
to characterize their ability to accomplish this consiscs of- lay errors rt trigger
pull. rate errorb for a period of 1/4 second prior to trigger pull, and the result
ant total error based on the vector addition of the lay error and the rate ertor

*propogated over a 1.0 second round flight time. These errors were expressed in the
angular measurement of mils and mils/second and reflect the requirement for input.-
ting angular rates to linear lead fire control systems.

The wunners were instructed to fire as soon as they could after achieving a good
"lay' and a good "rate" match with the target. Another MOP is thus the time re-
quired for first trigger-pull (TP) and the time between subsequent trigger pull.s
The mirnimum allowable time Detween trigger pulls was set at 3 seconds. The combina-
tion of azimuth and elevation errors were also expressed as a radial miss distance.
reflecting the absolute distance of each "impact" from the target center-of-mass.
and the ability of the gunner to control errors in azimuth and elevation si'cltan-
eously.

The tracking performance of each configuration for the MIS scenario is as
shown in Figure 6.(See*Appendix A). The following notation will be .sed to dis-
cuss the cotaparisons: the isometric tracker - I, the yoke tracker - Y. the mono-cular display - M. and the video display - V. Thus, IM designates Gle ihometric-
monocular c-nfiguration.

As a final introductory note, the values displayed in Figure 6 represent thestandard deviatior s for azimuth and elevation and the average radial errors
experienced during the test. Because of the greater number of trigger pulls
experienced at lower power levels, these values are lower than would be the case
if equal weighting were applied to the values at each power level. Each value
displayed represents between 700 and 900 trigger pulls.

Configuration Comparison

Considering only rhe total errors in azimuth, elevation and radial, it is clear
that under the conditions of the current test the yoke controller is better than
the isometric and that the monocular display is superior to the video. These
statements are true aZ the 99+% statistical confidence level. In looking at the
components of these errors, the lay error shows no difference between the iso-
metric and the yoke, but for each, the monocular display is significantly better
than the video. The difference between the isometric ind the yoke controller is
clearly associated with the larger rate errors for the isometric.

This may be explained by the highly responsive nature of the isometric controller.
Where the yoke has a definite "dead" or neutral zone in both azimuth and eleva-
tion, the isometric unit tested, has irmediate, uniform sensitivity in all direc-
tions. Thus, it appears to be more difficult to keep unwanted rate changes from
occurring while tracking the target with the isometric than with the yoke. This
appears to be the case, in spiLe of the fact that the gunners unanimously liked
the isometric control better, and felt that they had much better control with it
than the yoke.

The time to fire MOP, shown in Figure / . both for first and subsequent rounds,
shows consistent relationships between configurations. The monocular configura-
tions have 30 first trigger pulls and between 1300 and 1500 subsequent trigger
pulls, while the video configurations are characterized by 18 first trigger pulls
and from 700 to 900 subsequent trigger pulls. In time to first trigger pull. the
only statistically significant difference between condigurations (a - .05) occur
between YM and XV. However, In comparing IM to IV, there is a consistently short-

*Only data of the M/S scenario is listed in Appendix A. For complete detail, see
TARADGOM Technical report No. 12520.
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E er time for the monocular configuration. Time between subsequent trigger pulls show
consistent trends with smll differences between configuratLns. The isometric har
a shorter time than the yoke, &nd the monocular has a shorter time than the video.
Although the differences between configurations mentioned ab ve are small in absol-
ute terms, the large number of trigger pulls on which these means are based allows a
statistically significant difference to exist (a - .05), between the isor. r-e and
yoke tracking controllers atnd between the monocular and video displays.

Absorbed Power Effect on MOP

One of the major goals of this test was to develop a relationship between g-nner
performance and ride quality, txpressed in warts absorbed power at the gunner's
station. Matnematical models of the hardware performance for combat vehicles exist
which will predict system responAe as a function of the vehicle parameters and
speed, and the characteristics ok the terrain it is traversing. By co.bining hard-
ware performance characteristics with gunner input performanct, the overall system
capability to engage a target from a moving combat vehicle can be predicted.

Figures 8 through 4 illustrate the components of gunaer tracking performance for
each of the five ride quality levels used in the test. Each figure is for the -'. Sscenario and a single configuration. An examination of these figures reveals the

following trends*:

a. Both lay errors and rate errors increase with increasing levels of absorbed
power, which thus results in total errors increasing with power.

b. The rate of increase in gunner error with increasing power (slope) is larger
for isometric tracking controllers tha, for yoke tracking controllers.

c. The slope is larger for video systems than for monocular systems.

The relationships between gunner tracking performance and ride quality is illustrat-
ed analytically in Table 4. This table shows the results from a multiple linear re-
gression analysis of the dependent variables of gunner tracking error and time-to-
fire and the independent variables of average and peak watts absorbed power at the
gunner's station. The coefficient of determination (R2) is defined as the 100 R2
percentage of the relationship that is "explained" by the regression equation. In
generalt the performance of the isometric tracker is highly predictable, with all
R2 values greater than .739 and the majority greater than .9. Looking only at
total radial error, the gunner tracking error "bottom line" and the "average" R2

for the isometric configurations, was .927.

The performance of the joke controller was not as predictable as the isometric con-
troller. The nvrrage R4 for the yoke was .888, still a good value however. The
ability to predict X and Y errors and their components was better for the isometric
than the yoke. Radial errors were more predictable than X and 'V errors.

Time to fire as a funtion of absorbed power for the MIS scenario and each ccmbina-
tion of pinner station configuration is as shown in Figures 12-15. The methematical
relationship between time to fire and absorbed power is shown in Table 4. As wich
tracking performance, cime to fire is highly predictable based on average and peak
power.

Gunner Comparisons

Each of the six gunners has lower overall tracking errors with the yoke than with
the isometric control. The standard deviations of gunner tracking error for each
gunner are shown in Table 5. Some gunners tratked almost as well with the isomet-
ric at the yoke, while other gunners did much worse. The average difference be-
tween the standard deviation of the isometric and the yoke is shown in Table 7
for total X and total Y errors. Configuration comparisons are shown in Table 6.

*Refer to TARADCOM Technical Report No. 12520 for complete detail.
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TABLE A *1

MULTIPLE REGRESSION RESULTS I

D.V.- A + A W A W
a I av 9 2 pk

6 GUNNERS 0.V. A A, A 2

CONFIGURATION SCENARIO DEF.VAk. 2

A-ISo-ymo 1 M/S aX TOT .309 -. :59 .185 .897

oX LAY .128 -. 033 .039 .790

oX RATE .240 - 128 ,153 .922

cY TOT .346 .059 .113 .890

RADIAL ERR .362 .021 .144 .912

T IST 4.91 .243 .197 .995

T SU4 3.47 .321 .042 .960

C-YOKE-,MONO i M/5 I yX TOT .341 .i13 |-.0221 .461{ aX LAY .14" .0243 -. 00150 .797

al RATE .260 .06Q4 -. 00479 .439
" T TOT .277 -. 218 .194 .911

RADIAL ERR .355 -. 0899 .114 .854

T IST 4.91 .116 .223 .952

T SUB 3.51 .0435 .226 .876

F-ISO-VIDEO 1 H/S oX TOT .446 -. 0464 .203 .880
oX LAY .160 -. 0158 .2092 .812

aX RATE .337 -. 0388 .05 .904

aT TOT .344 .260 .125

RADIAL SLI .418 .0690 .176 .923

T IS! 5.28 -1.17 1.07 .896

3T 503 3.46 .446 .0489 .910

F-YOKE VIDEO 1 M/S aX TOT .282 .435 -. 0557 .906

OX LAY .155 .0660 .000560 .839

"X RATE .208 .381 -. 0594 .89B

oY TOT .305 -. 0973 .142 .870

RADIAL ERR .336 .163 .0596 .938
T IST 6.29 -. 824 .816 .637

T StV5 3.79 .327 .0823 .712
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TAB E 5
&UNNE. QVA-, 1$O#4s

GUNNER

SCENARIO CONFIGURATION VARIABLE 1 2 3 4 5 6 TOT

is ISO-hO a x TOT .472 .291 .558 .510 .722 .974 .558
Y (OKE44oNO a X TOT .304 72' .367 .542 .359 .491 .479

150-MONO o Y TOT .377 .631 .873 .707 .958 .724 .745
YOKE-*t.3NO a Y TOT .368 .352 .559 .542 .446 .606 .589

TABLE 6
CONFIGaURAT ION COMPARISONS

LISO ISO YOKE YrOKE o V YV a IM AJlPROX
SCENARIO IARIABLE 14DNO VIDEO 14DON VIDEO a IM a YM a YM n

M/S o X TOT .687 .936 .499 .798 1.36 1.607 1.387 900
a X LAY .208 .260 .193 .248 1.250 1.29 1.08

c X RATE .557 .763 .393 .636 1.37 1.62 1.42

0 Y TOT .822 1.199 .S37 .554 1.34 1 .03 1.3

a RAD TOT .781 1.130 .484 .722 1.45 1.49 I.Cl

TABLE 7
DIFFERENCES IN STANDARD DEVIATIONS

GUNNER

AVG DIFF IN aX 1 2 3 4 5 6

ISO VS YOKE .063 .202 .358 .074 .214 380

tVG DIFF IN oY .014 .116 .268 .121 .414 .066
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Ot;NCIS IONS

Vor the conditions of this test, the data indicatt the fI Lhwi t

I. Simulators can be effectively used to determine optimum g[unnvr confi$''uration:.
for firing-on-the-move. Over 22,00 simulated firings were achieved dLirinr. this

rest, giving excellent statistica] significance to the results.

2. Absorbed power can be used to determine gunner performance for firing-on-the-move,
but values change with configuration.

3- Thm monocular eyepiece with brow pad was superior to the video-type display for
all r'easured parameters.

4. The yoke handle was superior to the isometric for hit probability, but the iso-
metric handle had more trigger pulls and target hits,

5. The rate error was considerably larger than the lay error for all the tested .

scenarios and configurations.

6. Tracking error is not a good indicator of system performance when firing from a
moving vehicle,

7. For the ride used in this test the video display was more affected by rid than
the monocular eyepiece with brow pad.

8. Ride affects both hit probability and the time required for the gunner to acquire
Lhe target.

9. There is a decrease in performance for all configurations with increasing ride
£ level.
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APPENDIX A

FIGURES b through 15
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DYNAMIC GUN TUBE BENDING ANALYSIS

Richard A. Lea
iLT Dana S. Charles
Jonathan F. Kring

U.S. Army Tank-Automotive
Research and Development Cosmand

Warren, Michigan 48090

ABSTRACT

A simulation is presented of the 75-MM gun barrel (H7MAG) and its support at the
trunnion. The simulation was programed on t]7 new TARADCOM hybrid computer.
Bending analysis of the gun was conducted using dynamic inputs at the trunnion from
a HaMAG (Configuration No. 2) magnetic field test tape. Errors due to dynamic gun
tube bending are presented in graphic and tabular form.

OBJECTIVE

Evaluate the error due to gun tube flexure introduced from vehicle motions while
firing-on- the-move.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been an increased amphasis on firing a combat vehicle's
main weapon while the vehicle was moving. This has comonly been called "firing-on-
the move' (VC). Stabilization systems were added to vehicles that were designed to
perform accurate stationary firing with the idea that stabilizing the Jun in elevs-
tion and azimuth would allow the vehicle to perform accurate firn wi le moving.
However, this was not the case. Errors occurred while firing-on-the-move that are
not significant when firing from a stationary vehicle. Some of these errors are the
horizontel and vertical vehicle velocities, stabilization errors, combined pitching
and rolling motions, and gun tube flexure. This report is concerned with evaluating
the error due to gun tube flexures that are introduced from vehicle motions.

A gun tube can bend or take non-uniform shape due to disturbances or phenomena that
are not vehicle introduced. These can be caused from firing the gun or from sunlight
heating one side of the gt tube. These errors are not included in this simulation.
The static or quas-static error caused from thermal gradients ii. the tube is cor-
rected for in current veh.cles with a muzzle reference system. This system has a
sumall mirror mounted on the muzzle end of the tube. A light beam is reflected off
the airror to align the sight with the tube muzzle. This system performs very well
for these quasi-static corrections but cannot be used for dynamic tube leveling on
the moving vehicle.

It is extremely ifficult to measure the dynamic bending of a g,.m tube in a vehicle

traversing cross-country terrain. A one-mil angular bending error in a tube will
produce approximately a five-foot error firing at a target 1600 meters away. This
is a sijnificant error and one must measure the tube bending to considerably less
than one mil. To give some indication 3f the angular size this corresponds, i.e.,
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the angle a golf ball subtends a football field £eay is about 0.3 ails.

The derivation .f the equations that were p:ogrammed on the computer is given in P
Appendix A. The equations and computer programs are in a general form and are
applicable to any symmetrical gun tube. The data presented in this report are for a
75-MM gun. The gun tube is separated into eighteen uniform elements. Each finite
element is considered to have uniform characteristics over its length. One thing to
note in the equations is that the gun tube rigidity increa.ies an the fourth power of
the diameter. Thus, larger caliber gun tubes are considerably more rigid than small
Ones.

The model was implemented and st.-1,. 'in a hybrid computer. 7he gun was modeled on
an analog computer and forcing funcL!ona were supplied by the digital computer via
D/A. The vehicle ride was obtaineL fruw magnetic tape recordings of the HIMAG
vehicle. These rides were digitizea and stored in the digital computer for use as
the gun forcing functions. The input into the gun was only in the vertical direction:
consequently, the error data presenLed are for the gun tube flexure in a vertical
plane. In reality, there is some flexing in the horizontal direction but that is not
considered here.

DISCUSSION

ThL purpose of this study was to measure by computer techniques the muzzle error at
a mile range of the 75-M4 gun barrel (HIMAG) subjected to dynamic inputs at
the trunnion. A schematic of the gun barrel and its support is shown in Fig, 1.
To simulate the gun tube, it was divided into sections to analyze its response using
Euler's equation for the flexure of a beam. .'igure 2 shows a sketch of the gun and
the accompanying design data.

The equations of motion as applied to Fig. 2 are as follows:

1. Basic equation for gun barrel without support:
2 (EI)LI(I)L I Y - 2 + Y. (E) -+ 1 [Y -

2YL+l + YL I

MLYL - L -Il L i L-1 'I L+2 l L
XL XVL+l

- L- I YL- 2 YL-. + YL- 2 I

XLL-

Where:

L - Subscript to designate the section
M - Mass
E - Modulus of elasticity
I - Moment of inertia
X - Length
Y - Vertical displacement
Y - Vertical acceleration

2. Basic equations for gun barrel with support acting on 1st, 2nd. and l1th
sections:

a. 1at Section

(El) 2
M1 Y1 -2  Y3 - 2Y 2 

+ Yl -" Ks 1 Yl]
A1A2

where: K. - Spring constant of support (12.200 lbs/in)

b. 2nd Section

Y, 2(EI) 2  (El)I

X2 YX 3

Z14
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c. lth Section

2(EU)(E)1
M 311  1 Y1 2 -

2 l + Y10J x 3 - 2Y 1 +
x 1x 11 X12

(LI)10
-'11 10 91 a 311xl1 xl 0

NOTE: A detailed description in the development of the equations of motion is noted
in A.PENDIX A.

The equations of motion were simulated on the analog portion of the hybrid computer.
A typical analog circuit that generates sections 1,2, and 3 is shown in Fig 3.

The muzzle error due to the flexure of the gun tube has two components, one based on
the bending displacement and one based on the rate of changc of that bending. We
refer to these as &ngular error and velocity error and their sun as total error. If
the tube were completely rigid, this error would be zero. Bending from gravity
occurs, but since the error from this is well-known and compensated for, it is re-
moved prior to a simulation run. The effects of gravity for various loads are noted
in Fig. 4.

At the start of a simulation ran, the static error due to analog noise was measured
and removed. The model was rurt 100 ti-xas slower than real time and 20 sample mea-
surements of the error each second were taken to avoid interference from the natural
frequency of the tube, which was approximately 500 Hz. Seven and one-half seconds
of each ride was studied to obtain a representativre sampling of the error. The
vertical displacements of the trunnion were inputted dynamically, and the resulting
error measurenents saved in computer storage for processing after the runt

Six different vehicle rides were studied, each with and without the additional sup-
port- For each of the types of error collected, distributions were determined with
regard to the gun aiming at a target 1600 meters distant. The range of error was
divided into classes and histograms of the frequency that the error fell into each
class were made Time histcries of the total error were also plottedt

Hit probability curves were generated based on each type of error. For ren sele
target sizes the percentage of hits given the aiasured errors were calculated. I
ures 5 through 8 show these curves for each ve..icle ride and support condition
studied. A suooth curve vas fit through the ten target mize points. Since an enemy
tank would be approximately 2.5 meters high, hit probabilities for this particular
target size are displayed in Fig. 9.

A major concern was the relative contribution of the velccity error, as a compensa-
ting system for this does not yet exiit. For all the rides studied, the velocity
error averaged 3.2 percent of the total error without the supportand 15.6 percent
with the support. In the latter case, the increase is probably due to the higher
total accuracy of the systes with the extra support. However, in both cases, the
contribution is minor. These results are displayed in Fig. 10.

By referring to Fig. 9 , the effect of the additional support can be easily seen.
For the 2.5 meter target hit probability increased from an average of 12.9 percent
to an average of 79.3 percent. This large improvement in performance shows that if
firing on the move is desired, additional rigidity of the gun barrel will greatly
reduce the error caused by the dynamic motion of the vehicle.

*Refer to TARADCOM Technical Report No. 12482 for complete detail.
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T.YPICAL ANMO6 CIRCUIT (MCTION5 1,1 ~.u3)
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Fig, 9

Hit Probability for 2.5 Meter Target

Course 5, 03 MPH Without Support 11.5 Percent
Course 5, 03 MPH With Support 81.6 Percent
Course 4, 07 MPH Without Support 7.9 Percent
Course 4, 07 MPH With Support 57.5 Percent
Course 3, 15 MPH Without Support 8.9 Percent
Course 3, 15 MPH With Support 66.9 Percent
Course -2, 30 MPH Without Support 21.4 Percent
Course 2, 30 MPH With Support 85.4 Percent
Course 2, 25 MPH Without Support 14.2 Percent
Course 2, 25 MPH With Support 92.1 Percent
Course 2, 10 MPH With-.: Support 13.5 Percent
Course 2, 10 MPH With Support 92.0 Percent

Fig. 10

Contribution of Velocity Error

Course 5, 03 MPH Without Support 2.7 Percent
Course 5, 03 MPH With Sunport 15.5 Percent
Course 4, 07 MPH Without Support 2.7 Percent
Course 4, 07 MPH With Support 13.3 Percent
Course 3. 15 MPH Without Support 3.2 Percent
Course 3, 15 MPH With Support 16.5 Percent
Course 2, 30 MPH Without Support 3.9 Percent
Course 2, 30 MPH With Support 15.1 Percent
Course 2, 25 MPH Without Support 3.4 Percent
Course 2, 25 MPH With Support 15.5 Percent
Course 2, 10 MPH Without Support 3.1 Percent
Course 2, 10 MPH With Support 18.0 Percent

CONCLUSIONS

1. To perform accurate firing on the move, the gun tube flexare due to -ehicle
motion must be considered.

2. For the HIMAG ride and 75-M gun used in this simulation, traversing Course 4
at 7 MPH resulted in the gun being on a 2.5 meter target 1600 meters away less than
10 of the time. This error was due only to gun tube bending--the sight and breech
end of the gun were pointing at the center of the target.

3. Providin a rigid support for the gun tube resulted in an increase in the hit
probability for the "bending" condition of a factor greater than 7.

4. Providing a rigid support for a gun tube will significantly decrease the bending
error.

5. The tube bending error is due almost entirely to tube's angular position. the
error due to muzzle velocity was insignificant.

6. For some conditions the gun tube bending error can be the most significant error
occuring while firing on the move.

APPENDIX A

Equations of Motion Derivation
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Euler's equation for the flexure of a beam:

d 2  lI d2y w d2Y (A-1)

The slope across on element L is given by:

dYL (YL-1 -YL )

L L

L is the vertical distance moved for element L from an arbitrary reference line.

The second derivative or rate of change of slope is the difference between the left
and right faces of the element.

i.e.

dL-l +l (A-3)
AX

dX L L

Where the prime denotes derivative

Then:

d 2 YL YL-1 2 YL + YL+1 (A-4)

dX LAXL

The bending moment at each element is given by:

(El) L d 2 YL

ML dX L (A-5)

Then for El constant over element L the bending moment of element L is given by.

M .(El (YL-i - 2 YL + YL4-1 )  (A-6)
AX L

Euler's equation states:

d2M - w d2Y (A-7)
..7g-77

To take the derivative of the bending moment El must be constant over the element.

The rate of change of bending movement over the element is given by:

dML  ML_ 1 - ML (A-8)
U7 - -AXL

The second derivative is then given by:

d2M L-1 - +i (A-9)
AXL

dXL
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Then:

ALH . MLlj ML +HL., AO

Writing each moment equation

- (EI)L-I (YL-2 - 2 YL-l + YT) (A-li)-i~ ~ Lx.-(AI

H (El)t (L- 1 - 2\Z + YL+I) (A-12)L AX2

L

(EI)L+1 (Yk 2YL+ 1 + YL+2 )

ML+l " L 2 (A-13)
L+I

The mass of each element is the mass per unit length times the length of the element.

M w A L XL  
(A-1)

Euler's equation is then written as:

d2TL (EI)L-l (YL-2 -
2YL-l + YL )

ML " L . (A-15)
dt b~X L 4 L-lI

2 (EI)L (Y-i - 2Y + y

AX3XL

+EL+I (YL 2 YL++YL+2)
AXL IA,+I

Evaluating the end conditions:

There 1. no bending moment on the and element

d2 end . ML+l (A-16)

dX end AXL

Second from end

d Mdl.-2L+Ml (A-li)
dX 2a

end+1 L

The opposite end

2end ML-l(A18

dl AX
eXnd L
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and

d2 lMendl j 24 (A- 19)

dend- 1 L~1

Next page is blank.
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ANALYSIS OF THE UNIVERSAL TURRET SUBSYSTEM
(UTS) IN THE AR-l8 MODERIMZED COBRA

T. Hutchings
iMiR-SCS-M
FC&8 WSL

Abstract

This paper describes a dynamic analysis of the UTS in the 20u AH-lS gun
system configuration. The response of the turret to step, ramp and sin-
usoidal control inputs is predicted from a state space computer model of
the azimuth and elevation servocontrol systems. These iesults are compar-
ed to Bell Helicopter Textron (BHT) specifications. Also, the couviled
dynamical motions of the UTS and AH-IS airframe during gun fire art
determined for a set of initial pointing positions. In this study, the
flexural characteristics of the AH-iS airframe are determined by a ASTRAN
model. Results of this analysis show that the UTS meets all specifications.

Introduction

The anlysis of the UTS was conducted in support of TECOM's Independent
Evaluarion Report (IE) for Development Test Ila of the UTS and critical
issues demonstration of the AH-IS Fire Control Subsystem (FCS). Object-
ives of the evaluation, in regard to the UTS, were to assess the technical
performance and functional accuracy of the system and the degree to which
the UTS meets the specifications and operational capabilities.

The UT was developed as a replacement for the current h28 turret on the
Cobra helicopter. It can accouodate the 20=n M4197 gattling gun. Presently,
the Ah-IS Modernised Cobra helicopters are being equipped with the 20ms
1197 gun. The AH-1 gun system consists of the TW sight (which is a
stabilised optical sight), a laser rangefinder, a fire control computer,
an air data subsystm, aircraft attitude sensors, a navagation system,
the UTS and weapon. When the prirary gun system is activatee the UTS
is slaved to the TOW si&ht. That is, the position of the azitmth and
elevation gear drives in the UTS, which are measured by two resolvers,
are compared to gyro signals from the TOW sight. Errors in the relative
angular positions provide the control Input to the independent azimuth
and elevation turret controllers. In addition, ballistic lead angles,
determined by the fire control computer, are added to the relative error
signals between the UTS reolvers and TOW sight gyros. Thus the UTS

I2
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functions as two independent servocontrol syotems (one controlling azimuth motionst,
the other controlling elevation motion) based on classical, positional feedback
control. The H197 gattling gun is externally powered and fire$ at a nominal rate
of 725 shots per minute (spin).

iIi!UTS Model eeriptiu

Modeling information for the UTS was provided by General Electric Company, the
primary developer of the turret. The data, which is considered proprietary in-
formation by General Electric, was provided in the form of a functional block
diagram of the servocontrol system and a computer program (model UTSIM) that
determiner the dynamics of the control system. A simplified block diagram of
the UTS model is shown in Figure 1. Not shown in the diagram are various non-
linear terms such ar current and voltage saturation levels, deadbsnds, gear
backlash and couleab friction of the motor and load. The feedback errir signal
after being demodulated, is passed through a band reject or notch filter. This
filter effectively removes signal components at the fundamental mechanical re-
source frequency of about 9 Hx., which is caused by motor shaft windup. In the
model, the notch filter is represented by a third order system whose frequency
response function is given by:

H(w) - (l-awA + i a, w
(I-b A ) + iv (bI - b3w0-) (1)

where aa , aj, b i , b3, and bar, constant coefficients. Amplitude and phase
diagrams of H(w) are shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. The signal, after
it is amplified, drives an electric motor. A clutch model differentiates between
motor speed and the speed of the drive shaft. It allows for slippage to occur
when a friction limit is exceeded. The motor torque is stepped-up through a
gear transmission to drive the load. Besides the control innut, external torques
induced by helicopter platform vibrations and weapon recoil loads influence the
dynamics of the turret

The complete model is represented by a set of 12 state variable equations which
are expressible in vector notation by

x (t) - A x (t) + B u (t) + F w (t)
where

x (t) is the vector of state variables,
u (t) is the vector of control inputs, (2)
_ (t) is the vector of disturbances,
A, B, and F are constant coefficient matrices

The integration routine used to solve equation (2) is a modified Euhler technique
which includes a turnable parameter to compensate for phase lag. This routine runs
quickly and has good phase characteristics.

UTS Responses to Step and Rmp Control Inputs

Performance specifications for the UTS are cited in Reference 1. Figure 4 contains
a list of the specifications considered in this investigation. The first analytical
investigation conducted was the response of the UTS to step control inputs of
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0.005, 0.01, 0.02, and 0.2 radians. The characteristic responce of the turret is
shom in Figure 5 for a pomad input of 0.01 radians. Bsaically the turret responds
in a manner similar to that of an underdamped second order mechancial system. The
flattening of the overshoot portion of the response curve results from Coulomb
frictions in the motor and load. After 0.5 seconds the response settles to within
about 0.3 milliradians of the commnd input value. Residual error in the system
is caused by a gear deadbad and by amplifier voltage deadbands. Table I contains
summary information for the step response case. Overshoots ranged from 23.7%
to 50.4% in azimuth and froct 31.5% to 44.8% in elevation. Steady state track errors
were all well below the accuracy specification of 3.0 ard; however, the results
presented do not include resolver error, which is estimated to be about 1.0 mrad.
Other performance data presented in Table I are the settling time and the maximum
slew rate. Settling time is defined as the time it takes for the error signal to

settle within 2.0 mrad of the command input. Peak slew rates of 71.3 deg/sec
and 91.0 deg/sec were achieved in elevation and azimuth, respectively. These
values exceed the desired peak slew rates listed in the specification sheet.

A typical response to a range control input is shown in Figure 6 for a 50 deg/sec
rate input. The response curve is for the asimuth controller. It shows the
characteristic initial log, folicwed by a overshoot and settling period. A
summary of results for ramp inputs In shown in Table II for slew command rates
of 5, 50, 60, 70 and 85 degrees per second. On the basis of model simulations,
the specification on minimum slew acceleration of "20 deg/sec is easily satisfied;
furthermore, the steady state error for a 5 de/scc slew is well below the specifi-
cation bound of 2 mrad. In regard to slew rate, the model simulations show that
the desired 60 deg/sec elevation rate is achieved in abouit 0.69 sec. In azimuth
a steady state slew rate of 70 deg/sec is arrived at in about 0.41 seconds. Peak
sl,- rates of 72.8 deg/sec in elevation and 94.3 deg/sec ia azimuth were obtained
in the simulation.

UTS Response to Weapov Recoil Forces

The procedure used to analyze the effects of weapon recoil forces on dynamic gun-
pointing accuracy is illustrated in Figure 7. In the model simulations constant
reference angles are specified for the control input. Initially, the turret is
asummed to be pointing in the proper direction; however, the turret is subse-
quently disturbed by torques generated by weapon recoil eccentricities and heli-
copter platform vibrations. To determine the dynamics of the turret support
platform a model was developed to solve the forced vibration problem for the
AH-IS helicopter. Dynamical characteristics of the AH-iS Cobra structural frame
have been modeled in NAXPRAN by Bell Helicopter Textron (BHT). The AH-IS
Nastran Model is a modification of the original AH-iG model described in Reference
2. As the first step in the analysis, the natural frequencies and modeshapes
of the AH-IS Cobra are determined by the NASTRAN Rigid Format 3 analysis and the
model data is saved on an output file. The model is accurate for frequencies up
to about 30 Ha. Table III contains a list of the first twelve modeshapes used
In the analysis.
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Modal data in used by the helicopter vibration iodel to solve the forced vibration
problem. In the present analysis the forcing function Is composed of the ganeralt-
sed vector of transmitted weapon recoil force components. Primary outputs of the
helicopter vibration mode? are the platform rotation and accelerations. Platform
accelerations induce torque disturbances that affect the dynamics of the UTS. The
torques depend on the initial pointing direction (See Figure 8) and on various
turret parsmeters (illustrated in Figure 9). In Figure 8 angles ,/ and Z locate
the gun line orientation in the helicopter coordinate frame. An expression for the
recoil torque disturbance in azimuth is given by

TG F - It d 3t - --% Q )

+ ftqt, %. (3 4 L 4)
and in elevation the torque disturbance is

a C g ac .-
G ttb% 4' - R j& t '~&

where aL - recoil force,

4 ,4 - recoil eccentricities,

M. .6- masses of turret components (azimuth and elevation)
r. c- inertia' of turret components (azimuth and elevation)

A j -," platform linear acceleration components
&- platform angular acceleration components

In the I simulation disturbance torques were generated for several different
initial turret orientations and for two sets of recoil data corresponding to the
20mm M197 and 30mn 1(30 guns. At each initial orientation the platform accelera-
tion data generated by the helicopter vibrations model is stored on a permanet
file, which is later used by the UTS model to calculate torque disturbances.

Weapon recoil data for the 20m W197 and 30m XK4230 guns were provided in Reference 3.
These dvtta represent the steady state recoil force measured from burst . firings.
To simlaLe burst firings the single shot recoil data was repeated as shown in
Figure 10 for the 20m weapon. Elevation torque disturbance for the case of 25
degrees depression angle and 90 degrees azimuth is shown in Figure 11, and the
corresponding turret position error is shown in Figure 12. In this case the
maximum error in the turret feedback angle is about 1.2 mrad.

Simulation results for the 20mn recoil analysis are summarised in Table IV. The
table lists the initial turret angles and statistical mesas and standard devta-
tions of the elevational vibration responses. No significant errors were obtained
in the azimuth angle. Table IV lists the total gun pointing error as well as the
separate contributions from helicopter platform rotation and UTS servocontrols. In
most cases the statistical erroru are less than 1.0 mrad. which is smaller than
expected. Since the recoil force usad in the simulation does not include transients
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actual turret dynamic errors are ezpected to be somewhat larger than the values
obtained L the eitatou .

A amilar analysis me conducted for the 30Dm Hughes Chain gSm. The gun recoil force,
again obtained from Reference 3, is illustrated in Figure 13. Simulation results
for the elevation motioUtare presented in Figures 14 and 15 for the case of forvard
firing with a depression angle of 5 degrees. The torque disturbance (shown in
Figure 14) hm a peak value less then 100 ft-lb and the turret position eror
(shom in Figure 15) has a peak value of 1.43 =rad. A complete set of results
for the 30a gun are presented in Table V. In all cases simlateS the elevation
angle erroniwere below 3.0 urad. and the azimuth angle error were about 0 25 mrad.

Conclusions

An analysis of the 01TS was conducted to support TECOM's Independent Evaluation
Report (IER) of the AH-IS Modernized Cobra, The main purpose of the analysis was
to determine whether performance specifications were met and to estimate dynamic
accuracy levels for 20mm and 3(m weapons. Model simulations for step and ramp
control inputs resulted in good performance predictions that exceeded desired
specification-requrements on slew acceleration, slew rate, and positional accuracy.

To assess the dynamic performance of the UTS from weapon recoil loadsja model was

developed to analyse the coupled interaction of the UTS with the AH-IS structural
airframe. Disturbance-torques applied to the UTS from recoil induced platform
dynamics were determined from trasmitted recoil forces for both the 20um M197
and 3Dmm D030 guns. Statistical representions of the gun pointing errors obtained
from the mathematical sialations were on the order of 1.0 mrad for the 20m weapon
and 2.0 arad for the 3Dm weapon. On the basis of mathematical simulations the
accuracyof either the 20(m or 30m guns is expected to meet or exceed specifications.
of the UT'S during firings
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P1

UNIVERSAL TURRET ANALYSIS

RESPONSE TO A STEP COMMAND

STEP Z STEADY TIME TO MAX,
COMMAND OVERSHOOT STATE IERRK,? MR SLEW

RROR RATES(RAb) MAD) (SEC) (DEG/SEC)

0,005 32.2 0.40 0.10 3.44

0.010 44,85 0.26 0.39 5.82
,-

0,020 37.53 0.14 0.40 13.05

0.200 31.49 -0.23 0.52 71.33

0.005 23.72 0.35 0.10 4.44

0.010 50.36 0.28 0.39 7.77

0.020 45.79 0.03 0.39 15.20

0.200 48.57 0.05 0.72 90.97
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TAIIZ III: AR-18 MASThAN WDh

tSHAPE DAT

N.ftequency- (Ha) Mode

1 2.986 Main Rotor Pylon Pitch

2 3.613 Main Rotor Pylon Roll

3 6,.546 First Fuselage Lateral Bending

4 7.588 First Fuselage Vertical Bending

5 13.69 Second Fuselage Lateral Bending

6 14.68 Skid Gear

7 14.98 Second Fuselage Vertical Bending

8 15.95 Fuselage Torsion/Engine Roll

9 18.71 Skid Gear

0 19.69 Third Fuselage Lateral Bending/Torsi

i 11 I.34 Skid Gear

12 20.57 Third Fuselage Vertical Bending
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TABLE IV

GE UNIVERSAL TURRET ANALYSIS

DYNMIC RESPQSE TO THE 20ir 'i197

WEAPON -- STATISTICAL ERRORS

ELEVATI ON MOTI ON

ELEV AZIh yle y~ '- PF.AJ(IYl 0
'(DEG) (DEG) (MRAD) (MRAD) (MRAD) (kMRAD) (MRAD) (POAD)

0 0.20 0.23 -0.04 0.12 0.17 0.29 0.52

45 0.20 0.30 -0.30 0.38 -0.32 0.35 0.85

90 0.08 0.29 -1.07 0.69 -0.99 0.73 0.95

0 0 0 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.08 0

-25 45 0.20 0.26 -0.38 0.31 -0.18 0.29 0.82

90 0.21 0.47 -0.84 0.62 -0.63 0.79 1.20

0 0 0 0.17 0.10 0.17 0.10 0

-45 45 0.21 0.21 -0.20 0.22 0.01 0.24 0.66

90 0.21 0.42 -0.61 0.46 -0.39 0.66 1.16

0 0.20 0.21 -0.07 0.13 0.13 0.27 0.57

Yto - TURRET POSITION

Ga- HELICOPTER-TURRET PlTFORM P(. ION

T" GUN LINE POSITION

NO SIGNIFICANT ERROR IN AZIMUTlH MOTION
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TABLE V

GE UNIVERSAL TURRET ANALYSIS

DYNAMIC RESPON'E TO THE 30m ADEN/FD"A

WEAPON -- STATISTICAL ERRORS

ELEVA7I4 NOTION

ELEY AZM6 -0Ie- PE"KI.
(DEG) (DEC) (RAD) (MRAD) (HEAD) (WSAD) (HEAD) (SAD)

0 0.05 0.72 -0.07 0.27 -0.02 0.77 1.43

-5 30 0 0.95 -0.58 0.45 -0.55 1.06 1.83

60 0.01 1.03 -1.50 0.85 -1.50 1.33 1.78

90 0 1.16 -1.94 1.06 -1.94 1.60 1.89

0 0.23 0.22 0.13 0.15 0.35 0.32 0.74

30 0.18 0.38 -0.34 0.29 -0.16 0.50 0.86

-25 60 -0.07 0.82 -1.20 0.69 -1.28 1.05 1.50

90 0 1.26 -1.67 0.92 -1.67 1.61 2.26

0 0.2a 0.23 0.31 0.15 0.53 0.29 0.46

30 0.17 0.16 -0.06 0.15 0.11 0.27 0.70

-45 60 -0.06 0.74 -0.76 0.47 -0.82 0.89 1.42

90 -0.02 1.25 -1.20 0.68 -1.22 1.42 2.30

Yip a TURRET POSITION

()o - HELICOPTY2-TURRET PIATFORMi POSITION

OT - GUN LINE POSITION

STATISTICAL ERRORS FOR THE AZI1U1H NOTION ARE

IESS THAN 0.25 HEAD (Io)
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